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Adults re,sponsible for the education of young children differ in their
statement Of goals and in the approaches useckoachieve thein, but theyskar9
in.common theresourees With which they apply their differing.methods. One

.,resource unequaled in value for accomplishing goals In earlY childhoosl
programs is literature. Research evidence shows us that experiences provided
thrOugh.'literature add_ measurably to children's store of knowledge, enrich
Itheir use 61-language, and inc:rease their, ability to read. KnoWledge gained
horn observation Shows us thatchildren wlio experience literature share a joy,
unknowti tothoseWho do not have litcrary experierices..

Literature, then rightlY belongs in early -childhood edu.catiair programs,
which have Multiplied as research has made clear.hi*cRitical the learning
stages of 'early childhood are to later developinene. Such Programs, include
ilay care, head start, home centers', infant and tOddler centers, nursery school,
play, groups, hOme-tutoring progralas, kindergartens, ,and various clinic or

, -School sponsored parent-child interaction plbgrams.

"Literary exPerierices" may unfortunately sound a bit snobbiSh to some,

o
lit there is no other. ,iay to encompass the results that the forms arid use

literarypaterials can effect: The -real problem here is .the term literature.
Books are only a part Of this resource. Literature, in our uriderstariding of the '
term,, also includei thegreat oral tradition hestoiyteller, whose art must ' .

be shared with the young: Films, recordings slides, televrsiOn, and Other :4
media likeWise are literary materials that can e ch play a role in. the enrich-
ment of children'a lives. Thus, whatever one ishes t9 call the resource, it .1
OfferS many choices, and young children Sug1 to share in all of them. Since
young children are seldom able to read by themselves, It fs important for

4, adults, to make literature a part of child.ren'S, liveg. While the , primary
assuMption offilis book is the value of:literature for the youn g,. it should be
noted that slcarilig 'a4bOok with a." child not only enriches that child but.
rewards the adidt. . ., , , -

-
0,kEThe=1\i". Committee on Literary Experiencgs for Presch 1 eluTdren

. . .

is made ti .of specialists in early childhood echrCation: a reading an language
E .

arts constritant; an author and illustrator of children's books, an editor of
children's books, a ,Children's librarian, and, ;or course, teachers In our
professional careers we haveseen. the effects oflkood literature on c dren,
and in thrs hook we try to share that experience..

,, ..
. ..

Please note that in the children's book reference-lists and in. the anno
tated bibliography of 100 best books, foechildren, we have used ihe abbrevia-- ,

tion .PB to indicate books also available in paperback. In cases where the
hard4ck and paperback publishers are not.the same,. the name of the paper-). p
back ,Aublisher follows the abbreviation. t vii

0 1,
-4
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ooka.ca.n play a significant role in the life of
- L.F the young child; _but the extent to Which
they do depends entirely upon adulta. Adults Ore responsible fOr prowdkig
booka and transmitting the literary heritage cbntained in nursery rhy es-,

traditional tales, and great novels. The responsibility liesIirst with par ts
but is Aared by child care workerS, earl childhood teachers, pedia
nurses, librarians, television.. programmer and all others whose work
reaches young Children. There is a great störeV literature to share :with the
young, but the wealth could go unused if adultsdisregard their responsib'

.

ties. Adults must sing the songs, say the rhymea,s.tell the tales, and read t1e
stories to children to maice literature tnd all its benefits f;kniral to children
lives. .

Literature enriches children's language. The complex process of acquir-
ing langriage has not been fully explicated despite serious attempts to describe
it. What is clear, however,, is that children are affqcted by the language they
hear and that they gradually:learn to approximate the 'dialect spoken by those
around them. Carol qliomsky (1972) examined children's language, specif-
ically knowledge of eomplex syntactic structures, in relation to the aniount of
reading done by. them and the amount of reading aloud to them.She found, as
others have, that children Who are read to and who read rribre on their own
have a greater knowledge of complex language structures than children who
read less and aPe read to less. \

Partial explanation for the effect of readinglon language aCquisition may
be that lariguage used in books differs in some wayg. from the language used
insonversation and other kinds of oral discourse. Literary langnage is more
provocatiVe, more complex, and more highly structured; children who read it
or hear it reflect the differences in their speech. Language in books also
differs from the language children hear on television. Fasick (1973) found the
language in children's books to be more° complex and richer in syntactic

1 2
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Berhice E. Cullinan

p'atterns than the langdage used in ch4clren's television programs. Further-
a

more, television engages'the child in a liassiv.way_with language whdreas
reading books and telling sto_ age the' child in imactive waY. Children
actively lise'langUage az,t1+ , repeat.ityme/s, and.talk about
the' pfettite.s ft has b. 'ed (CUllinan, Jaggar; and. Strick-

1974)-411k cti a, fat MOre power,ful impact cin
lagOage developmen: ening

--Children, are word collectors. They play with language. They are fas-
cinated by its sounds. When we read to them, we expose them to the beauty of

. literary language antiwider variety of language forms than they hear in
other sitdations. Children pick up new wmils and phrases that sound inter-
esting and are fun to say. In their play, they will use a familiar refrain they
have heard from a good story, such as "No. No, No. Not by the-hair on my
chinny chin chin. I'll huff and I'll -puff and I'll blow your house in." Children
often memorize a particul'arly Melodic word, phrase, or rhyme instantly. In
The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren, Iona and Peter Opie explain:

These rhymes are more than playthings to children. They seem to be one of
their means of communication with eath other. Language is still new t6 them,
and they findpdifficulty in e)(pressing themselves. When on their own they
burst into rhyme, of no recognizable relevancy, as a cover in unexpected situa-
tions, to pass off an awkward meeting, to,k11 a silence, to hide a deeply felt
emotion, or in a gasp of excitement. And through these quaint ready-made
formulas the ridiculousness of life is underlined, the absurdity of the adult
world and their teachers proclaimed, danger and death mocked,, and the
curiosity of language itself is savoured. (p. 18)

The cumulativeThipact of hearing stories, incorporating words and phrases
into their language, and seeing reading as a desirable and pleasurable activ-
ity enriches children's language and leads them to independent reading.

Literature facilitates karning to read. Research findings have ,docu-
mented the Commonsense nOtion that children who are read to learn, to read
earlier and more easily than children who are not read to. Durkin (1966)
found that children who learned to read early hadbeen read to and had had
someone who answered their questions. Children who read along with
parents or others from their earliest days through the primary school4ears
seldom have difficulty with beginning reading. Children who see important
people in their lives reading, who have their questions answered, who are
encouraged in paper and pencil activities are not the ones assigned to reme-
dial reading classes. Teaching children to read through a long, gradual
induction more nearly parallels the way we teach children to speak. Continual
reinforcement and motivation through daily reading and the pointing out of
visual similarities in signs, labels, and words teaches children to break the
code we use to represent speech. Books for children provide the substance
for this teaching process, and they have the added advantage of making
reading worth the effort. Any printed material used in this way might teach
children to read, but good stories spur them on. Bettelheim (1976) cautions
that "the acquisition of skills, including the ability to read, becomes devalued
when what one has learned to read adds nothing of importance to one's
life".(p. 4).
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Books in the Life of the Young Child

A ,

,

The very best situation for reading aloud is with the child on-the adult's
. lap withlhe book infront of both. In learning to read, the child is learning the

relationshiP between:Oral language and the letters .. of.the alphabet. Wheq
children can _see,the words clearly..and follbw the stbry along in the lines of
'print, they kre learning to read._ ekiildren who hear a story in'a.large group
usually miss this opportnnity. In the case of a large grou unteer readers
can be brolght in so that -each:child cart lia*.this ii ual- exTerience
freqUently. Cazden (1972) points Out the reasonS that th dividual experi-\ence is so important.

Reading to th-e young child may be a particularly potent form of language
stimulation. As usually done, with the child sitting on the adult's lap, it brings
a special relationship of close physical contact, easily shared visual focus, and
adult speech about that focus spoken directly into the child's ear. Furthermore,
reading aloud is likely to stimulate meaningful conversation about the pictures
to which both adult and child are attending. (p. 107)

Literature nourishes the imagination. All aspects of growth in a child are
related to one another. As childrek learn new concepts, their language
expands; as they have new experiences, they express therntelves in new ways.
Developing an imagination arid'a sense of humor are important aspects of
growth sometimes undervalUed in the back-to-basics movement, although
such areas of development enhance all other areas. Children 'who :experience
literature are provided a .rich source of ideas for the imagination. Children
learn through imaginative play: they pretend they are Mike Mulligan as they
push their version of his steam shovel Mary Ann through a sandbox or dirt
pile. They acquaint themselves with possibilities as they try out roles from
literature.

In The Uses of Enchantment, Bettelheim discusses the child's need for
magic. He proposes that fairy tales are especially good for young children,
because they proceed in a manner which conforms to the way a child thinks
and.experiences the world. He further describes the way fairy tales offer new
dimensions to the child's imagination by suggesting new images with which
to structure daydreams. Through daydreams, a child seems to work out
unconscious fears and anxieties using the magic of the fairy tale form.

Like all great art, fairy tales both delight and instruct; their special genius is
that they do so in terms which speak directly to children. (p. 53)

We need to nurture children's irngination. Literature provides a rich source
for doing it.

Tlius, the idea that experiences with literature have a profound effect
on childreret lives'is widely accepted. Sebesta and Iverson (1975) discuss the
importance of plain and simple picture books, books of objects to name,
series of pictures, and the uncomplicated images of the nursery rhymes, and
conclude:

41'?'you miss this stage with children, something is lost that can never be re-
gained. The idea that pictures can convey reality, that books are windows to
the world, must be introdUced early and with care. (p. 134)

Young children can have valuable experiences with books if someone reads
to them and encourages them to talk about the pictures. These are experi-
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,

.
endes that deVelOp children's minds, eXcite their curiosity, and make them
interested in (flailing on their own. Fisher (1962) explIns, "Nhat gOes in-N:
one ear does nOt come out :the other, It stays. embedded in th ory"
(P. 20). There are many reasonasfoi tnaking literature central to the yob r

*child's life: KnOwleifae, laughter;imaiihation,' and' underStanding can growei .

from acquaintance -with- Ilieratufe. More importantly, literature,ls part of
children's rights. .. . i

Current in the education Of young children. Research findin0.
:have est Cal nature of the early years for learning. Patterns'
begun i

"c.
d have a lastinginfluence on children's developmelity.,

,

A visible research is the increasing number of young children
who are enrolled in a variety of early childhood programs. Many of these'
children,are now introduced to prereading or reading skills for both juljable
and unjustifiable reasOns. Encouraged by the fact That some. children,,Patn

.to read at an early age (Durkin, 1966), many have initiated the rOttnal
,

ing of reading to very young children. Most .often these progratns folegs on
decoding skills. However, a major fallacy in basireprOgrams On ilie,4rly,
reading studies is that children who learned to read early did not ddsifrOm
exposure to formal reading instruction. Findings Show, that childr0 who
learned to read early were the ones who were read to, who showedinterest
in paper and pencil activities, and who were interested in visual .disdpctions
in signs and labels. Equally important was the behavior of the 'a4ults or
older siblings, around the children who learned to read early. Ins,the case
studies, reported by Durkin, an adult or older child always'read to the child
and answered the child's quetions. The children saw other people reading
and their families valued reading as an activity. When the child pointed o a
street sign or a cereal box label and asked, What does that say?,, som'eone
answered the question. Other case studies show that when someone wi'jtes
down what a child says or the child attempts to write, the

,

speech sounds can be represented in print. Later, children
sages encoded in writing can be decoded, or read, and that 1
the sounds they use in speaking. The findings make it clear th
ing to read requires the child's involvement in a vast 'array o
with, language, both oral and written. Beginning reading pro
provide children with lots of attractive books for looking and liste
strong motivation for leading children into reading.

learns itiht
earn hat rii6-

ers represent
n that learn-
experiences

ams that
ing offer

A BASIC COLLECTION OF BOOKS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

A basic collection of good books which can be read to children, handled
and looked through by them, &nd used as a stimulus for other activities is
necessary in every early childhood classroom. The books recommended here
and ih the annotated list at the back of this book have proven to be coniinually
useful in many early childhood progranis. More titles should be added each
year, but this basic group will provide a good beginning.

Mother Goose and Nursery Rhymes. The beloved old nursery rhymes
are an indispensable part of a child's introduction to literature. Humorous
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-4e
incidents and characters are presented in kverses with strong rhythin and
rhyme,t9 delightithe.ear. The best editions are sensitively illiistrated to enrich

, children's understanding and appreciation of the. old *ses.

Favolite collections. de `Angeli,. Book Of NU4eri and MOther Gaose
Rhymes; Brooke, Ring Rases; Briggs, Tla Mother Gobse Treasury; Rack-
ham, Mather Coose Nursery Rhymes; Rojankovk, The Tall Book of Mother
Goose; Wats9\n, Father Fax's Pennyrhymes; Wildsmith, Brian Wildsmith's

Ither Goose:Favorite rhymes illugrate4sepaptely: Domanska, If All the
Seas Were:One Sea; G e, The 1-4auSe That Jack Jeffers, Three
Jovial F Spier, London Midge Is FaIrnri Down.

114

Fig. I . Childre ill search
for, and find, the nimals
the three joy' ntsmen
do not see. inal in
color)

. /
From Three kovial Huntsmen.
adapted and illustnated by
Susan Jeffers- Commght
1973 by Susan Jeffers
Reprinted by permission of
Bradbury Press. Inc . and
Hamish Hamilton Children's
Books Ltd . London
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:Participation Books fOr Xodcllers. The first books that children hant
- need to.be sturdy so that they will withstand Sticky fingers and a toddler's
"lack of dextediyin tuiningpage. Books made of cottOn fabrie, heavy.plastfc,..
canvas, or .catdboard can proVide good early experiences with books. Some
books haVe piCtures of single Objects,in,bright calor,s, some uSe a game, some
contain visual puzzles.. The Books can:be used for poihting, labeling, stimu-
lating language, and just learning how to handle books. Books Which invite
the active participation oi the child while someone reads aloud delight both
participants. Sortie hooks haVe flapsi4to lift up and peek under, soft furry
patches to feel, rough sandpaper tO touch, and holes to look through or stick
a finger through.-

Favoris.editions: Lewis; Zoo.City; Munari, The Birthday Present, .The
Circus in tilt Mist, and Who's There? Open the Door; Hoban, Look_Again;
Kunhardt, Pat the Bunny; Witte, Who Lives Here?; Cdrle, The Secret.Birth-
day Message.

Folk and Fairy Tales. One,of the best types of liteFature to use with young
chil4ren is the-old tale handed down from past generations. The-simple plot
nd prediaable .ending appeal to childrgn, who are reassured when things
irn out rillt*Dutstarg artists have WU trated many of the old favorites

__1!e editions, and a large quantity of heie belong on early childhood
:

\Sf

Trite editions: Marcia Brown The Three Bilk Goats Cruf ;2,aldone,
C.n010`ead Boy and Li(ile Red Aiding .:---iood; Hogrogian, One Fine Day.

Au ,ird. Books. Every early childhood centu,shoul contain ,man- of the
out-..scan.:-,2 award books Cited each. year. One of the most prestigious, the
Jau1decc Award, is given to the illustrator of the most distinguislied picture

-hildren publiShed in the United States during the preceIng year.
appeal th children is not the -basis for the selection. many of the

EA'favorites. The list below includes winners and honor books.

11Orite editions: Bernehnans, Madeline; McCloskey, Make Way for
I Blueberries for Sal, and One Morning in Maine; Krauss, A Very
SAL,: House; Yashima, CroW Boy anC ,ni-rella; Keats, The Snowy Day;
Ltif. Inch by Inch and Stminmy; de Regr _-s, May I Bring a Frzend''
t1,1t- lontresor); Emberley, Drumme *)ff.

AB( 3ooks. Many of the best illusti: -Ts have used the alphabet to
various, ways objects beginning ith each letter. Strong, clear

color; 27,, familiar objects presented on uncluttered pages seem best to use
with wur children. Alphabet books have many uses beyond mere recogni-
tion of or, learning the alphabet; they serve as excellent materials for
poin! :tntifying, catl-gorizing, associating letters and sounds, and just
tafk

-nte editions: Anno, Anno's Alphabet (see Fig. 2); Baskin, Hosie's
3rown, All .Butterflies; Burningham,John Burninyham's ABC;

pmbo Means Hello; Munari, Bruno Munari's ABC; Wildsmith;
...Llsmith's ABC's.-

1 7
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Fig. 2. Anno's alphabet looks as if it were carved from wood and the objects chosen to represent
each letter are not the usual ones. (Original in color)
Reprinted by permission of Thomas Y Crowelitompany. Inc from Anna's Alphabet by Mitsumasa
Anno Copyright 0:::) 1974 by Fukuinkan-Shoten

et.
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. Counting Book's. Books that deVelopmathemgical concepts, specifically,-
. counting tftl,d siie of sets, are available with vivid illtstrations and photo--;

graphs..Some present an'increasing number of objects w#h a unifying theme
or `Stoxy, whereaS Others f011ow the coUnting sequence; only. Bright,-.clear,
illustrations or photographs of easify discernible groupS are best for conVey-
ing uumerical concepts..

'ig. 3. This ravenous
)illat leaves behind a
)f holes in the food it
id children will wary

to count every On:
(Original in colorl

ntec., by penntssion of
Colhns World Pub

1g Co . Inc .,frorn Th,
lungry Caterpillar

Enc Can,

-

Favorite editions: Carle, The' Vtry Hungry Caterpillar (see Fig. 3);
Feelings, Moja Means One; Hoban, C unt and See; Langstaff, Over, in the
yeadow; Tudor. Y is One; Wilds ith, Brian Wildsinith's 1, 2, 3's.

Wordless Picture Books. A n format which has become popular withs
many age groups is the wordless booka story told entirely through illuslra- 144
tions. The first time through an adult and a child usually look-at the book
together, discovering the story and telling it to each other. Children "read" 41

these books independently to themselves, to another child, to a scribe, or into
a tape recorder many times after they know the story. Needless to say, such
books cont.mite to oral language development, serve as a stimulus for crea-
tiVe storytelling, and de elop a sense of story long before a child can read.

Favorite editions: AL,2xander, Bobo's Dream; Carle, Do 1; o: Want to Be
MY Frientr: Jacko, Naughty Nancy, and Shrewbettma is Birthday;

1 9
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Hutc s, Changes, Changes (see Fig: 4); e , Frog, Wheke Ar& You? ail d
Frog s-to Dinner; Wezek, The Good Bird:

. ,

regoOks. A stciry told through bOth text and illustrationare4kires
.- a reader r at least the first few times through: Children soon rilem6rize the
stoey ard ftp fool observers, kir they can recite verbatirk what is `printed on
each page. Young children turn to picture books repeatedly during the pre-'
school and rimary School years, Stories ik picture books may be' f
realistic, tr itional folktaleS: or ones' told in vers&-

..

Fa; j al s: Lionni, Fre4erick; Brown, Goodnight Moon; Gag,
Millions of L. rauss, The Carrk Seed; Scott, Sam;'Sendak, Where-the
Wild Things lobodkina, Caps fer. Sale;'StePtoe, Stevie.

iCone.:.-vt obks. Some book.- help children develop concepts gnd the
ability to gene alize. Concept nooks fOr young children preSent'the Climen-
sieris of .an abstract idea, such _a s size or shape. They also include categories
of objects. comparisons of worzs. and 'other creative ways, to define a concepi.

.
.

4.1

1)

*

Fig. 4. The man and,
woman'change their blocks
into a new form each-time
disaster strikes.,(Original .
in color)
From Changes, Changes by
Pat Hutchinsl CopirriglitC
1971 Pat Huichins. Reprinted
bl; permission of Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc.. and The
Bodley Head.
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Favbrite editifirs: Hohmi; bircles, Triangles and Square's; Dig, Drill,
Dump, 'Bill; Oi.* Under and Through;,and'Aig Ones bale Ones (see Fig.5);

. Pierikowski;...9h,apes-Domanska, -,Spring Is; ,Spieri_:,-ftst7Slow, w.

Infa.r.inati' ctl ooksAbte best Of tigese hooks 00101.info&a sn a
specific topi atisfiesikhild's need to knowSimtilypresented atitemf
tic inforniation is-best, Topics in. scien, Math, social studies, and tfie!.árts
are ampilable.

. _
. ( s p

r
Favorite editio' s: Brennew Bodies &ee Pig. 6); Cole,* Puppy Is Born;,,- '

Goudey, !louses. from.:111cia: A: Rock--,- ell, The Toolbox; H. Rockwell, My
Doctor; Selsam, 1-ck ins Grow. ,

i ,Poetry 13"odks.. A:.' ILt'''''''c' collection of books io .youin
.

-
g children should

-...include as many books of poetry as tt---,e budget will allow: Young children
respond to rhythm, rhyme, nonsense, and the spunds of language and will
ask for rereading of their favorites often.

. , .
Favoçlite editions Adoff, Black is,brown ig tan; Ciardi, Yon Read to Me. .

111 Read id You: Deja-Mare, Peacock Pie; Fisher, Cricket iri, a Thicket; Kus-
, ,,, 1

concepts of big and
e reinforced by Tana
)an's phchographs of
tt arid baby animals.
ur..' by perrntsmon of

Books from Big
lire Ones W> Tana
--vriqhf .17. 1976, by

Mtn. Hoban

.
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kin, The Rose on My Cake; McCord, Far and Few: Rhymes of the Never Was
-and Always is; Milne, When We ,Were Very Young.

Song Books. Many favorite nur§ery rhymes and folk songs have been
illustrated in single editions. There are also collections of familiar chants and
songs that invite happy participation by young children.

Favorite editions: AJi o Tel Aunt Rhoc4, Engvick. Lullabies and
Night Songs. Larrick, The Wheels of the Bu. Go Round and Round; Poston,
The Baby's Song I3ook; Seeger, American Folk Songs for Children; Spier,
The Fox Went Out on a chilly Night.

Easy-to-Read or Read Alone Books. Many children will want to try read-
ing on their own and -they should have many easy-to-read books available.
Authors have restricted the vocabulary, but no- the imagination, o their
books interest children.

Favorite editions: Lobel, Frog and Toad A-z Friends, F g anci -bad
Together, and Mouse Tales; Minarik, Little Bear and Little Iears Fr_end;

'Rockwell, No More Work; Dauer, Bullfrog Grows jp; Scbick, Nghbornood
Knight; Schulman, The Big Hello.

Pig. 6. Children are inter- ,
ested in their own bodiese
Barbara Brenner's informa-
tional book will help them
develop a healthy respect
for them.
PrOm Bodies by Barbara
Brenner, with photos by
George Ancona. Copyright

1973 by Barbara Brenner
and George Ancona.
Reprinted by permission of
the publishers, E. P Dutton
& Co., Inc.
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ENCOURAGING LANGUAGE GR WTH

C onsider the utiit
easily serves a Variety,of purpc:ses. Pure

lity of children's literature':
pleasure is a primary purpose, as one author has pointed out (Huck, 1976,
pp. 708-711). Understanding of literary form can result when children en-
counter books (Kingston, 1974): Children!s literature can be used to enrich
study of academic subjects (Chambers, 1971). It can be used to help children
gain understanding of themselves, of others, and of other cultures (Lickteig,
-1975). It .can even be- used didactically to impart a desired value system
(Rudman, .1976).

Another pUrpose, well worih conaidering, is the ithpaat books cah have
on children's language growth. Children come to school with an imprfiss_sive
command of language (Dale;:1976). Further development can be encouraged
through a planned uSe of literature for the young: In this Chapter we will con-
sider the types of language growth which can oCchras a teaCher shareS books
and plans activities designed to enhance young children's speaking and writ-
ing abilities.*

No. matter at what age boys and girls come to us, we begin with a rich
input of oral reading. As we demonstrfit our app ia -ion for books by read-
ing to them, children's inter 4 4- ting 411): oral languagein al

"Litei'ature and Young Chil,:i.tc .2.1a ii pproaches," a cassette by the author demonstrating
classroom application of techniques *scussed in this chapter, is available from NCTE (stock
no., 72636).
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7. Discussion itAlow-:
he reading of this tale

help children under-
ad the structure of the
ilative story, and then
can begin writing one
heir own. (Original in

color)
in The House-Thatlack
hy Paul Goldoni. Copy-

right 1961 by Paul
?one. Lised With permis-

of McGraw-Hill Book
Company.

;

.varw,--- A will result. 'We read to children fOr the language input it
prcy ly"?-',,thead (1968) has reminded us of the benefilt of such sharing.,

Tharr vho read to boys and girls ... in the process expose them to the full
ztte flavor of, the English language . ... Indeed children often recognize

y a partidularly melodious, rhythmic, or emotional word.or pkrase
/641 thousands of such language elements have been memOrized instantly

_
.71tren. (pp. 81 ff.)

Exposure to such words or phrases entices children ,to say these with the
teacher, to "talk-along," for example, with the "hundreds of catsiThousands
of cats,/Millions and billions and trillions of cats" which Wanda Gag (1928)
has given us.

_
,

To present these melodiods,, rhythmic, or emotional words to children
most effectively, we need to think about the techniques Of reading well. We
read to a televiSion generation, children who have absorbed verbal patterns
presented by highly trained actors and actresses. The children may ndt ever
have thought consciously about how these performers use the paralintoisfic
elements of pitch, stress, and juncture to create a character or capture andItsustai Nonetheless, we have a fickle audience sitting in that.circle
arm*, t.. -,,fwhat we read must be well done, or we will lose their

ftintert. tAllik io we perfect our skills as readers of literature? ,,

.2 9



Encour inci.lianguoge Growth....

.1! ,-

ii)
.. . ..-

OraI Reataini

we pylan tirne in Our curriculum for oral reutiing. We '),4.,.ad 1%*rely day
vddey. both from bo r chicAren and also from -4-,iling-by

mbutes a do can result in a vast qutantity of blItP=te being
shxatrirnk ,i.1)!' course Of one year. Fo 4..amp1e,if-vou were tc mad just'one ,
poem 1a entire school year, .v.:Rur children would ericovantter about
1807;7oe. thari'mpst- children -.!:Tc=unter in the entire ti y are in
sch& c y. e to read prose for yrrst five minutes a days cm an
avecve 0 x pages each day, imagine how many books
erucolnarr t n wear! Neither of these plansis reCommended, for rogram er
raszir741101-Alie carefully chosen to include a variety, of forms. -be figures

?curxer limply to make the point that vast quantities of.liteca14.1re of what-
.-orn0c---in be shared with children' if the teacher is disciplin ough to

cif -1.ts Oi e --ttgular basis.

Having let aside time in the curriculum: for reading, we n7T....-n turn our
antion to techniques. Of utmost importance is reading the material to our,
seivt.s. before attempting to share it with children. We can't rea: The House.
-MI:- Jack farilt unless we have said the incremental refrain to ourselves
en.c-fgh tm. so that we don't trip over our tongues. You Might use the ver-
s of =Ts which features Paul Galdone's (1961) appealing_ illustrations

.-ne and watercolor-wash (see Fig. 7). Another story that needs
fu- 3ra1 reading is Drummer Roffb3r Barbara Emberley, with deter-

kv-ilo, .1 illustrations in intense color by Ed Ernberley (see Fig. 8). The
. 100& f-ititc- the rhyming of a gun parr with the name of the person who

- u each new element is added at.the beginning of the next verse.
is.to compare and contrast this,vewion with the one using

rhv, .2s included in The Annotated Mother Goose (Baring-Gould,
17`i Another story whiCh needs a nimble tongue is Ellen Raskin's

Fig. 8. A strong linear
quality, reinforced in the
original by highly saturated
color, dominates the com-
plex illustrations by Ed
Emberley for Drummer
Hoff .

From the book Drummer
Hoff by Emberley and
Emberley, (C) 1967 by Edward
R. Emberley and Barbara
Ernberley. Published by
Prentice-Hall. Inc . Engle-
wood Cliffs. NeL:



Two ita a ur-RootrrApartntent.. In hatth thatbook.,and .14gui.
.

Wlhoo e author has -created wo 1., wacky characters Atha deal '
imparu le situations hitrongly numulatiVe refrains_

.

rou may wish to Share David He No Fner-or;Every Man Heart kap.
, both Ty Lorenz Graham, for the stip* idicanatic LiZrian langnage

emplo . . . .ilese are retellings of the Davioand_Gobath e and story
birth :af Jesus. Neithare eaay to reachalond, and bath nee =reful

pafticratiioi... A different kind of regiOnal_langaage is exPlared in Edna
Prfmrlirits Corn and.Ma goodness, In it children are exposed._ to -such
mitaie-sratia forms as cotth and doon anc --n-rade-up .rhyming -wards; Ma
-GXECidtSILS WAS "a7skippitty, skoppetty" inar the- storY from .the rsr page
znnifr 4 ..-aring breathlessly toward the final recapitulation of all the

:trimmed earlier. Children Will find.sound of-the woras appeal-inanJ .inin in saying them with the teaci who has prepareM the baok

flDfflirive

caminay.

languagmpermentes Black is_hrown-is .tan by Arnold-Adoff,
.

g=otk..' t t descriptionmf life in thi Adaff household.' Free,vesse:zif.Varying
liTTIFIngttir, chalracterized br ,a strong intenaa1 rhYthm that viE introduce
chileYre- _16 die poet'S theme 6±3ifrizing differences in lieciple.

YM net--4,..to explore -intenstring ways to use OUT voices. aicsrporating.
pitch. and junctu- (orvagee) to give added emphasis MT reading..

ne re=lea words in Ja:y Bird ....a s, .1974) need variety' to th5re. children's
intev:s-. Marie Hall Ets has give=AS her usual immediately identifiable illus-
-aarnrr.m.. -his-time in ,brilliant blue. waterador She writes about many ani-hemming'

A hoptoathcroaking
in the-swamp

acaiking, croaking, croaking.
in or,141 rcsent this =i:Fectively, we need-to think about ways = use ?itch

, mphass to keep the repetitive text moving along.

Deliv:=1humor abounds in- ShaggyDogs.and Spotty. DogE Shaggy
ana .arintri _Dogs (Leichman, 1973): The verses, With all sorts ± rhyming

ip.was and illustrations, create a mefiagerie of dogs. This is riot a tongue
twitger TorNe. but it does 'Ike renearsal.

bciak rerctinds us to makz sure when reading ro children
that *re inr'-ve a sturdy. segment of poetr-- To prepare poetry for readinz.
give careful attention not only-to pitch mic..-Jstress, but most importantly -ro,
junctu.re That is, where we tnwae the breaks:urooetry will make or -ireak,our
presenr,,--iom The natural tency is to breax at the end of the pnnted line.
In poetr--.- TiLi may lead to artial segment:Ins:not intended by the ooet. Por
example ..r...rls-rder the followii eadiig =ch pauses have beer Inserted
at ends cr-

On summer risE,rs a rur7-12.-a-,:tree/
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(Aldis, 1963,-p. 216)

Such a reading of the poem "Alike" by Dorothy AldiS destroys :file, strmhzth
that poem had When it was Written. Yet too frequently we tend-to so.% vitie
the words do. Read it again, emphasizing the junctures at punctuatAin rmris
and ignoring the breaks at line ends.

On summer days a rustling tree

This interpretation evolved after I had spent about a week ne :Vern
to myself once a day, to become faniiliar with it. Part Of beiris Abit r',Fread.
poetry effectively is living with a poem yourself long ,enough 13t; vzidemtand
how you want to read it before Sharing it with children. Practicz--neadi=g the
poem several different ways, recording it so you can listen to yo=efforrs and
decide the best way to read it.

Another-poem needing some study is "Godfrey, Gordon, CAZZ.--US- Gore"
(Rands, 1954, p. 92). To read it well, notice that the breaks at of the
lines are,the same in versis one, two,, three, and fiye, but the juacrnre -mttern
is different in the other verses. The slamming of the door, the vi-rar't ztxstIing
and roaring, and the alliteration of all those g's intrigue childrm.,

Childreh As Oral.Readks

The purpose of oral reading in the classroom is not only as easurable
activity for children in a passive role; With older children; it extenzE to involv-

, ing them in reading to the group. This does not mean readinz zround the
circle in reading class but, rather, more expressive creation -.v=h occurs
when children choose something they like and want to share wTr -3thers. Tic
make this sharing more ective, the teacher does Seyeral

1. Brings to a conscious level what children have assim=.-ed =car,
Sciously about effective oral reading. Through diszzussicr__ ii
teacher can draw from children things an efleCtive oral reader does.
These may be simply discussed, or they can be forr:IalizeZ in a
chart, which can be posted -in the room.

2. Helps children select something -to read, keeping in =nd a) the
child's reading ability and (b) ,what has. been read n cs
We are trying to ensure as plOsant an exPerience as peasibh-_- or all
children in the room. If the child has chosen something
suggest something closer to the aPprOpriate reading le----r!!

3. Provides time' for children to rehearse, because, like r=ly Li the
oral arts, oral reading requires practice. A child needs time a .-Dne to

frn"
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read witt lie or she has 7..Iwsen; to manila/0*e plust41, stress, -and .

ju'ncture ttP'Afferent ;frialis.. Children need to iiiiPernf using their
voices' in of sentence coritours to barirrki-tto the lifeless
word. .-3-

4. Provides tiDaefor the dihild.rto evaluate hisn:r :Iw Z. work:before
reading to lie-grOuro.. perhaps by Making simulator...a cassette tape
recorder. -rhis, plus a quiet space, will mule; in satieehelpful. evalua-
tion of therefiding CJreit find listeningtot theansiiims as revealing
as do adtii the e.5ilf i ure tO find -cagier= -tuarir to read the
material ziof. the' .tape recorri

Poetry a lo resrance fzr children to explore their, voices,
especially an cld fa7crite'like '`Over in the Meadow," wizen appeals to chil-
dren in the verSion with ilithographs by Feodca- RojardE01014 (LangStaff;
1957). Readkrt to children ccohnues throughout this progasam, but other
coniponents are equally inzportant. As 'we read to younig children,-they will
begin to.say sante of the remeated lines with uS, The magic ef the words draws
children into. Partikcipatingrthen is the tithe to begin charie: reaoing.

Choral Reading

What is choral fee shOUld it he pm-77- :T.:. Inerature-based.
oral language program? called.Choral
is unimportant.. What is crucial is. that Children encount-,- the joys (of inter-
preting poetry orallYin a grOop. Both terms refer to either M unison
or diVided into some sort'of grouping, saying tOgether a ZieCe of ..-poetr3i they
enjoy. A rich diet. of poetrY -as part of the oral reading ..pr,Jgrarn iióne of the
best waYs to establish interest in, and to continue developins enfnuSiasin for,
the art Of choral speaking.

The 1..dergarten teache., in reading many poems to children, will dis-
cover them .7epeating solve of the words or even a Pr-ace or two. The-teacher
encourages zbis, but. parnoipation -at this level tp1-1.4ns sizzie. IOroupsmay
enjoy sayi- rhymes together, perhaps -some from_ GooSe. Your

erjoy--tge versicart-by. Brian' Wi1dSmith-(13-i54): geosezu.s_ .cotor ic
bold design qualities-rnaice this a sophisticated trtment to deligtit.the eve
In marked'contrast is tasha (1944 ) xersiomwhich -wilL appeal to chil
dren, for whoa' TudOr's ii-rravective and intimate' mterprecr ms jus-.
right.. If it seenfs appropriate., the reachermay heir nurse& alnd kndergart
children.learn to say Roerati, chorally, but formal work in
more logical117 a coricera primary and Interm

May FE-.1.1Arbiribt G 954. 7.2p. 2211246; there is a pewter eda-ion of til7F
bOok, but it does-not include the apter on choral sps-----sl ingl has 775ointed
that older chi+ dren rnav b jd into many type.5 :71 pot...-4n-4,-1-5. for chorrat

irdading: unison. refrain an C'wrus, -dialogue or armnaL Joe-a-child;
solo voices with noir. Air 2ber with a good poer-- int:-.:31ogy will find
poems of use. bur some ar ested here in rase you r : 7" ver
ing poetry for this purPose. unison reading with a- . chirc: -7-ry "Indiatn
Sumnpr' by Cbe1j (1t-346F p. 92). For refrEni

3 3
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Fa. Use b1insw4urther y.iI ser:sitiv7t z.ompt:Ing upd c- qg flei.0 to titose
in Sendaies Whàe W Tinny& cors.t gig. 50) and Ma.,--2-.n's Ohe Met After.Another.
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Ilitastra=mt: cc-pyright C 1975 by Pongid :=--ocbiictioms.-Reproaaced bi pernti . B. Lippincott
Comtpany.
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-
line "Lawd, Laver.-__Lawe in the poem "Grey-qpose.7(1S67, p. 122) can be
espeCially effective_ Far ctlialogue or antiphonal meiding,try.,he Blind Man ,
and the Eel:thane' by Ssaxe (1969, p. 7S). For lin -e-a-citiild reading, use the
pOem "Tvio frientials" Ignatow (1961, P. 59). Funaitiv, use the William

.Blake poem 'Intrraductuni" (1956, p. 3.6) for solo yd.= -with choir. Have the
clabir readc4me d ipte material and one child read-the dialogue.

As a citmoser decines which instrument will pilay a specific part in a
musical score, s nchefviJl need to decide ar leaSt ar the beginning

," which children vit.M -sar what lines. It is important to emphasize that the
, teacher will dO tirrlig-as citadren begin; SIM children will have ideas about how

the poem 'should be ..-vided. The teacher ought to encourage these ideas4and
take time to try out rrm- variety of ways children suggest.

Teacher and dren alike rnay find it helpful m go tittrough the poein
and mark it so they wit remeniber how they want read it Once a favorite
way is agreed upon,. A indinieulaty system of. maiming can be developed to
indicate a slight nse a comple stop, a .portrinuatian Of the Voice so a
thought is caniedzrAer to the next iFinp,a heavyress on a word, and a lighter
stress on a- word.

How-do we bem choral speaking? Try residing "Five Little Pussy Cats,"
from Mit-.7:5-ns for .E.E.tens (Blegvad, 1974, p: 27). It's a t of Virtimsy zalcu-
lated to &min/ children into saying the shoTt poems wirtt trza. Mlach allitera-
tion, assrmance, aac repetition are found in mems inchided by Hoberman in

tc .,ou,) and Nzas to Me. an alphabet of poems very useful for choral
speakizz liepts's book Run Little Monkeys, Run. Run Run is also a helpful
Source oi :mewls to speakchorally. 'This story of SOttle tentacious leopds who
pursue el.o.:Bive monkeys da a iavorite of children. -The lefrain in the title is
repeated t..4E_a:. out the -doend, and crriciren will enjcr deiping yon tell the
story by s"Hgcc with

ri-r"P"- bildren, use poems rt 4rn Vixed: the. Mustard
!N,-ss. 1.97 L."The -4ve.ures of Isabelle" (p. Lugnacious rl who
tar: s. the on a bear and a witch, is wer. suited saynig ih unison.

jmn" p. 32) itth its refrain, "One-ery, ziccary, zac," is
enaiiy uadul With secaort and third grade cltildrer., tr7: asing The Gobble-_
tins i7 Git ou-EfYou Do-f:'t :Watch Out! (Riley. Fig. 9). This is a
version of -Tames Whitcomb Riley's well-known, :nu: noor largely neglected
poem "Little Orphant Amue." The poem is one 21- several. recommended by
Hartley (1972) in an ardcle contain4 valuable suggestions for ways tO
involve children with literature. Pinall7don't miss an olc. .vorite, "I Can't"
Said the Ant by Cameron (see Fig, 1,M st,lry of an atcident in
the ,:rtt ;ien entr,urtff!, chiidrer , who he to st, azt. a's "'How

leak- tlierr 'r

Adrizng Sounds r Woras

Many poems w7ich can be used for chore,- Fo: eakmg tend thenselves to
he c7ea:ion of verha± obbligatos.. The term obE.,7:aato. borr:Dwed :Tom music,

1
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means a perlistent background motif, usually a repeated theme'played_by an
inatrumerlt against the major Melody. In- the Case of choral reading, it means
having some children in your group repeat at patterned intervals words or
sounds that heighten the mood of the poern or evoke .an image more clearly.
For example, in "Trains" by JameS Tippett (1976, mi. 51), part of therbildren
niay repeat the words clicketw-clack in some rhythm they have created as the
rest of the children say the pogn. The teacher may have one group of children
with high voices repeat the clickety-clack in oneyhythm, while another group
with lower-pitched voices repeats the same words in a different rhythm. This
provides a background for a third group that says the poem. Another poem
which lends -itself readily to this technique is "The Cat's Tea Party" by
Frederick Weatherly (1968, p. 119). Experixnerming with mew, nutow, and

'Fig. 10. Clever use Of
rhyming words helps move
along the rescue of MOS
Teapot by the ant and his
friends. (Originkin Color)
Reprinted by permission of
Coward. *cants 6.
Geoghegan. Inc.. from "I
Can't" Said the Ant by Polly
Cameron. Copyright f0 1961
by Polly Cameron.



_ other cat sounds said in different pitches and rhythms can resUlt in a very
rich obbligato-background.

A more involved background is necessary for Eleanor Farjeon's poem.
"Three Little Puffins" (1976, p. 74), which mentions panting, puffing,,chew-
ing, and chuffing, all in one poem. Children enter with enthusiasm into plan-

this intriguing _collection of sounds as they vary rhythm and pitch to
-64-ate an obbligato for the poem. A:fine new opportunity is provided .by Ed
Emberley in Klippity Klop.- It's a variation of the bear hunt plot used by so
many ,preichool teachers .as a participation story. The variety of possible
background sounds includes klippity klop, klippity Mop; hlumpity, kluipity;
ktvish, kzvish; kiick, klick; and kaarraaggaahh. :

No teacher interested in choral speaking with older children will want
to miss the challenge in "Jabberwocky" by Lewis Carroll (1965, pp.'148-49).
There,are all manner of beasts: toves, mome raths, borogroves, jubjub birds,
and, of course, the 'fearsome Jabberwocky. Children have created fantastic ,
obbligatos of much complexity as they imagine rhythmic sounds for each of
the animals included.

This kind Of experiencein sound emPhasizes using a piece of Poetry as a
departure point for a'complefe creative eXpression:Certainly;the same careful
attention must be giVen to the.hasic reading of the Poen' as :in simple choral
speaking, but beyond that Ohildien are free to imprOvise aS imaginative a
group of sounds as they can; Mention should be made of the valuable uses a
tape recorder can serve. As children create-Their obbligatos, the teacher cap-
turedAhesatInds on tape..After the children have done ;the poem one way,
they' may listen Wit, reflect upon it, and distUss it. When theY do this, .new
ways to d0 the piete will occur to theta:. Someone will suggest adding some- :,
thing, another person will suggest deleting something, and yet another may
feel altering some part of the total poetry experience would help: AVchildren
reshape, listen, .and.reshape again, the piece mOves from its tentative. begin-
nings to a finished choral sound experience.

One of the most challenging oral-language experiences for children is
putting together sounds or music and the spoken word in a pdetry tape. A
description of this activity is_ available in an artiele by Thuet (1971). 'This.
approaCh inVolves children in selecting a poem and preparing it as a_finished
product:

1. The child selects a poem he likes.
. I--.r N.

3 7
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(P. 83)

The Procedure is within the capabilities of intermediate grade children. You .
will need to demonstrate the procedure first andrthen supervise the actual
recording with children. Practice_ in reading the padms and recording the
background sounds can be on.an independent baSis as ghildren have time. In
addition to recordings Of music, the teacher may Want to explore .the possi-
bility f obtaining some sound effects records. Many Of these are available,
arid the ost is no more than that of regtilar records. Ohe would be a good
additionjtothe schOol library.

A the poems most frequently wig be short, several can be put op one
Children can lis.teri to the poems when they hav,e free time. Intermediate

grade children alsrenjoy hgving an opportunity to present their finished
poefiy tapes to Younger children. Such a session of sharing is' rewarding for
both groups.

Words Set to Music

Related to choral reading is the involvement possible when you share the
fine participation songs available in book form. If you don't know the version
of The Twelve Days of Christmas illustrated by Ilonka Karasz, you would
find it worth locating. The simple pastel illustrations, done in a folk art style
with manY repeated decorative patterns, are more appealing than floSsier
commercial versions we've been subjected to retently. This particular verse-
song is now also available with pictures by Jack Kent (1973). Kent has
created a determined, pint-size suitor who doffs his hat to a tiny compatriot
before deluging her to the point of despair with gifts that threaten to push her
off the edge of the page.

Less seagOal, and therefore of greater usefulness, is the old song Go
Tell Aunt RhodY, with illuStiations by' Aliki. The rhyme and repetition can be
saicKir sung: Robert Quadkenbush has d4he full-color illustrations contained
within intense black-ink line for two suciongs, Skip to My Lou (1975) and
Clementine (1974). John Langstaff (1974) has dressed the old song Oh,
A-Hunting We Will Go in fresh crayon drawings arranged abOve the verges.
For a long time children have 'respondesl to the humor in such lines ag "the
bear in his underwear"; "the whale in a pail"; t`the snake in a cake"; and "the
pig in a wig." These are too funny to miSs; ddSpare them with your children.

Storytelling

Any description of a literature-based oral language curriculum fdr young
children must include attention to storytelling. The ultimate purpose in telling
stories-is the same as that of oral reading: the teacher is trying to establish
in children's minds that oral activities are worth the time and coricern'of an
adult. The final goal is to motivate children so they will want tp tel1 staries.

3 8
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To accomPlish this,,the teacher proVides a-model, and in the case of .Story-
. -

telling this ,mvolVes learning and telling stories to the children.

The first st6p is to chOose a story Whichyou like.:-- one which captures
your imagination. Read through Several stories, and then sef the project aside.
After a while,, one or two of them will come back to you. You should probably

_learn one of these. -

There 'are three basic steps iri 'preparing the stOry. The first is to divide
the Story into units of action; As you read any story, you will notice that most
divide into an easily ,definable series of actions or episodes; these can be
summarized in brief form, and then the sequence Can be learned: This pro-
cedure. will, for most people, prove a more efficient way of learning the story
than siinply trying to begin at tbe beginning and memorize to the end. The
second task is to identify those Sections whioh do need to be memorized
verbatim. This may include some-Words, some repeated phrases, or perhaps
some larger sections. A discerning Storyteller learns verfatim these repeated
;sections, because the-repetition. encourages children to join in.as the teller,.
recites.the lines. We retain these elementi as they are in the Stbry, because to
eliminate them 'is to destroY some of the' essence Of the story.

Theseleleinents also offer insights into the variation possible in stories.
For example, the mirror's response in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
varies considerably, In the version translated by Paul,i-leins (Grimm Brothers,
1974), we iind the mirror responds to the evil queen's question of who is the
fairest in this way

LadylQueen, you are the most beautiful here,,
But 8now White beyond the mountains
With the seven dwarfs

. Is still a thousand times more beautiful than yoU.

Children radPond positively to the gothillustrations by Trina Schart Hyman
in this version. They also like Nancy Ekhohn. Burkert's formal paintings Ior
the translation by Randall Jarrell (Grimm Brothers, 1972). In this version
the mirror responds:

Queen, thou art the fairest tfiat I see,
But over the hills., where the seven dwarfs dwell,
Snow White is alive and well,
And there is none so fair as she.

Finally, children should experience the version entitled "Snwowdrop" (Rack-
ham, 1973, pp. 7- with Arthur Rackham's original illustrations, recently
reissued by Viking Press. Here, the mirror responds:

Queen, thoU art fairest here, I hold,
But Snowdrop over the fells,
Who with the seven Dwarfs dwells,
Is fairer still a thousandfold.

(P. 11)
qj

Many traditional tales include such elements as these, necessary to the very
essence of the story but usually brief and thus not difficult to learn.

1.
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The task pf memorizing, a story in its entirety formidable, esPecially
tOday When demandS - for more: t`Practical" activitieS. press upon us: The
delightfill thing about storytelling is that feW stories need to be memorized..
Most stories are moreInteresting,to listener and teller alike if the teller learns
the essence of the story'd allows it to unfold in a Slightly different way each
time he or Iie tells it. Once units of action are identified, these can be
learned in an easy conversational tone, using any words which dome to you.
It is simple enough ft) lefrn the wilts of action. Write them on index caids and
carry them around withlyou. Then each dine you have a few minutes, you can
review the action and the §equence of the units: Using a procedure like this,
I find it usually tallies me ab6ut three or foUr days to learn a story.

An additional wax to enhance the, story is to use simple.gestures when
appropriate. Some authoh recommend subordination of gestures because of
their feeling that srzlirtelling must not becoine drama. Despite this, opinion,
judicious use of same gestures can enhance a story. Such gestures must not
obscure the story or become intrusive, but certainly each individual tan use
good judgment in this matter destureS can enhance a presentation, but they
must be geared to the age grout), probably . being only a minimal part of
storylelling for older children, who A're apt to be self-conscious about body
movement.

Children As Stonytellers

While storytelling is a pleasant activity which serves the useful purpose
of exposing children to a wealth of literature they might not otherwise en-
counter, regular storytelling serves another purpose. Children see the teacher
as a storyteller and this demonstrates for them that storytelling iS an accept-
able and pleasurable activity for adults.

The teachees goal is to encPurage children to begin telling their own
stories. As the kindergarten teacher fosters talk during share-and-tell
periods, he or she is encouragnig spontaneous 'oral composition. When chil-
dren are allowed to tell short stories, which often will be only two to six
Sentences in length at the beginning, the groundwork for more formal story-
telling acdvities is,being prepared. An interesting way, to begin is to use one
of the many books with pictures but no printed story line. Those by Mercer
Mayer are particularly helpful in eliciting stories. You might' like to use A
Boy, a Dog, and a Frog or Frafl, Where Are You? (see Fig. 11). Another
possibility is The Elephan s Visit (Barner, 1975). The book features large,
blob-like characters and their responses to an elephant whose visit causes all
sorts of problems. A unique feature of the book is the color combinations in
the illustrations. 74he Chicken,'s Child (Hartelius, 1975) is equally useful as a,
stimulus for storytelling by CfUldren. What happens after the hen hatches an
alligator Who wows at a frighteningly rapid rate provokes interesting 4ory
creation by children. Another wordless book worth- using is Little Mops and
the Butterfly (Elzbieta, 1974). Against a very understated, precise black line
background of mechanical evenness, Little Mops pursues a series of gentle
encounters Children enjoy retelling this story as they translate it from a
visual to an-oral mode.



Fig. I I. Each picture in
books by Mercer Mayer

provides many objects for
children to observe and

describe.
Illustration excerpted front
Frog. Where Are You? by
Mercer MaYer. Copyright
C1969 by Mercer Mayer.

Reprinted by permission of
The Dial Ilress

John Warren Stewig

In usinOuch wordless picture books, the teacher shareS the book with
children, Osking questions and drawing coinments from the group as they
look at it together: Later, the children create a gotqi storY, dictating it to.the/:
teacher, or the children may tell their indiVidual stories into a, cassette tape
recorder. These casSette tapes can be added to the listening Station so that
they can be shared.;

'

'In addition to using wordless bOoks to stimulate storytelling, try using
modern fiction.to stimulate story writing. After chilcgen hear A Ghost Story
by Bill Martin; they can dictate or write their own version of this highly pat-
terned story full of rhythm and repetition. Each Verse of this story interlocks
with the next one, and children Can take the basic pattern and use it to make
a 'new story. After hearing Martin's story, which involves dark doings in a
frightening place, one child wrote:

Over a bright, bright woods there is a brigh,t, bright sun, i
Under a long, long bridge there is a long, long river,
In a slippery, slippery fish there is a slippery, slippery minnoW.

The child has used the pattern to create a new story of his oWn. Similar use
may be made of Mayer's One Monster After Another. The circular tale begins
With Sally Ann calmly writing to Lucy Jane and ends with her remaining
calmly oblivious of the perils endangering her letter. In between, the' author
gives us repetition, e.g., "The official mailman opened the official mailb6x,"
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and lots of interesting names, e.g., the Letter-Eating Bombanat and the Paper-
Munching Yallappappus.,

31

d Story Variations

The lait'tWo'books mentiOned are mbdern: stories sure to appeal .to the
young child. But-in sharing literature, We ought to be conscious of balance in
the selections. Thus', folk literature must not be neglected: In kindergarten,
children can understand that today stories are usually written down in books,
While years ago stories were simplOold, handed down from teller.to teller. It,
is important to derelop the idea that oral stories, existed long before people

.9could write and that each teller made slight changes. This insight helps chil-
dren understand the process of story creation. ,Using a variety of folktales and
discussing siniilarities and differences is therefore a useful experience.

One might use the story of the Gingerbread Boy. One version is "The
Pancake," taken from a collection of Norse tales ori9inally published in 1874
and included in The Arbuthnot Anthology of Chi7dren's Literature (1976,
p. 238). An interesting feature is the rhyming names the pantake gives each
animal it eneounters, e.g., Henny Penny. These names form a cumulative
refrain children enjoy saying with the teller. In The Bun by Marcia Brown
much specific detail, like the hen wing sweeper and, the sour cream in the
bun, contribute to the Russian flavor of the story. Virginia Haviland inCludes
another version, "The Wee Bannock," in Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Scot-
land (pp. 13°-24). In this version the bannotk (a .flat oatmeal or barley cake
usually baked on a griddle) encounters a human; in contrast to other versions
featuring animals. Vocabulary in this version is particularly interesting;
children hear such words as breeks (britches), spindle, distaff anvil, and
peat. Barbara Ireson's The Gingerbread,Man is illustrated with bold, some-
what raffish pictures that make effective use of heavy black line. The repeated
refrain is, different than in other versions. Finally, Ruth Sawyer's Journey
Cake, HO'lis an extended version by a master storyteller and includes mono-
chromatic pictures full. of rural details. The refrains are in rhyme, and the
ending is quite different. than in Most versions.

Parallel Plot Construction.

One kindergarten teacher devised an initial writing experience called par-
allel plot construction. To begin, this teacher uses several of these versions of
the Gingerbread Boy. She reads these to children on successive days, initiat-
ing informal discussion about the stories. Children are helped to note similar-
ities and differences and are encouraged to tell which version they like best
and why. After this preparation, the children create their own version of the
story. A class once decided to make the runaway a hamburger from a well-
known national chain of drive-ins. The hamburger rolled out of the shop and
eluded a policeman, a maftman, sOme shoppers, and a .deliveryman before
rolling into the school. There it avoided the principal, the secretary, and the
janitor while rolling down the hall. Unfottunately, it rolled into the kinder-
garten arid was there devoured by the children.
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Second grade children who had listened to their teacher read "The
Pancake" wrote the 'following stories. One follows quite closely the pattern
in the original story; the other shows more variation. In both, there is, rich
detail and n commendable attempt-at writing conversation. A boy'wrote the
following story:

Once there was a peach that was vowing on a tree. One day a man came '
along and said, "I want that peach." When the peach heard that, he got down
and ran as fast as he could: Soon he met a man, -and the man said, "Stop, stop!"
But the peach rolled along. Soon it met a boy. The boy said, "Stop; stop!" But
the peach rolled along. Soon it rnet girl. The girl said, "Stop, stop!" But the
peach rolled On and on. Soon it came to a pig. The pig said, "I'll get ydu away
from them." So they ran away into the woods. Soon they came to a stream. The
pi said, "I'll take you across. Hop on my nose." All of a sudden the peach was
go e. He had been eaten. (Stewig, 1975, pp. 121-122)

A girl wro e this story:

Once upon a time I bought a pack of football cards. The gum jumped out.
I started to chase the gum. I ran out the door. I slipped on the edge of the door.
He got away. He ran to a hen. The hen said, "Stop, I want to eat you." So the
hen chased the gum. Then he ran,te a cat. The cat said, "Stop, I want to eat
you." "I didn't stop for the hen. and I Won't stop for you." Then he ran to a cow.
The cow said, "Stop, I want to eat-you." The gum said, "Well, I didn't stop for
the hen, and I won't stop for you." So the cow started to chase the gum. He ran
to a dog. The dog said, "Stop, I want to eat you." The gum said, "Well, I didn't
stop for the hen and the cow, so I won't stop for you." Then he ran to a farm.
The farmer was feeding the horses outside. He ran to catch the gum. The horses
ran away. The man said, "Stop. I woiet eat you.`".The gum slipped, and the
farmer caught him. He shared the gum with the others. (p. 122)

A third grade child Wrote the following version in which,the personified food
didn't need to run away.

Once there was a poor old lady. She said to herself, "Why shouldn't I have
a little snack of oranges?" So she took out an orange. All of a sudden the orange
said, "Why don't you eat another orange? How would you like to be eaten?" and
with that the orange bit her nose, and that was that! From then on the lady
knew better than to eat a smart orange. (p. 123)

Other possibilities for story dictating or writing include a version of
Perrault's Puss in Boots, with illustrations by Barry Wilkinson (1969).
Jewel-toned opulent colors evoke the setting of France in the 17th century in
this story, which can be compared and contrasted with other veesions. Harve
Zemach has given us Nail Soup, a Swedish version of the stone soup tale,
which can also be used for parallel 'plot construction. This version is useful
for the contrast it provides with Willis Lindquist's retelling of Stone Soup.
Any of these three would be useful for a session on parallel plot construction.

Children probably stay strictly with parallel plot construction very
briefly. Before long they are experimenting, building upon the basic plot line.
But they should be helped to see that there is nothing wrong in borrowing a
kernel idea, or plot structure, from a story they have already heard. Rather;
they should be encouraged to take arridea and make it uniquely their oWn.
Great composers have for 'hundreds of years borrowed themes and motifs
from earlier composer9I'The same is true of writers and of painters. If such
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is the case with mature, productive professionals in the arts and if such a
'technique facilitates the writing process, why should we be afraid 'to let
children build on a plot they have already heard?

flot Completion

Many_teachers make use of the idea of plot completion, that is, reading
a story but stopping before the end so children are motivated to finish it. The
technique works with childreh at all age levels. Almost any story can be read
to a crucial point in the action and stopped sO children can finish the action
in their own way. Old familiar folktales, as well as modern Stories, can be
used this way. 40,4"'

One tea-cher used Little Red Riding Hood with third grade ckirfldren,
reading it to the point at which Little Red discovers that the wolf, inetead of
GrandmOther, is in the bedrooni. To encourage her children in. problem-
solving abilities, the teacher asked the children: "How else could the, story
end?" Though the children knew the traditional ending, they had nofifficulty
in solving tt- problem Other ways. Among the stories they wrote were these:

Lit-le Red Riding Hood came out of the cottage. Then she bumped..into a
fisher-Tr= ;oing to a lake. Then the wolf began to run away. Grandmother could
feel the . .if's heart go thump, thump. She could also feel the wolf's ribs, veins,
and bol:ttE. The fisherman knew just what to do. He got his fishing pole, and
threw it The hook caught the wolf and stopped him. Grandmother walked out:
And the-; had goodies for lunch. (Stewig, 1975, pp. 124-25)

Lade Red Riding Hood cattle screaming out of the cottage, yelling: "Wolf,
wolf r She met the forest ranger, and said, "Oh Mr. Forest Ranger, please help
me." "O.K." he said. They went to the cottage and found the wolf lying on the
floor. Two minutes later Grandmother popped out of the wolfs, mouth. "How
did you do it, Grandmother?" asked Red. took karate when I was nineteen,
and just socked it topm," said Grandmother. (p. 125)

Little Red Riding Hood ran out of the woods. She ran and ran. She ran
about a mile. Then she jumped up in a tree, The wolf couldn't get her. She
jumped to another tree, and then another. Her grandmother sure didn't feel well.
Then right by the last tree was a little cliff. Little Red Riding Hood jumped on.
The wolf climbed up after her. At the top of fkle cliff Little Red Riding Hood met
a hunter. She asked him to Iill the wolf, a d he did. Then they went to the
cottage. They cut open the bolf. The wolf had jumped so, much that grand-
mother had jumped out a long time ago. She came in, and they all ate. And.they
gave the wolf skin to grandmother. (p. 125)

Another plot completibn possibility is SwImmy by Leo Lionni, an engag-
ing story of an adventuresome little fish. The story shows Swimmy's ability
as a capable problem solver, despitehis small size. Read the story to the
point at which he declares something must be done aboui the marauding
tuna. Then have children write their own solutions to this.prdblem. Provide
an opportunity when the writing is finished for children to share their stories
orally, and theri read Lionni's ending. When a group of third grade children
heard the story, they wrote these solutions:

Then Swimmy thought of an idea. They dould-find a huge clam shell and
hide in it. They could keep ithalf open and peek. (Stewig, 1975, p. 126)
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have it," .s*id the youngestlish. "Let's go to the.president of the fiSh. He
iht over there at that boat,'" So.they went. They held a fish conferen0'0. The'

irriident salc4"We will build a sub that .will have radar, and we'll gd to the:
flOindish that will bomb the big fish:with octopuS.fluids." It worked; o they .
Ciati=parti.:(0...126-.27)

.
.

SWiminy said I got ,it:7, Then .he,.swarn away.. 'MeanWhile the fred fish
iooked puizled. Swimmy went tO the eel and aSked, 7Will you coMe imd Pro-
re& us?"The eel answered, ".Yes.P.Then he Went to the lobster and aslccl, "Will
you come and protect us?" The lobster. ansWered, "Yes." .Then Swinuny went
back, and the fish started.to swim. On the way they met the big red fish. All of
a sUdden, the eel came and hitAe big fish with his tail. Then came çhe lobster
and punched the big fish to death: And the little fish swam freely. (p: 127)

/t, teacher of first graders tried a plc': rewriting technique. Afier reading
a vers= of Cinderella, the teacher encon,raged those who were ibiterested to
retell 7.77:e story as though they were one .2'f the characters. Children told their
storit': in_to a cassefre recorder. These w±re tranScribed by the teacher's side
into ----aec form anc were used as the basis for many pleasani Sharing ses-
sions 7)ri, child toic the story as if she were the main.character:i

im'Cinde7-..!ia. dressed in raas. I live with my stepmother a d stepsisters.
on ashes the.fireplacc. have to clean the house every ay.

-he Prince was giving a ba,i. My mother wouldn't let me o to the ball.
-he- had an idea. I asked my hazel tree. Of course it was magic, and so was

alourning dove.
rst I had to curl ip my hair in a bun. Then asked for a pretty dress and
:bners. Ther ,,yas almost ready for the ball.
rinded With aandsome prince. He said 'he wouldn't çet anyone else

witi me, so I '-u=iced With him until the clock struck midni ht. Then I had
I said to myself, "I'll see that prince again," and I did ee him again.
night I lost 'my slipper, and the prince found it. H searched and

. t, and finally \he came to the last house. He tried the Jslipper on both
s- but it didri't fit. Finally he came to me. That.slippe was mine, and
t7 iappened. 1 was his bride. I lived with him in the cast , and the dove,

lived :73pily yer after. (Stewig, 1975, pp. 75-76)

the r-Ain g. df this tale, you might use theyersi published
(Per:7: ult. 971). Very earthy-looking character populate th-

Tsio7 ::inderella is prett but not ravishing; she contrasts1 nicely with the
corpulent, ugly sisters. Err 1 Le Cain (Perrault, 19.73) has gi eus a beauti-
ful, somewhat stylized Ci derella. Her sisters are wonderfl.il New Yorker-
esque caricatures who vie f r our attention with the prince, wlio seems almost
to disappear under'his rich , obes. For the language contrast it provides, use
John Forbes's version (1974 The contemporary British idiom used may not
appeal to you, but, the bob is a useful tool for thinkini ,about language
differences.

Becoming the Character

A teacher of third grad children tried the same plot rewriting technique
using Snow White and the $ yen Dwarfs. One child wrote her story as if she
were the good queen.

One day I was sewin at the window, and I pricked my:finger. It dripped
three drops of blood. The snow was white, but then it was red. I was thinking
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sot

of having a girl with black hair, rosy,cheeks, and white skin.. Then I did have a
baby, and the baby had black Kair, rosy cheeks and white skin. Hove my. baby.
I thinl she's the loveliest girl in the world.

But now I arnvery: sick. I think I'm.going to die. I hope my baby is going to
have a nice life. (p. 77)

. Another child assumed the role of the huntsman.

I went tiS the forest, and Snowdrop was nmning about twelve feet ahead of
me. We were entering the woods, and I took my knifein a hard grasp. Snowdrop
was by a tree, al-id I threw my knife. I missed. I just couldi- it. I told her to
go off into the forest. She went. A fawn leaped into my pat_ 771:,. time I took my
sword and stabbed the fawn. It was bloody murder. I brou 7.-1,stx the lung and
liver. The queen ordered me to take it to the cook to be ,,,as glad that
bloody mess was over. (p. 78)

These stories illustrate one of the strengths of first-per4o:- 7r.,=tion: it is
more direct, because it is the character him or herself tailuag. Ca-1.3ren find
the challenge of thinking as one of the chvacters migtr. 77, br --ew arding
language experience.

Suminary

This cl-pter is a summary, an outline, and a forecas: 7 Is

of ideas tha- teachers have found' work with children. It Is an ou.: 77L-7 of 3

literature-baised language program that puts a heavy emphasis on c
children's cr-al skills. Finally, it is a forecast of what you, a classroor
can do witt: your group of children to expose them to the wealth 7,cy.:ks

which is their heritage. For many bf the children with ,vh,-.-cr
time they spend with us may well represent their cr_ly intz bmersion in
the excitement and challenge of literature. Such is the ta: may some of
these books and ideas help you begin.

A
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Dorothy'S. Strickland

PROMOTING LANGUAGE AND
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Lbeautiful larguaze, and who among u_: .oes
eland B. Jacobs s question, "Ln1 a--11-77 is

not want children to get the h,..!auty of their mcrhe- -ongue at its besz-". . ---66, v
p. 6), calls to mind the vaSt potential for hebin.c. _7.thildren explore ..angr.:e
through books. By exposing children to a rich varie7 of language models uve
help them sense same of the infinite possibilities fo7 experimenting with 11-,-...::.r
own language. As we bffer them books, we provmde models and th-2h
experimentation children increase their ability to use language efft-:=.-:',.

It is only through the active use of language 7.-Jar its growth is
Therefore, children must I-1,f given many oppor=tes to use 1a=7-2uage.
Speech should be encourage :. rather than discourageL and planned a,rzivines
for oral language development must be a part of eve7 day. Books can oe a

, tremendous asset in planning such language-learning experiences. Vernal
activities which extend literary offerings provide e.:::c-_ellent opportunities ,:or--
chiOren to use language. As young children listen te stories and poems and
respond to them in a variety of ways, they are devepping skill in both the
receptive and expressive oral language processes. As -hey use literature as a
resource for organizing and integrating informatior and for extending treir
imaginative powers, children develop in their ability to think. Finally, as
children explore abstract in-2as through gooks, they are helped to organize
their world and expand their conceptual awareness.

roilp discussion, creative dramatics, listening activities, storytelling,
and p ppetry can be stimulated through literature and can make the literary

t
experience richer, as Well as promote language development. It is the teachets '
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responsibility to make the most effective use of books as a natural means tp
the develop,ment of language and thought in the young' child. This chapter
offerS a number Of auggestions for achieving that goal.

Extending Language Awareness

As "beautiful language," literature can stimulate children to more imag-
inative uses of their own speech. A akillful teacher can help very y6ung chil-
dren explore the figurative language in picture storybooks and children's
icoletry without aver mentioning such terms as simile or metaphor. In the
process, children begin to develop a sensitivity to language aRd the power of
words to convey sensory images.

Obviously, the younger the child the less capable he or she is to deal with
.the abstractions in figurative language. For that reason young children
respond to fewer and simpler figures of speech. It is probably true, however,
that young children who are rarely exposed to figurative language will have
considerable difficulty understanding it even when they have reached a suffi-
cient level of maturity to do so. There is a need, then, for children to hear
different forms of language, to play and experiment with language before
they can be expected to talk about language.

As you read aloud to children, be alert to passages that are good exam-
ples of imaginative uses of language. At times you may wish to reread these
and discuss them with the children. For example, in White Snow, Bright
Snow Alvin Tresselt uses figurative language to delight the child's imagina-.
tion.

Automobiles looked like big fat raisins buried in snowdrifts. Houses crouched
together, their windows peeking ou te% great-white eyebrows. (p. 20)

tif 0g a moment to savor the words,
ng child's senyitivity to the magic authors

By rereading such passages an
teachers help to heighten the yo
and poets perforng with words.

After having had many expe nces of this type, children can be expected
to enjoy focusing on imaginative anguage and combining it with oral lan-
guage and graphic expression in the following way. Children may close their
eyes as you read a passage or poem that contains a considerable amount of
visual imagery. A poem such as Dorothy Aldis's "Snow" is best used on a day
when children have actually experienced walking and playing in the snow.

The fenceposts wear marshmallow hats

Read the poem a second or third time, asking the children to "paint", pictures
in their minds of the things the words tell about. Ask questions such -ag:
What kind of a day is it in your picture? How do the bushes look? Why
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are they 'kneeling down"? How do the trees look in your picture? What
Makes them have "silver skirts"?'After children open their eyes, have *ern
tell about the pictures they painted in their minds.' While children are sharing;
they may wish to close their eyes again in order to help recall their mental

/ images. Encouragq:the-I-Se:;of "describing words" related tO color, shape, and
I size. Use questionk to Prcibe and extend the children's descriptionS arid toget

at greater detakAs Children talk about their menthl images, any iniSconcep-
/ tions related tO the figurative language can be clarified. After the "pictures

in their heads" have been shared, children may draw or pairi\ their impres-,
sions of the poem dr passage.

When planning activities such as the one just described, avoid selections
that are outside of the children's experience. Asking children to'paint mental
ptures of a poem about snow would be unsuitable in a climate where it
ever snows. It is impossible to understand figurative language without a

thorough,knOwledge of the referent the writer has in mind.

In the same way that writing can stimulate visual imagery in children, it
can excite other senses through the use of interesting language. Young chil-
dren delight in the sounds of the language found in picture storybooks. The
sound of the rain drops as they fall on Momo's umbrella in Taro Yashima's
story Umbrella is one passage that youngsters love to say and have read over -

and over again.
_

gon polo
bon polo .
ponpolo ponpolo
ponpolo ponpolo
bolo bcilo ponpolo
bolo bolo ponpolo
boto boto ponpolo
boto boto ponpolo

Ann Grifalconi's book City Rhythms is full of exciting sounds that intrigue
children. After listening to and discussing this book, children can be encour-
aged to think about the many words in our language that help describe the
sounds we hear. Ask what words are used to describe the sound of a bell
ringing, a glass breaking, a drummer dlumming, a horn blowing, a dog bark:
ing, a cat meowing, and so on. children will enjoy actually making various
sounds with objects while others try to think of words to describe what they
hear. As they engage in these activities, children increase their listening skills
,and extend their vocabularies. Equally important, they are learning more
about how 1 nguage is used to describe actual experience.

Repeti on in stories and poems also appeals to the auditory sense and to
the imaginations of young,children. When reading books that contain repeti-
tion, encourage the children to join in on the repetitive verses or phrases.
Repeat the selection as often as time and interest allow. In this way children-
can thoroughly enjoy active participation in the reading. Use Wanda Gag's
Millions of Cats ("Hundreds of cats,/Thousands of cats,/Millions and billions
and trillions of cats.") or Esphyr Slobodkina's Caps for Sale ("Caps for sale.
Caps for sale. Fifty cents a cap.") or Arnold Adoff's Black is brown is tan
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Fig. 12. Children like to repeat phrases after hearing them read aloud: (Original in color)
Illustration by Emily Arnold McCully from Black is brownjs tan by Arnold Adoff. Text.copyrighte
1973 by Arnold Adoff. Pictures copyright 1973 by Emily Arnold McCully. Reprinted by permission of
Harper 6 Row, Publishers, Inc.
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Promoting Language cind Coulpt Development

("Black is brown i'si--0ii girl is boy/is nose is face/is all the colors/of the
race.").

Help children explore how language is used to describe the ways things
taste, feel, and smell by pointing up eXamples :where authors anci poets dO
this so expertly. You can taLk about Robert's feelings 4n Stevie (Steptoe,
1969) after Stevie has gone.

We used to have some good times together. I think he liked my momma _better
than his own, cause he used to call his mother "Mother" and he called my
momma "Mornmy." Aw, no; I let my corn flakes get soggy thinkin' about him.

Or laugh together assoyou try to repeat Jack Prelutsky's "The Cow" in The
Pack Rat's Day:

The cow mainly moos as she chooses to mo

ln each case use the book as a catalyst for language development by providing
opportunities for children to relate the language to their own experiences and
by helping them to match those experiences with expressive words. Bring in
items,to taste, touch, and smell, encouraging children to verbalize the sensory
experiences they are having. Later, specific vocabulary related to the sensory
mode under discussion may be listed orally as well as on charts, if this seems

- appropriate.

Developing Listening Skills*

Books can be used to help develop listening skills that range from per-
ception of sound (acuity) and discrimination between sounds to comprehen-
sion of what the sounds mean. Much of the content of children's listening
comes from nature (bird songs, thunder), -from artificial objects (horns,
drums, whistles), and from other peOple (family, acquaintances, and televi-
sion or radio). Children have heard language used many' ways: in the normal
transactions of life, in self-expressive epithets (ouchor worse), in scientific
discourse ("the temperature will fall to a few degrees below zero tonight"),

_and in persuasive discourse ("Drink your milk. lt's good for you."). But chil-
dren may not have had much chance to listen to the literary use of language.
Books are exo2llent vehicles for developing listening skills in addition to their
many other values. But how? What are some teaching strategies and spectific
books that work?

Listening games are a natural outgrowth of reading some books, such as
May Garelick's Sounds of a Summer Night or Paul Showers' The Listening

*The section on listening was prepaTed by Sara Lundsfeen,yniversity of California. Irvine,
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Walk. Children'listen for or make the sounds they hear in the. gtori9s. Liste
Mg for sequence is needed in Pat Hutchins' The Surprise Party and Dor.

-Feirget the Bacon. Cumulative tales are favorites with .young children at
develop sortie skills associated with learning sequence 'of events.;,. Pai
Galdone's The Houf.e That Jack Built ia one of the most popular; -Nonr
Hogrogianis One FineDakl.(pee Fig. 13) and Galdone's The Gingerbread Bc
ire also favorites. The familiar telephone game amply illustrates how
message not listened to closely can be pasded On and garbled witkamusing c
disastrous results. In Voria.torgel'a The Uproar, for iristance, a child think
his mother said ihe was going to the uproar rather than the Opera.

Discriminating between sounds is a spontaneous responSe tO .som
books: Peter Spier's Crash, Bang, Boom and Gobhle, Growl, Grunt Us
sounds as a means of ,identification. Both books lead children to join i
nOisily and to distinguiSli among the sounds they hear. FlOrence P: Heide'

.

Fig. 13. The fox, who *ants hid tail sewn baCkin place, repeats the sequence of elifrits at eaehstop in 'this cumulative tale. (Original in color)
.From One Mile Day by Nonny Hogrogian. Reprinted by permission of Macmillan Publishing Cm, Inc.,ond-Hamish Hamilton Children's BoOks Loldon. Copyrighte.Nonny Hogrogian 1971.
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Tróinoting Langn* dnd &incept DOrieldpinint,

, Soun4 of Sunshine; Sound of Rain gortrays a. blind boy using sound to find
friend. Margaret Wise BrOwn's- Noisy BOok series, callS aftention to the

,.varietk of sounds heard in different locales; Byrd,Baylor'S Plink, Plink,Plink
sPecUlates on what sounds seem like at night, and Helen. Borten's Do YOu

A Heai What I Hear2 ificteases attentiVeneSs to various sounds.

Higher levelgkills of listening comprehension can alSo be enhanced
through books. Charlotte Steiner'S Listen to My Seashell explOres the concept
of sound. Lois Kaufman's What's:That Notsi2 encourages children to think. -

intelligently ahout neW and frightening, eiperienceS; ..Roger-ptivoisin's
Petiinia,. I Love, You builds on inferences and hypothesizineabout Outcomes:
RacCoon tries th.trap Peiunia so he can eat her, and concerned.listeners Will
Want to warn her. Arnold LObel's Owl at Home, an ,gaSy-tO-read boOk, 'causes
children to make inferendes'about the bumps in Owl's bed and why his tear-
waterlea tastes salty. Many listening skillS are learned auring Story time
without detracting from the primary obje,Ctive of enjoying a good story.

StiMulating -Group Discussion
,

Talking over a story read aloudis an opportunity for children to &tend a
shared experience, Bedause both children and teacher share the sanie refe?-
ence, problems of ,confuSion and niisunderstanding can be handled with
greater effectivenesg than When a Child shares ideas or events unknoWn to
everyone else. Group discuskon allowd tfie teacher to help children.relate fhe
events sin a Story to their Personal lives as they talk over the actual eventS of
the, story.

Discussion is most cOirundnly used as a folloW-up activity to readi.
aloud., Although, thrs is a highly desirable waY of eliciting oral language froini.:..
children, teachers Must not.feel compelled-to follow every reading with a dii-
Cussion,Nor shouldplanned follow-up discussion preclude Very brief discus,
Sion at some pOints :during the course of -the reading, when it is necessary to
clarify Or eXtend an idea.

0

USing GOod,Questions

, Questions have always been a primary tool of the teacher. The careful
framing-or\questions during discussion can help promote understanding and
appreciation of a story and provide the basis for still other activities to follow.
Through effective questioning, teachers can lead pupils into all kinds of
thinking operations,'Low quality questions Center on isolated bits of knowl-
edge and are usually designed to "test" what has been learned or remembered.
Fligh quality questions help turn the discussion into a Problem-solving situa- -
tion. Research indicates that the kinds of responses we get from children will
depend in large measure upon the kinds of questions we ask of them. To put
it simply, good questions evOke good answers.

The strong relationship between teacher questions and children's an-
swers can be used to improve the quality of class discussion. For example,
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when franiing questions; teaChetS might keep in mind the level-Of cornpreher. .

; sign their questions are likely to produce. Three Categdries of reading.cOmPre
-hension .that teacher juestioris lead to are literal comprehension, interprets

..tion, and critical reading. Whether children 'are listening td the written won
Pr reading for themselves,.teachers cin help eZpand Children'S undersiandin1
by asking for More than factual, or hteral, corriprehenSion... Interpretation
however;- requires Mental actiVities invOlved in Supplying or anticipatinj
meanings not stated directly in.the text. Critical reading or listening goel
farther, although it neCessarily includes both: ihe reader of liStener thus
evaluate and confer personal judgment on what is read.

A coMparison Of.poSsible questions tO be Used folloWing the.story Wher
; the Wild Thin0 Are by Maurice Sendak illustrates 'the leVels 'of questions

The Story is about Max, whd iS sent to bed without suPper for his Unrul]
, behavior and dreams of a fearless encounter with some marvelouSly Comic

yet grotesque, creatures: ConSider the follOwing questions' and, the kinds o
responses they would elicit from children:

Why waS Max sent to bed? (literal)

What kinds of things do you think Max. did to make his mother call hitt
a wild thing? (interpretiye)

The first ,Tiuesticin merely requires a two, or three-word response based or
memory. The second requires the child to lake,known information and Makc
inferences from it.

What kind§ of things did the wild things do? (literal)
Pretend you are a' wild thing. Show how you woUld look and how Yot
would move about. (interpretive) ,

Ability to answer the first question deliends totally on the child's capaCity tc
recall information. Although the secbnd question requires thSt Sime ability,
it is extended and applied. In this case the child must apply his or her knoWl .
edge to another form' of expression, that of movement and pantominie. More
important, there is no one "right" way fo move or look like a wild thing. 'Each
child has sn opportimity to share his or.her unique imPression of, the events
in,tha.Story. Divergent questions promote divergent responses .

flOw doesethe story end? (literal)

Think óf another ending for thii 'story. Wflich do you like best? ',fell
why. (critical)

The second question allows children to bring their own opinions and ideas
to the discussion. It gives them an opportunity to thoughtfully recall and
weigh various factors in the story and make a response based on their own
judgment of the situation. Asking them to tell why elicits the criteria on
which their judgment is based. ,, 4

.

Group discussion is effective in helping children use boOks to deepen
understanding of themselves and-others: The use of higher level questions
can assist children in relting .characters and events to their Own petsonal
lives. Ann Herbert Scott's 4ictute story ook Sam is excellent for this purpose.
The .story dramatiies the universal chi

p
dhood experience of a youngster An.rho

seeks someone in his family to play with and finds 'himself a nuisance at



PtOmoting Language.and.Concept Debilopment:-

gradually move toward helping children etpress their feelings 'Of ntifica-
-eyery turn. A discussion might begin 'with the events of the story and

tion with Sam as they center more directly on,their 'own personal experiences.
Questions such as these may be used:

Characters and events in the story:

Do yon think Sam's family meant to be mean to,,him? How can you tell?
Can 'you think Of 'anything that Sam could have 'done to mike hiniself
feel better?
Can you think of anything'else his family could have done to make him
feel better?

Identification with characters and-eVents in the story:

When have Sim 'ever felt the way Sam did in the stOry?
bid anyone help yoll to feel better? HoW?'
What did you do to make yourself feel better? ,

How does it feel When soineone takes sOmething Of yours ti4t is very
spicial to you (a's Sam's si4ter and brother felt}?

Note that the final questiOn requires the child to identify with the "Other"
g persOn in the story and relate to that person's feelings in a glYen situation.

As the discussion proceeds, encourage children to use the vocabulary associ-
,ated With feelings and emotions. Such words as angry, sgd, mean, bad;
,terrible, and lonely should be recognized as words that help tell others how
we feel.

4,4 From Questioning to Creative Dramatics

After a .discuSsion of this type, children can, move into a more actiye
mode of expression. Creative dramatics can further extend children's under:
standing of a story and help them to. Yet& arOused feelings. In this instance,
literal questions can be very useful in laying the framework for the 'actión.

. Without thiS framework, the dramatizationis likely to be Unsuccessful, since

.:.,-children must be thOroUghly familiarwith a story before they areasked to act
it.out.

Have the children recall the events' of the story by asking if they remem-
ber what Sain did first; second, and so on,. As they review the storY in this
way, children are helped to develop a sense of :story line and sequenCe of
events. At this point, yoU may Wish to reread passages from the story to help
children recall the dialogue; however, it is important to stresa-that they are to
act out the story in their own words. Then select children to play the parts.
-Arrange them in order of Sequence so that Sam can easily move from one to
the other to play each scene. In the ást scene they can all come togethei in the
happy realilation,of how to make Sam happy again.SeleCt new plaYerS and .

repeat the draniatization.
,

Prompting Creative gxpression

Pidure books without text are excellent :stirnulbtors of creative. oral
language expression. Wordless books that' contain a story line invite children

.
.
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to infer medyning from pictures and engage in storytelling.1,as they desc
'characters, settings, and events:. Martha Alexander's &ha's Dream am
Out, Out, Out, Eleanor Schick's MakingFriends, and Renate Me-yer's Hid

,and Seek- are all,eXcellent examples of .t.tiia type of piCture,b4ok, Such book
maY be used bdth with individuats and with grouPs of Children. In either c4se
at the outset, the children must be introduced to this'new type of .storybool
format. :Ilia may be done simply by reading the title of the book to them am
by using a few motivating questions to etigage theinin a brief discussion o
the Pictures on the bobk jacket and title page. Affer the children have .beei
introduced to the story, eiplain that this book is unlike most other storyboac
they" knoW Jri that no words have been written on: the pages. _They mus
Supply wotlis to go with the pictures and tell the story. Assure the childrei
that thereare no."spetiar Words that they.must Use.,

Begin with a general question, such aS,What is happening in the PiCture
FolloW With probing and extending qUestions 6c1 statements,' such as
pescribe where the. Story is taking place. Describe the people or animals ir
the picture. Tell what they are doing. What ao you think they are thinking anc
'saying? Questions such as these malie children more conScious of details a:
they focus ori setting, characterization, and Plot.

ow, several children to contribute to the storytelling of each, page m
twokpage spread. You may wish to tape record the storytelling; if so; dci thi
after the children have had a dry run. They will enjoy looking at the picture:
.again as they hear themselves telling the story on taPe. Rather than recorc
their stories on the tape recorder, you may decide to write down the children':

Fig. 14. Children become
involved in solving the
visual puzzles..built into the
format of Tana Hoban's
book Look Again. Here
children view the next page
through autout and trir to
guess what is coming next.

, Repiinted by permission of
Macmillan Publishing Co.,
Inc., and Hamish,Hamilton
Chilgren's Books Ltd.,
London. Copyright 0 Tana
Hoban 1971.. t
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stories-on chart Oaper to create a cooPerative grouP story, or, after the didcug:-
sion of each. Page in- tlie story, you may have the children sumnfarize their
ideas by agreeing on one statement that best tells what that page is all. about.
'Children delight in 'Changes; Changes'ty Hutchins wliere each4time disaster
strikes, a man and woman change_a set'of blocks to form a house, then a fire
engine, next a boat, and finally a train to escape,

Some textleSs picture books do mit contain a story line in fte usual sense.
Himever, these books also offer an pxcellent.rneans fOr elicithig creative oral
expresion. Tay*tiobar,i's Look Again, a good example of thiS kihd, of book?
-featute& intriguing blaCk and White photographs that form visual puzzles
:Which absorb children in an intense and lively diScussion' about what is
coining next (see Fig. 14). Where' no story-line is--present in a teXtless pieture
book, the emphasis should be On helping children to describe the pictures and
then to discuss their reactions tO.them._

As noted -before, creative__dramatization is one of the most enjoyable
ways to help children develop expressive language. In addition to acting out
a story with dialogUe, children can pantomime familiar stories as they are
read aloud. Folktales that contain plenty of action and visual imagery are
good for this purpose. The Three Billy Goats Gruff (4sbjØrnserb and 'Moe,
1957; Galdone, 1973), Stone Soup (Marcia Brown, 1947), and The Three
Bears (Galdorie, 1972) are good eiamples of the type of story that will lend
itself to pantomime by a group. When selecting st6ries, keep in mind thp need
for simple,. yet action-filled plots witli lively dialogue and a satisfactorily
resolved conflict. As you read a story aloud for children to pantomime, you

v
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, may need to overdraniatize your delivery a Pit iri order to produce the desire(
results and to help children capturilhe-,Spirit of the characterization. Fee
free to improvise:When- necessarybY repeating certain portions of the story a:
yon go along or bY adding additiongcharaCters Both of these tecltniques wil
enable a greater nurnber ofehildr:en46 participate.

*.

After, children hare .had many -successful experiences pantomiming E
story read aloud, it is easy to Move them into part-pantomime, part-acting
with-words.,The story is read aloud for the children to pantomime, but thc
reader pauses long enough for the .characters, to fill in the 'appropriate dia.
logue.. Cumulative tales are excellent for -this purpose, since the repetitior
makes the dialogue easy to remember. Henny Penny 1968), The
Bun (Maicia Brown, 1972),- Ask Mr. Bear (Flack, 1932), an One Fine Day
(llogrogian, 1971:)-aie good examples Of this tYpe of story ach case, the
Child playing the main character MOves`from one Jesser character to another,

(. I

Q

e .

-.

Fig. 15. Prancing across a
make-believe bridge is a
natural response to the

telling of this traditional
tale. (Original in color) .

nustration by Marcia Brown.
BeprOduced from The Three
Billy Goats Gruff Written by

P C. Asbjornsensamt J. E.
Moe, by permission of

Harcourt Brace Jouanouich,
Inc.: (0 1957 by Marcia

Brown.
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Promoting Language and Concept Development

-exchanging dialogue wherever the story 'indicates: Once, involved in' the
action, each- of the subdrdinate charaCters inuSt listen and pantomime the
remainder of die story. Role 'playing t)articidar charaeter in a Story is

- another good way to help children bee1- acting with wordS: Select scenes
from stories Where two -characters are _engaged in lively dialogue: Russell.
Hoban's series oftkooks abotit Frances, an- engathhtt1e badger, are excel-
_lent for this purpose. Children-,identify easily ith Frances's predicaments,
and the-language used is Well within their fram4 Of reference. It is not difficult
for children fo imagine therxiselv'es as Frances bking at her parents' urging
to eat dinner in Bread and Jam for Frances. Th are equally prepared to
assume the rotes of 'Frances't mother and father when: they counter her

d maneuvers tO postpone bedtime in Bedtime for Frances.

As children are exposeckto longer stories with mere intricate plOtS';-they
may approach dramatizatiOn by.selecting certain Scenes or-parts of the story
to act out. Favarite scenes may be listed on the chalkboard or siinplY dis-
cussed as possibilities fc*.cliainatization.. Children, may then be selected to
play the various characters. In planning their dramatization, the children
should be guided in visualizing the setting and .planning the general scheme
of movement. Once this is done, the-wordS will come easily.

The entire group may participate in acting out different scenes fioni a
story, or. several small groups may take turns dramatizing the same scene.
When several groups.act out the same scene, it is important to note the yalue
of having a variety of interpretations of a story. As children gain confidence-
in their ability to dramatize small parts of stories, entire selections become
easy to do if they are thought of as a string of scenes put tOgether. Mott impor-
tant, children should engage ire creative dramatiOs frequently and with as
little fanfre as possible. Props are riot necessarY and-may even iMpede if too
inuch einphasis is placed on them. Extended discussion and overpreparation
prior to -the dramatization may also render it stale and joyless.,

Creating Experierfae Charts, Stories, and Books

Varied experiences with books starting from the very earliegt years and
4 cOntinuing throughopt school will enhance the child's abilitY. to use written

language effectively to express ideas. As pupils hear and read stories and
poems, they grow in their awareness of the variety of Ways in which written
language can communicate. Authors create Moods, they paint pictures and .

arouse other-sensory impressions with Words. They use both familiar and,
' unfamiliar, words in spepial ,ways that help develop arid deepen an under-

.
standing of them.

The creative expression inspired by books- may, of course, take both oral
' and written fofms. Exposure to picture 'storybooks and poetry can serve agfi

motivation for the children's oWn creative writing. This may ,thke the form
of pupil-composed storieg and poems, responSes to wOrks heard or read, dr
experience 'stories thatextend concepts and ideas develOped throUgh books..

With young children uriat-.`0 to write for themselves, the teacher,--or some
other adult may act as'a Stiribe thfet their ideas down op'paper. Theirefforts.

A/( C °A V
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may be in the form Of personal stories created by an individual child or coor
erative qiarts developed by a group of children; they, may be baSed on ,
spontaneous event or simply be one portion of a much broader activity tha
has beeht-Carefully planned in advance. In either caseFthe au1t %rim is actin

." as the scribe will discuss with the children what took place. What the chi]
dren &a,y. is 'recorded on chart paper, thus presenting the eiperience in th
children'i- own language. The stories and chartk are then di&played in th
classrooth and read as often 'as time and interest permit. Aside from th
obvio4 value Of preserving the important experiences in the 'child's life
experience stories help children gain an understanding of the relationshil
between sPeech and print*st as important, they provide interesting,' enter
taining reading materials for.the children fo share. Mary Anne Hall (1970
lists the following advantage& of *sing experience stories as materials fo
initial instriktion in reading:

,

1. Experience stories penrnit the' introduction of reading skills irra meaningfu
situation, since the materials' are written in_the children's language usin;
their sentence patternS and vocabulary.
Experience stories provide a gradual 'and natural transition from the pre
reading state to the staie of beginning reading.

.,
3. The material:is easily comprehended, since it ig a record of children'

thoughts. -
4. Experience Stories can promote success and favorable attitudes in the begin

ning stages, since no pressure is exerted for masterY of-a giVen number ol
words.

,
5. EXperience stories dunonstrate the relationship betweeai spoken ane

written language. Children see that their sPeeeh ean be recorded widi print
6. ExPerience stories involve the learner personally.

(p. 27

There are numerous ways in which books may serve as a itimulus for
children's own writing. Pupils can be encouraged to create their own stories
about favorite characters. Curious George (Rey, 1.941), Harry the Dirty Dog
(Zion, 1956); Veronica (Duvoisin, 1961), and Petunia,(Duvoisin, 1950). are
well-loved characters that children will enjoy inventing pew episodes about;
or you may wish to have them create their own characters or group of char-
acters to use as a basis for a series of stories. Story -starters such.as, What
would happen if C9rious 9florge came to our clasgroom or Harry the Dirty
Dog weie my pet?, mavbre'used to get pupils launched. Above all, an abun-
dance of discuision should precede the writing down.

.Children'orespOnses to books also provide interesting cOntent for expe-
rience charts. Children may wish to list their favorite storybooks or.story-
book people. They may retell their favorite part of a story and draw a picture
to accompany it. An inferred story inspired by a textless picture book may
also be written down by or for the children to. create their own versions of a
picture story. -

An experience chart may be the outgrowth of a much broader experienCe,
of which books are a part. For example, ,children may be inspired to make
gingerbread after hearing The Gingerbread Boy (Galdone, 1975) or pancakes
after a reading of The Perfect Pancake (Kahl, 1960). The teacher would then



write the recipe on a chart and-display it in'a prOminent place to., be read .

before and during the cooking eXperience as a procedural -check. Children
thus learn the yalue of reading as a Source of infoimation.: A reading of The
Bunting Trip (Burch, 1971) or A Walk in ,the ,Snow. (Busch, 1971) mighl
precede a nature walk, from which individual and group stories can emerge.
Indeed, a variety of stories and poems on any topic might precede the chil-
dren's qwn writing about that topic. In this, way, voCabulary, style, and genet-7
al knqwledge of the topic itself can be "IntrOduced in a pleasurable way.

Literature is at the heart of the language-learning program. It serves the
child aesthetically.and cognitively in fostering ability to listen, speak, read,
and write.

FOSTERING CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LITERATURE

Ability to analyze problems, explore solutions, and See relationships in
proper perspective is a necessary attribute for success both id and out of
school. The development of basic concepts is Airect1ST related to this ability.
'Gray and her associates (1966) describe thetrelationship in the following
manner:

The child's ability to focus upon the relevant dimensions of the tasks he
performs in school is related to his perceptual, ability and his level of. concept
development. He must be able to distinguish a vaiiety of forms, colors, numbers,
and directions. School activities demand particular visual, auditory, and kin-
estbetic perceptual skills which .must be learned. If he is to be sucpessful in
meeting these demands, the child must also have an adequate repertoire of con-
cepts built,On experience. (pp. 9-11)

Young children who have' rich verbal and Cognitive experiPnees \vith books
are given a head start to,viu -hdevelop-;ng abilities. "Too frequently we
substitute thy experience,-rather than ern4.h the experieur-
with a book," states Huck (1976, i3 543). Experience, with books that are
thoughtfully planned to promote aCtive verbal exchanges of ideas will have
lasting positive effects upon both the communicative mode and the cognitive'
structure of the child. Spch experiences With books should not be considered
a replacementfor firsthand experience but should be uged to make the experi-
ence more mtaningful.

Large nuMbers of books fOr young children specifically designed to
promote the development of basic concepts are ayailable. Huck describes the
"concept book" as "one that describes the various dimensions of an abstract
idea through the use of many comparisons. In some respects, it is a young
child's information book" (p. 133). Skilled que'stioning tied to such books
helps the child relate the familiar to the unfamiliar.

Concept books are a relatively recent phenomenon in children'S book
publishing, the earliest examples haying appeared in the mid-1950s. $ooks
such as Shapes and Things (T. Hoban, 1970), Colors (Reiss, 1969), Sparkle
and Spin (Rand, 1957), and Fast-Slow, High-Low (Spier, 1972) are consid-
ered concept books. Coupled with discussion and firsthand experiences,
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:.101e'books provide the teacher with an excellent tool for introducing, exter
ing; or reinforcing the child's understandMg of basic concepts. For examp
Are- You Square? by Ethel and Leonard Kessler maY'be used as an intro&

.tion to differences in shapes. It can lead to a variety of experiences that ht,
children with their visual discrimination and identifiCatidn of shapes. CI
dren can 'follow the reading and-discussion of Jan Pienkowski's Shapes
finding various shapes in-their environment, such as a round 'clock or squE
bulletin board (see Fig. 16): They can match cut-out shapes, building blocl
or pictures of shapes and cari describe what ,is alike and, what is differe

Fig. 16. Basic conce.pts are
Y reinforced by words arid

illustrations in boOksior
the very vo..ing

(Originail in c.olor)
Rffinted by permission of
aruey Haase, Inc., Pub-

lishers, from Shapes by Jan
Pietikowski, text.and
illustrations copyright

1 974 by Jan Pietikowski

The books How Big Is Bi0 by Herraan and Nina' Schneider and'
Ones, Little Ones by. Tana Hoban can extend and reinforce the concept of
And little by helping children to conceptualize that bigneSs is actUally relath
The repeated use of the words big, little, small, and lai-ge in a variety of ci-.1
texts, accorripanied by explicit illustrations, helps the child to an understan
ing of size beyond the superficial level at whichs,it is frequently treated. Aft
the reading, the, teacher may- wish to display blOcks of different sizes at
ask which one is the biggeSt. Larger blocks can then be added and the sar
question asked, thus further extending the concePt bf relativity in size.
walk outside to observe relative 'differences in the bigness and smallness
houses; cars, trees, -rocks, and other things in the eiwirciriment Car; also rei
force the ideas in the books.

Using Books to Foster Thinking Skill

Probably of greater importar.ce th n the use of books specifically d
signed to te1,4-, -rtain wh iz. s consistently done to capitalize c

b



every opportuniV` tb,develop'tke -child!s ability to handle baSic operations
- .associated with.thinking. Raths and his 'colleagues (1967; pp. 1:30) suggest

that there are certain basic operations which relate to thinking: observing,
comparing, classifying,--hypothesizing, looking for assumptions, criticizing,-
imagining, collecting and-organizing data, coding, problem solving, decision
making,' summarizing, and interpreting. It is their contention that it is the ' -

teacher's responsibility to provide daily opportunities for children to experi-
ence these operational skills and that in so dbing they will be acquiring exper-

- fence in thinkingwhich will help them to Mature: A variety of activities utiliz-
hildren's books can be designed to effectively engage children in the
ng operations.,These activities need not be reserved for use only. with

;concept books; on the contrary, these activities shciuld beincluded whenever
a suitable occasion arises.

Observing. Teachers help children develop skill in observing when they
- display a picture in a picture Story and ask 'questions relating to' various

details in it.
-

Comparing. Children -are engaged in comparing 'When they strutinize
pictures to compare changes that 'have taken place _throughout the story or
when they engage in a discussion comparing books on a similar theme or by
the same author.

. Classifying. Children can be helped to clasillY boaks according to con-
tent; e.g., funny stories, nature-stories, stories about boys and girls, or simply
stories they liked and didn'clike. In using books as an introduCtion (o the dis-
pission of certain kinds of .rocabulary, such as words that describe feelings,
shapes, sizes, and colors, children are categorizing the words in their lan-

,94,_, guage.0

Hypothesizing. When teachers ask, What do you suppose this story 'will
beabout?, or,'What kind of a person do you think this character will be?, they
afe Asking children to form a hypothesisa good guess based upon certain
given information, whiCh'inight be a picture or the book jaaet.

Organizing. When children review a story sequentially in order to pre-
pare for creative drarnatics, they are engaged in organizing informalion
collected through reading alou;d: In order to prepare for role 'playing a char-
acter, the teacher might aSkN.rhatkind. of character it is and Miat events
occur in fhe story to let us know this.

Summarizing. Children can be asked to summarize, (Oen in just a few
words, what the story is about or to summarize the funniest part or the best
part.

Applying. Although a particular concept or principle has been introduced
through books, provision should always be made for firsthand experiences
where children can actually apply the principle being developed.

Criticizing. Children should be encouraged to criticize the selections
being offered. Their criticism should always be accompanied by reasons for

the opinions given,. hbwever. Criticisms of characters in a Story should be
handled in the same manner.

1 6
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i.. The school day is filled with opportunities for child involvement in thc
kinds of thinking opetations that have been discussed. As teachers, it is oui
responsibility to have a thorough understanding of these operations and tc
provide for planned, systematic approaches to them, while making maximum
use of every -chance opportunity for their development Literature can cer
tainly be a resource to that end.
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FOSTERING UNDERSTANDIN
Of SELF AND OTHEf

, , t-,
he major concern`of young children is their'

, qNsown being. Because they' are at A -atage of
, psychological growth that is totally egocentric, it is only the Maturing process

of whicilleroks-are, or shoal be, an important part that can introduce
children to the world beyond' their own and that of their immediate family.
Children stiould of.sourse enjoy literature above all, and the other benefits

140 v..
Made Posgible by the eiperience of books sho b considered ..secondary.
Yet, these secondary benefits 'are irnportant an an be pursued without
sacrificing or subordinating the primary end of pleasure.

As books dpen the doors to new knowledge; expand, the imaginatidn, and
challenge children tO reach beycind their known environment, they also offer
children the apportu'nity to explore and understand their own feelings and
the feepngs of others. This kind of understanding is an essential' aVect of the
ntutifig process ,that 'dan be pursued by the careful ,selection and use of
Woks inothe eassroom."and by appropriate follcA'v-up activities.. The purpose
of this chapter is to identify some of the available imaginative books that

. elicit Jeelingsf not rrftely describelthern, and thus have the potential to
become; part pf children's growth and maturing.

, .
There is in fact_an abutldant soply of books written specifically for the

younger 'childl that are enjoyable tel read and also encourage the child to
identify with iharacters who feel sad, angry, lonely, shy, happy, and a multi-..
tilde of other emotions, including perhaps the least complicated 'of eicitiOnk- !

. .
the 'pure enjoyment cif life. 1-laying ..zin (Dunn, 1971) uses photography to
-portray many experiences 'that are enjoyed by young `children. The book's

.1, appeal is universql in its geographic settings and in the experiences por-
trayed, which range from helping a bucketeril of .ducklingS take their morning

Ta bath to,flying kites, swimming, and playiig in the snow. As an interesting
follow up, a class can put together a book Of activities that they find especially
appealing When they think of doing nothing but having fun.
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I" 'once. \rns; fears, and inhibitions inevitably cloud all of onrJives on Occa7.i 3
,.sion, and Many of these ernotions felt as an adult are' a result of-an unpleast.-----

,ant, even traumatic, childhood experience. Sonie of theSe fedings have a
mule that is easy to identify, whiie others are simply the result.of "having a°
bad day." The ,Wrong Side, of the #ed (Ardizzone, 1970) is a wqrdless bOok
depicting just such a day: Everything se4s to go wrong for the main char.:. _

acter, a young boy trying to cheer u'p his mother by passing up candi for hi-m- -;
self and buying her flowers. Wordless books may need some interpretation
for younger children who have not had much expOS rq ,t(1,:,Poolss (e.g., the
title The Wrong Side of the Bed may require an ex pon to young hs-
teners). However, many teachers have had great succesS 'in using wordless
books to encourage and enlarge the verbal ability of withdrawn or nonverbal
children:

Judith Viorst gives a delighthil account of a terrible day in her humorous,
yet realistic book Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad
Day. From the outset, Viorst's style and humor amUsingly bring across Alex-
ander's account of his disastrous day (see Fig,. 17). A simple question directed

.to your listeners, such as, What makeS you have, a bad day?, usually brings a
flood of responses, since every young child is well acquainted with the causel"
of having a bad time. "Other books that illustrate the feelings of a bad day are
Joan M. Lexau's I Should Have Stayed in Bed and Edna Preston's The Temper
Taiztrum Bookjnie latter is a series of eight verses each portraying an animal
haying a temper tantrum. Each tantrum has a different cause ,--,a"lion, for
itMance, is f nrage d because his mother is combing his hair and an elephant
hates gettingcsoap in his eyes and each has a surprise ending that appeals to
young children.

4

'N. 17. Alexander's day
begins poorly and dts

worse, an occutren& young
listeners will laugh at, yet

readily understand.
r; Text copyright J972 by

Judith Viorst Pictures
consent-At C 1972 by Ray

Cruz From Alexander
and the Terrible,Porrible.

- No Good, Very Bad Day
Used by permission of

Atheneum Pu blis he rs
Angus and Robertson. Lt
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Fostering Understanding of Self and Others

,

liftlingObout Size

=!1/4

These are few; s!w o:haye not, at 9ne time or another, experi-"--461"- h
enced someankietY,about theigisi.Ze in the course.of their physical develop-
ment. Concerns of Pis naturs are speificatly implied in many books desieed
for the younger child. In The Aest Thing tof.Wii.,,j0: a Noonan describes the
feeling Of being Small: In her book we Meet JonathgVh9Lbeca)ise of being
small, findS himself often overlooked. He Wants to be noticed'alidiheamagines
the advantages of being differentkinds of aninials, such as a lion, hipbta-
mus, eagle, seal, elephant, giraffe, pig, owl, and bear; but JOnathan comes up
with reasons why it is best not,to be any of these animals. .

Titch (.1-1 tchins, 1971) is the delicately illustrated story of a boy who is
troubled tie consequences of being small: he must, for example, ride a
tricycle rat than a bicycle and is given a pinwheel rather than a kite.
Finally, a sittall seed that germinates and grows helps him put into perspe
tive his present difficulties. Ruth Krauss `also Shows the final triumplyorT
boy who is small in stature in The Carrot Seed arid portrays the wonderful
feeling of growing up after having-experienced smallness in The Growing
Story, as does Barbara Borack iri Someone Small. See also Robert Kraus',s
Night-Lite Library for a series of books on this subject.

The opposite of being small is discussed in The Very Tall Little _crii4
(Krasilovsky, 1969) in which an unnamed young girl reviews all the disad-
vantages and advantages of being tall and finds the advantages far outweigh
the disadvantages..

But best of all, being tall made her different from almost all the other little girls.
It was fun to be special and special is exactly what most tall little girls,always
are!

Fear

Fear is a very real emotion in the life of a young child, and itsvcauses ate
as varied as the individuals who feel it. Some of the common causes of fear.in .
early childhood and, more importantly, the abilify to overcome the feeling are
dealt with iii mapy children's books. Two of the best are Robert McCloskey's
One Morning in Malne, where a storm ig the all-consurning cause of fear, and
Lexau's Benjie, where shyness is submerged by the desire to find the lost
earring of a dearly loved grandmother. Shyness 4s alSo'the central focus of
The Shy Little Girl (1{rasilovsky, 1970).

Accomplishment .

With maturing come many different abilities. The thrill of first-time
accomplishment is felt throughout one's life, but early accomplishments arè,
very important to a child's positive self-concept. That first whistle for Willie
in Whistle for Willie (Keats, 1964), Michael's ability to put aside his fear of
the slide in Michael Is Brave (Buckley, 1971), and the thrill Rosa feels in



, Fig. 18. James and John show young
audiences that even the best of friendships

is vulnerable to sudden shifts in feelings.
(Original in colon)

Illustration by klaiirice-.9Fttplak froiipLet's
Be Enemies by Janice May,Udry.. Pictures

copyright ID 1961 by Maurice Sendak.
Reprinted by permission of 1-16rper & Row.

Publishers, Inc.

first writing her name (Felt, 1950) are all well-execlited examples of nearly
universal childhood attainments.

Certain achievements, however, are expected bf children, achievements
which are sometimes frustratinglisive. Kraus's Leo the Late Bloomer,
brilliantly illustrated by Jose Aruego, gpeaks directly to first grade children
who find the task of learning to read as overpowering as it is for Leo, reassur-
ing them that it is not uncommon to have "adjustment problems° with the
expectations of others.

Friends

As relationships:outside the family become more and more imribreankito
children, problems intrude,iespsially when it is time for a child to enter ,

.achool. For many, children, the prospect of sChOol may inspire the fear of not
iia'ving any friends. Miriam Cohen's Will I Have a .Friend? realistically be-
gins with that lonely feeling and ends with Jim having a friend at the end of
the day; in The New Teacher (Cohen, 1972) Jim experiences the same fears
and concludes the day with those ,fears again left far behind. Best Friends
(Cohen, 1971) takes a differ ack, showing how kiendship candIrrow
through crisis.

An interesting book on the theme of wanting a friend is Do:You Want to
Be My Friend?(Carle, 1971).. The only words in this book, "Do you want to
be iny friend?,", are given but onCe so that the child Must make up his or her
own story based-bn the pictures presented. A small group, or Olen juSt, one
child, will find this a heartwarming book to "read" with the teacheewhile
viewing the pictures. Another wordless book which is highly effective in
stimulating discussion with- a group is Eleanor Schick's Making Friends.
Here a little boy is on his way to the park obviously wishing for a friend. At
the park: he does find a girl to play with, just as his mother finds a friend
with whom she can talk. The illustrations in this book are simple, and the
young child will enjoy sharing this bOok with.an adult.
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Charlotte, ZolOtoW has captUred the secutity felt by individuals when
they know all there is tci knoW about a friend in her book My Friend John. A
few lines neatly express the Warmth of this book: ,

John is my best friend
and I'm his

and everything giat's,
important about each

other we like.

Itcs'also important for children,to.understand that being friends with
someone doesn't exclude other emotions froth the relAtibhship and that only
loveis always felt between two friends. Children need,to understand that the
less 'positive emotional aspects of reladonships should not make them feel

'guilty pr threatened. Janice May Udry has tried to explain just this point in
her book Let's Be Enemies. The sudden emotions that at'4, so much.a pet of
childhood are -depicted in this book, with the final 64ipme for two boys
being ohe of friendship after a time of obviously dislilarg ;each other (see
Fig. 18).

'the sadneSS of losing a friendis insightfully showh KTII,e New Friend
(Zolotow, 1968; see Fig: 19), the stoty'of two girls miliel`e friends, ,doing
things together and enjcying each, other, until one of Is getspnother
triend, leaving her first friend alone and hurt. A decisith hen made that

gat,

7 1 e

Fig. 19, The New Friend
views friendship from a
realistic peispective: the
joy of doing things togeth
and the pain in seeing a
close Iriend drift away.
(Original in color)
geprInted by permisswm
Abelard-Schuman from Th
New Friend by Charlotte
Zolotowlictures by.Arvis
Stewart -CopyrIght01968
Charlo te Zolotow.
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Fig. 20. Frances, an
affectionate badger, is one
of many. apimll characters
ski11fli4ly used by authors'

to present universal
childhood experiences.

(priginal in color)
Illafratiob by GarPh

Williams from Bedtime for
Frances by Russell Ijoban.

Piciures copynghtc 1960 by
Garth Williams. Reprinted
by permission of Harper 6
Row. Pubhshers, Inc. and,

Faber and 'Faber Ltd.

she; too, must get a friend. To be 'rebuffed by a frier4 is also demonStrated in
another Atrork by Zolotow, The HOing Boole: When 'her friend apparently
doesn't like her anymore, the main character has feelings of remorse:' The
book then deals with getting up the kind of courage needed to ask someone
why they no longer like-you and are treating you poorly. Other Problems of
friendship, including.tlie absence of, it, are often communicated.ky a thors
through ahimal characters like the lovable badger Prances:in:Best Fijiinds
for Frances (Hoban, l'969); the fjeg irrFrog and Toad Are Frienols (
1970); and the bear. in Charles (Skorpen, 1971). In the Skorpen bo k,Ithe
bear provides corrif it and friendship for a boy who lack-s human' comp r2-..
ions; the story thus can be a springboard for a discussion of how a young
child can feel when there is 'no one around to do things with. Relationships

J
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cap go' Wrdng,for a variety, of reasons, but one would hope tliat a kiss, or lack '

of one, wouldn't' have such a domino effect oti tiVes as it does in ZolotOw's The.
Quarreling Book: Mr. James forgets tb *kite ,Mrs. Jartes godlbye before"
leaving for,,work, setting off nunhappy"chain reaction that affects*anelvrson
after anciTher until a reversal starts a happier yeaction.

Salting R;val
. ,

The embtions that can-spring to the guriace when a new ctiild is intro-
duced into a family are many '.and freqUently less than benign. In some cases
having a new sibling arrive in the home draws the very honest reaction of
wantingIo give the 'child away, as Oliver does in Nobody Ever Asked Me If I
Wanted a Baby Sister (Alexander, 197f). Only when Oliver realizes how
important he is to Bonnie, his new sister, does he decide he will keep her-after
all. A child often feels resentment for having to cope with a new sibling. Ezra
,Jack Keats discusses this in Peter's Chair. Peter takes offense when all hiss
former possessions are being painted pink for his new sister. Finally, in a
last act of frustration, Peter takes his dog, a picture of himself when he was

., small, his toy crocodile, and his favorite blue chair and lea es home. The dis-
covery that he no longer fits in his chair leads him to chan e t is mind about
leaving home and to decide that perhaps he wbuld like to paint the chair
himself. I ,

fs'?

Rivalr): is prevalent in many homes today because more and more
mothers are caring for the children of _parents who work outside the home.
,This is the case in Jotm Steptoe' book Stevie. Stevie is dropped Off at
Robert's house and plays with his toys, climbs all over his bed with' his dirty
ghoes, and is generally a real pest. only when Stevie's, mother and father
come to take him away for good does obert realize he will miss him.

Older brothers and sisters are usually given some sort of responsibilities
for a younger-child in the house. In Lexau's E'inily and the Klunky Baby and
the Next Door Dog, there is a fine description of bow Emily feels about
taking care of her baby brother while their mother, who is divorced, works on
income taxes. Emily tries to run away to her father but returns home after

,..,.experienicng much confusion in trying to find his house. Lexau thus reveals
the frustrations that can come to both ,parent and child in a home where
there is only one parent. The divorce situation is also the subject of Lexas
Me Day.

Rivalry continues in many homes long past the time when the younger
sibling is an infant. An silder brother's feelings of jealousy for his young
brother are portrayed in If It Weren't for You (Zolotow, 1966), while in
Someday (Zolotow01965) ,the main character expresses the hope that some
time everything will go righi:

Someday, ..
"I'm goiKg to .c.Ome home and my brother will introduce me to hiS friends and
sayr This is my sister.' lnstead of 'Here's the family creep.':'

Lasting sibling rivalries generate powerful etnotions and the desire to act on

(i
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thetn: Contemporary children% authors dO noi shrink frOtici 'dealing With
these feelingsifor the. sake of tl,ie sometirnes saccharine picture of the proper
child that has dominated books for-children in the pat. In 1111 Fix Anthony
(Viofst, 1969), for instance, a younger brotheFareams of revenge and has a
consuming desire-to "fix Anthony," his older brother. What he plans and
what actually happens are of course comically different.

Love

Zolotow has also written a sensitive dialogue between a mother and son
whose father left before the son was born in A Father Like That. Love- is
likewise a powerful part of ber book Do You Know What I'll Do? in whic
older sister tenderly tells her little brother everything she wants to do for him.
This is a good book to stimulate thoughts of kindness, rather than hatred and
rivalry, in family situations.

Fortunately, there are many other quality books arDout love
family members that are neither trite nor simpleminded. William:5 Do
(Zolotow, 1972) involves an understanding grandmother who overrides the
criticisms of other family members and buys William a doll "so that when
he's a father he'll know how to care for his baby" (pp. 30-31). This book is of
great value in,helping to challenge preconceived sex-role stereotypes regard-
ing objectg Of play. In Runaway Bunny (M. W. Brown, 1972) a bunny-who
threatens to. run away is lovingly told that no matter where he goes, his
motner will always find and love him. This book has nof been out of print
since 1942, and,the 1972 edition cited contains redrawn illustrations by the
original artist, Clement Hurd. Little Bear Minarik, 1957) is also a book that
rings of love at every reading. I would encourage readers to become acquaint-

, ed with the complete Series by Else HolMelund Minarik: Father Bear Com's
Home, A Kiss for Little Bear, Little Bear's Friend. and Little Bedr's Visit.

Love also permeates such books as Ruth SonnebornZ,s I Love Gram and
Friday N1 t Is Papa Night. Sheer enjoyment d other Members of the family
is shoiThfollowing books by Helen E. Buckley: Grandfather and I.
Grandnioth.çnd I, Michael Is Brave, and My Sister Cind I.

.Security

Just how attached- we become not only to the people in our homes, but
also to the objects there is illustrated by books such as Myra Berry Brown's
The First Night Away from Home. Stemie embarks on his first overnight and
finCis he cannot sleep without his teddy bear, a need many children will be
able,to identify with. The need for a 'physical object for security,is frequently
satisfied with the familiar blanket. This is the subject of playwright Arthur
Miller's only work for children, Jane's Blanket. It is a lengthy text, with the
end result being that JAnp.realizes cherished objects can be taken away unin-
tentionally but used for the happiness of othersin her case, a bird pulls the
threads from the small remainder of Jane's security blanket to make a nest for

, her young.
r
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.

Death
,

of late, more attOtion is being given to 'the entire cycle of life in books%
for children. Not only is the' process of living encouptereds,but also its ter-
mination. Some adults may hesitate to use such books,,but if one is tempted
to rule out for children any exposure- to books dealing with death, one should
catefully consider the followiikpoint made by Mary Q. Steele (1971): "The
WOrld has nOt spared ,.Childien hunger, cold, sorrow, pain, fear, loneliness,
disease, death, war, famine or in/adness: Why should'We heSitate to make use
of.this knowledge when writing for them?" (p: 20).

The death of a pet is most frequently the initial encounter a child has
with death. For,this reason, Saridd Stoddard Warburg's The Growing Time
is,an important book for younger children. It depicts the death of King, an
old Collie dog,and the despondency of his owner, a young boy named-Jamie.
A new puppy and its cries for love help Jamie get Over the loss Of King. The
book iS sensitively written and is a fine introduction to the subjeCt of death
which does not deny the pain of loss as it is felt by the child. The Tenth Good
Thing about Barney (Viorst, 1971) also offers comfort, n4St' ondemnation;
for feelings przodliced by the loss of a pet (see Fig. 21). y i5 asked to
think of tenpod things to say about Barney, his pet cat. He only think of
nine, but later the thonght Comes "He'll help grow the flo , and he'll help
grow that tree arid sotne grass. Yoii know ... that's a pretty nice job fona cat:"

4

7 8

Fig. cent children's
bóok give a more inclusive
picture of a child's life,
including the first encounter
with death.
Text eopyright 0 1971 by '

° Judith Viorst. Drawings
copyrigid © 1971 by Erik
Blegvad. From The Tenth
Good Thing about Barney.
Used by permission of
Atheneum Publishers arid
Wilham Collins Sons &Co.
Ltd. .4
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the Dead Bird (NE W BroWn, 1958) deal-With children Preparing for
the funeral Of a hird they have found. The.realiSm may be shocking to some
adtilts otherwise familiar with the ways of children, but showing the children
returning to their play and forgetting about the bird is a true picture of how
flexible children can be in both 'thoughts and actions.

4

The books mentioned in this chapter should not be taken as a compre-
hensive list for.the topics discussed. Whatever bdoks one)selects, however,
two points ought to be kept in mind. Some books must be used with a sense
of restraint, `because the 'problems and emotions they involve may be por-
trayed in such a manner that they become a source of amusement for the ,

adult reader while at tile same time placing the childlistener or reader in
a precarious state; Ivan Sherman's I Do Not Like It When My Friend Comes
to Visit is a case 1111pOint. The adult may chuckle when the protagonist's
possessions areleft i4,a.shambles, but parents will certainly sympathize with
the- frustrationSlelt by the child whoset'rrings are left in disarray. Another
example is Schick's Peggy's New Brother. The discovery that her mother is
pregnant and Peggy's wish that she could have a dog or cat instead of a new
baby brother or sister may be a humorous, irunoriginal, tale to,the'adult, yet
it may not be quite soamusing to the child. This caution is given briefly but
not lightly, for every adult who works with children must constantly keep in
mind the audience for whom these stories are intended and the life contekt on
which the child will,reflect as he or she listens to the narrative.

'The second caution is that books of seeming simplicity are often over-
lookedhy adults when considering selections for young children. Such books
seeM to contain so little of the elements like conflict and resolution that, to
adults, are the signs of worthwhile stories and serious intentions. And yet the
wonder of these books so often lies ip the execution of the illustrations, the
ability of the artist to take the ordingry and, almost,magically, weave into it a
sense of wonder and delights I would lacipe that adults would always keep this

mind:when reviewing any bookilewtheIPlinger child.
-3 's

The chilaren's becks most appropriate for dealing with the child's affec-
,ti.ye*mlin are-those in which probleins are handled in a thematic fashion. A
hook." fective when ifs emotional content is a valid part of the story
çonfe, i tead of being a "message" which the story attemPts to justifY.
Nevertheless, no matter how effectively we think a story will help children
to understand themselVes and others, we must recognize ::that it will .t.ake
more than:a book to get childremthrough difficult", deep13;"r:OPted problems. to
Yet, children basically desire to pleaSe adults. When an adnit shares a book ;$.

with a chid, the adult is, in effect, demonstrating to the child that emotions
are AO .ps natbral and common. This in turn may ease th child's feel-
ing Many cases, eliminate the need for discussing them.
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oung children'respond easily, arid naturally
4 to thelanguageof poetry for two very good,

reasons. , First, it usually is a shared experience With a loving: adult, ; and,
., second, Young children and poets are quiite alike in their uses.of language-to -

express their observations. Listen to the figurative language *used by small
children::l'im as w4 as the rain"; "the Mountains look like lying down ele-
pliantei:the wavelgspanked me"; "my toes ate a hole in my sock"; "your
sionidch iS lalighing." Such similes and personification are used bY small
children to render irite, ". 'hie to themselVes their PerceptionS of their environ-4
merit. jaMes Britton f #guage 'find Lear:piing explains-clearly how children
uSe language to struature ,rheir experieriCes. They use figuratiVe language to
incotporate new knowledge "into their already established sense of 'reality.
POets do the same thing, Small c1,41dten's use of the sounds of their language
is, also remarkable. 'Wilk; Albuqiierque milkrsting out bY0 a. three year -old ....-

has an ''esriphtic rhythm created by the contrast 'between the soft vowels and
hard /k/'s. "Hyampon-Hoopa! HYampon-Hoopar _illustrates a99ther child's
delight in alliteration and meter. The chant evokes the 1 2 3 4f 2 3 4 beat of
an Indian drum. lOoung,:children play with :the sounds i1anguageq as dp
poets. Ydung, children saeak of their perception's in con e tern* in images:
"mothers water, plants"; "fathek give you a piggy/Ak-sidel; "brothers, are
stickY"; "babies smell." Young children are very spetific. They create images
to explairk how things seeM to thezm. Again, poets do the same thing.

1,

If at least these elements orPOetry, figUrative language, sbUnd patterns,
and imagery, are used spontaneously by ,yery young children in their oWn
speech, then it is not surprising that they respond quite naturally to poetry.

,

Fig. 22 (opposite). "Mary hicla little lainb":41other GOose rhymes should be among the first poetry
Selectiona read to young children."(Original itIcolor) 1'

t Frornook of Nuisery and Mother Goose Rhgfees by Margste rite de Angeli. Copyright 1953, 1954 by
4 Mar4uerite.cle Angeli. Used by permission.of DouNeday & Company7'inc. .

g
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Usimityc-Mother-GoOSe rhymes prdie the first experience; And how Ake ,

their own language it is: . . .,

needle; deedle.äumpling,My 'Son John
-Went to bed with his stbekings'on.
One shOe Off and one shoe on .

needle, cleeale dumpling; My 5on John.

Tbe play with the sounds "Deedle, deedle dumpling,". the
. repetition Of the

'first and last lines, .and.- the strong-,Visilal image:Of "Went,. to Jziedrewith, his
Stockings on./ One Shoe off 'and one: StOe on" are So Childlike thatit is no
wonder Mother Goose is an.all-titne favorite. Moreover, in this rhYMe\there..i..:
-the "sense of nonsense" Kornei ChukoVsky (1963) describes. As soon as
child becomes completely aware that shoes 'and slOckings come off at bed- .2

tiMe, he or she is xeady to laugh at My' Son fohn's foolishness. Children
vet-if-Sr their knowledge df thino as they" are 1.4.7hen 'they see the reversal of the
normal relationship of things. In From .TwofftO Five, chukovsky Say.,S; "We
knOi-iy 'that the child and this is the 'main point7--is amused by the severse
jnXtaposition of things only when the-real juxtaposition has become corn-
rpletely obvious to hinf' (p. 101).

Getting Started. So start with Wither Goose rhymes.. Although not
always considered poetry, they proviae the desirable:sharing cliMate needed.
to introduce children to .pcietry.-Children love-to clap "Pease .Pliiiidge Hot," to

Hippety Hop to ttie Barber Shop,". to jumplack, Be -1Wble," and to
ch "The Grand Old Duke. of York..-when ihe rhymes are available at 'an

instant's notice, that is, when adults know them by heart. But sharing also
haPpens over a. book. Teachers .and Parents who read aloud rhymes and
poems they' themselves enjoy and Who do not deman+d an immediate response
treate-a sharing cliMate. Children oftendiklose their interpretation of a poem-
hotirS, or even.days after .hearing it, Their response Might be -in the form of a,.
Painting, danCe?song, or clay sculpttite. AchiltSiMay n5t alWays recognize the
response,, but. that is all right, loci, tiecauseVcinit 'children about meaning or
to deinand idehtification dirhyming wdtds or in any way to.push for an in-
.terpretatiOn próby. short-circtiits mah, Childreh'!s need ta'-respond on
their oWn terms.

Beatrice Schejlc. de Regniers staarp,Succinctly in the introduction to
Poems Children,W StiltFor sorne hints for reading poetryto children.

If you enjoy a poerrk yourself, yoU needn't be a theatrical star to read the posiin so
that children will enjoy it too. Just remember to:
Read the poem aloud to yourself before you try it on the ,class.
Read sloWly enougg so that children can absorb the images or the ideas.,

fload naturallY, expreSting whatever feelings you really feel. Do not adopt a
rpecial hushed poetry:reading voice,.
Have a good time. Yeur children will too.

6 (p. 8)

ReSoU,..rws for teachlfs and other adults. Teachers :and other. adults
.

- often need ideas for enjoyable activities v`Vhich deepen children's appreciafjon
andanidetstanding of. poetry!' .Itind Time For Poetry: Kindergarten, First and

0
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.Se-Cond Gradle;dorelope4undet the leadership bfVirginia Reid, lists su'ggest-
ed 'actiVities for :thore than 200, rhythes and: poems, many ,appropriate for
very yoUng childten..P-Oetry and Verse for.Urban Children.;-edited by 'pppald

and Poems .ChildrerA. Will. Sit Still Fen., compilea by de RegnierS, are
two Very Usefultollectioni; Of Poems a.well as first-rate Sources ol aCtivitieS
which invite children io partiCipate in the poetic exlverience:. Gertrude A.
Boyd's Teaching' Poetry in, ihe Elementary School, BettY Coody's Using
Literaturi,dith Young Children, and Virginia Witucke'S Poetry in the Ere-

' mentary SchO'ol are three small --paperback books _directed sPecifically to .
teachers and other adults which provide help on how to use poetry with chil-

4ren: The Children'S'ifoOk Councifsbas just completed Prelude: Children's
Book Council. Mini-Seminars on &sing Bpoks Creatiziely, a series' of tapeCi
ct3bsion8 which inCludes "Reading Poetry Aloud" by Sani Sebesta, who tells
howto read to children effectively and prOvides follow-up activities. All these
resources include suggestions for such physical or vocal engagement as pa -
tomime, finger plays, expressiVe- movemrt, 'claPping, marching, using
rhythm instruments, dramatizing, echoing or joining in repetitive lines, and
comparing events in the Owls to personal experiences, as welt as Oiet
listening and enjoying. The.j1ç of audio-visual equipinent iS disCussed by
some authors. 4.

Acting out. Many poe s elicit a physical respOnse stomping,, leaping,
prowling, or hoppingfrom small children, who.like to be elephants, cats, .
rabbits, or frogs. Gather a small group of children around you sitting on the g

floor _in an open space in the room. Choose a Poem from The Arbuthnot
Anthology of Children's Literature (Arbuthnoi, 1971), such as "Tfie Squirrel"
(p. 60) or "Little Snail" b'y Hilda Conkling (p. 66) or "The lephant's Trunk"
by Alice Wilkins (p. 78), and reki it: aloud. If you choose "The Squirrel"
because you like it, the children, having sensed your delight, will probably
ask to hear it again. Then you might ask how manY have seen a Squirrel go
"Whisky, frisky, Hippity, hop" and invite two or three to show.how it mOves.
Others will Want to join. Let them, as the excitement spreads, but never
insi on.cqmplete participation. When all the children feel safe and are inter-
ested, all will want to take part in the fun.

Valerie Worth's "frog" (1972) offers an opportunity for a quiet group
experience.

The spotted frog
5.

. His gold-circled eyes

(pp. 320-33)

, After you read the entire poem, tell thechildren you will reread the first verse

..) 8
e
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and they, staying-right where they are around .yOu: On the floor, May become
. the spotted:frog when they are ready. Read several times SoftlY .and .slowly,

"'The Spotted frog/Siti, quite still/On a wet Stone." Look thoughtfully around
and say, -.,"HoW ,still yOu --are James," or, "I can almost see your spots," oro,4 -
"Can you feel how wet the stoneis?" You° thight-thaii invite the children to":
show, one after another, hoW' a frOg leaps.

Yourii children alio like to be .airplaries, boats, aid steam shovels or to .

operate ank&indLor mechaniCal,device. "larri,"?.Barn, Barn" by Eite. Merriam
(1966) excitei..some 'children, fb becomeidemolition -experts., your 4hi1dren,..'.-

.are city thildren,.they.may:afready knoW..a. great deal abou 6 machinerk
used to knock Clown buildings.

;

,

Pickaxes, pickaxe swingirmtoday,

CPSY:

it(pp. 12-13) ,
See if the children recognize the jump rope rhyt of th

eldoctor,
the-'nurse,

Down go the house's, (In cbm
. TA

Down go the stores, In corn
1.1p goes a building Imcomes the lady
With forty- en flooes: , With the alligator purse.)

40,

Hardly a 'child Ca15t an .opp9
tease. Shel Silverstein (1969) gives th
read this poem,- ask the chirdren to be
they look at Aheighbor, andeirithe way

The Slithergadee haslCrawled
He may catch all the:others,

ty p3 show how to;befsas
ortunity in "Not Me.' fore you

sy hi4. the way they sit, in the way
ey stand..Then read:O. ; -----

the*a.
n't catch rne.
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No, you wOnit catch me, oia Slithergadee,
Youmay Catch all the-otherS, but yOu

. 63)

Children alwaYs liice this one very mud' and will, on thesecond or third read- --
_

ing, act out all kinds of sassy behavior. A few may realize the Slither ee
did catth the speaker, but some won't. Will older children, a te4
:want to ask, nNhat happened?,": and, "How'dgiyou,know7;" in an offhand.-

, manner, but Probab:ly not with Very young g
,

bancikg a pperk; "SPring7 by:Aarla.Kus
Trees) provides opeasion to Move With-:.the rhy
poem for dancing.

4
shOutifig

n-the ofthe-
iS a.good

-The most nattiral.14to help children start darrTg is to ask them to clap the
Th3ithrn as ywiTeaditt:lf youican remember the words without looking at the
page; then you can move Mly. ,r.uide the ?hythm anck share the joy of the
poem as Srou Smile diredtbiliiS(afone child and then another. Then ask them
totace a partner -and -Sold hands..11Pepeomt iniAgd.s of the poem, this time"
swaying With the r thm. They will, swing hands-an '? ing their bodies;
- .. ,

..
, .. some will even begin bye oond the 'tom* ,ihar o resist especially ...

if you take a narthex erlatke, Yotr ' git feel of the poem
..in your bones.



Another poeni-with -a Very different-rhythm-is "Chant .III" by ,David
McCord (I 952;, sek Fig. 23)., Instead of:a smooth, gliding'.darice evoked by
."Spring," the children Will Produce.a quick staccato set of moveitentsAt . is
afmogt impossible giryoung Children to listen to this poem,a,nd not tap their.

feet or clap their hands. With a partner in a large:circle, children can

will
experi=

time;you do this poem, yOU will be pleased Wi the variations the children
ask,"Can you skito thi57., n!"of, iyhat else.can you doth r Tfit :second third

ment with the rhtthm ae you read or recite the of thelP
probably start with a march. Encourage them io improvise. If yOU need4R,t
have diScove4red.. .

Choral speaking and join14,:;4fi rePititive orrie-poems invite '
vocal response. Children, naturally join in IA'ibelithdiinds of the language

1

ea

- Fig. 23. Children catch the
rhythm of this poem

licketY split.
Copyrigkt ©1952 by David
McCord. From.Far and Few:

,` Rfwn les of the Ntver Was and
AlwayS Is by David McCord,

by perinission of Little,
.Brown and Co.

a
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give hem-pleasure, Try-n4ouse" by Mary Anni:
:of Little Beasts) 2

.

(p,. 29)



Jr;

jmne Byeri
:

Before you finish the poem, manrchtl&en_ will. help you'lArith the. ficstfpur,...,.
lines of each Verse. By the second Or third reading, they will join in the ques-
tion,..."Wheragio you 1iY,e3," and the ansWer,,... t's _when I live," lf it giye -:,it
them plensure, you might divide them into two, oups,.. V ask and one to-
answ-eachquestion in unison with yotrirut don:t ti. ?lid. c..1-ifiire.

. s-',,;;"'Chicken Soup With Rice ,by Maurice Sendak has,* sathe-appeal for
children.

,

;
In January In E:ebruary

(pp. 6-7)

The poem continues,on through all the.i-nonths of the year. Children cakh on
to the pattern of the last tour lines and sing them out with gusto:, `'Sipping
Once/sipping-twice/sipping chicken soup/with rice" quickly becomes" great
favorite. Children will pick up phrases from Ellen ilakin's,comical rhymes in
Who, SaidSue.' Whoo?:

- :47-1,

The polk ot-cow said moo.
Then who, said Sue,
Said chitter-dgEtter-chatter,
Andwho said whoo?

. ;,' ,:tt

; 7
FiOing the animdls, guesSing o.iade the strange sounds, and repeating. ,,-tke rhyMes quiekly involves childrenn this 'hook (see Fig: 24), ... .e.

: Rhymes :and jingles to c)lant. Aost all young childrenlove the 'old,
follcrrhyme "Over in the Meadow." They love, ,to chant first the numb&
wpsds; then, on a second or third hearing4ntire lines become their 'own and
the.§-loy'd to help read it, "Buzi,'. said the mother;rWe buzz,' said the five."
Theleailiful edition of the poem illustrated, by Ezra Jack Keats (1972) wile

, enricli any,.collection of picture poetry books for children: P;Oems,
and jingles which contain a "sense of nonsense" or jugt Playyith the Kiln s
of language greatly attract young children to sing alohg. V`Raining Said
John' Twaining, Danish nursery rhymes collected by N. M. BOdeC'ker, Vathei,

" Fat's Pennyrhyines by Clyde Watson; and Let's Marry Said the eheizy: by,.14
-

Bodecker will probably be arourid'for :

Riddles. Poen- rea&as riddles elicit another ;type;46f Verbal: reSP se
, 1", >.

, .,

"enk)yed .hjkfoting children!. Try "What Is Itr- by Marie Lou* Allen (i.0.
, I ,,, ' ,1

A

13(Nleetful of Paekns)fAs ,,the childreh if they like riddlen'anclthen,say,...,7:11..
61-: 41 goil)g !to read you a riFldfe. Listen-N4u13, and:when I ear finisfted.,'&0*-0;

i yok "lpow the answer-to thfs riddl6.- ' . -. ., .., .1.,,,S. ^.2,,v,,,

,

No .

'''

t, .... ,e , t 1

-4- 4-

9 !),
«.. , e - $

1., i°

;1. , L
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resen n

With older children, you might. aSk; !!FloW di od know it was a rabhitZ,7
rhut the teacher-Or 'parent has to deckle whether.or dt the children are inter-

d in this activity. MOst very young children are'libt._

Fig. 24. Sue takes rideam
finde hei ear filledyrith ,
aniinals nnd their sotinds.
Children enjoy repeating he
question. (Original in ciOlor)
Capyrigki el 973 by Mlin

Froin Who, Said Sue
-Said WhTtio? Used by pirmis-;
sion f A thineum Publishers.

4
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Anothevrshort-riddle
:Litile Book ofJzttle 44Y.

er letting the children gue,ps; s e elegant
riddle, a tUrtle drawn by Peter Parn . Tiickeddo
the right-hand page, eaS a_aniss, is a small snail, wi

Siiiffed

.r

This is a lovely, low-key w6 of extending children's ability td n6te. likene?ses
- and differences.

Private responses. Not ,all poems elicit either physical or verbal partici-
pation. Many are for quiet ligening% enjoying, wondering Children's

4;e very pri and they may not wish to share
re-

bn; just rea e Poem and sit quietly, being guided t:ty the IA-
It:-' sponses may,. So don't press

for a discussi
dren's mood. Try "Sunday Morning Lonely" by Lucille Gliftori (in Some 4f
the Days of EVerett Anderaon).

DaddY's back

Many parts of In My Mother's House by AnAolan Clark are Ideal for quiet
lis?eninF.

This is rtiy Mother's house: He made it hi

, t(l). 6)
.)

The poem "Half asleep" by Aileen Fisher (in, ii,iy'Cat Has Eyes of Sapphjre
Blue) aMuses children. Although they may ask to hear it often, they ma}, pot



,

. -want-to.t

I

..

:aboutlit :Thek-oftenlaiigh-a-
-. . . , , . . ..

.1.6M-spume1a cat s asleep?'.-
:';;;,--

(P. 9)

Langston Hughes (in "The Drearri Keeper) is well received, by,
young children. They are suSceptible to the_ tender feelings egpressed.

"I loved4ny friend.

resenting Ptty:
_ : :

th

(p. 12)
, .` .

You will fitnd other poems very young children like tc;'hear, and you indy
net always know why they appeal to young listeners.. Perhaps it is becauSe
poets-:possess the gift of immediacy which helPs keep aive in children .their
native love of language. Gifted poets help them grow in 'their power- to use;-
language, to sort out their own experiences,. d to discover for- themselveS
the:meaning of their 6wo. worlds. Childre, ed many jOyOus experienCes
with poetry and with p love poetri. ,-?
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here-are strong connectiOnss-between young
, Children and traditional tales -and nursery:,

-_rhymes. Those,who know children and folk literatiiie have cominented about .
.

_ children's natural affinity for that body of literature. Young' Fluldren. are
draWn to, the old tales aS if.b3i magnetic forbe, arid Many have conjeCtured

e :causes.
3

' , ,

tiCk (1976, pp. 22-24) proposes that the .clevelopmental stages4410
dredi thinking described by Piaget and the characteristics of folklore Serve:5
as partial explanation for this affinity. Childfen between the ages of tWo arid
seyen are in the J!preoper4ion stage." Their thOughts are largely based on
perception; they.inay succes ely 'attend to PaliCular aspectS.of,an object or
an experience, but they-are usually unatgle to generalize or...tovireal simulta.-
neausly with more than one of these aspeatS at a tinie. Consequently, they are..
as yet unable to handle complex relationships or to deal witt abstract:tons,
e.g., young Children have, difficulty reirtembering a:large cast of characters ' . I

and a-series of events in a story. Therefore, cumulative folktales Which repeat_ I
each event from the beginning, such as This Is the House That Jack Built and
The Gingerbread Boy, are especkbrAppealing to "aiildren of flip aget. Cumu-.
lative tales bring all previous eventkinto the present to build a scene 'with the
past plainly visible. .

Children who are trying to comprehend sedation; i.e0 attempting to
arrange things in sequence, are interested in stories which have chatacters of
increasing size; such as The Three Bears (Baby Bear, Mama Bear, an,d Papa
Bear) oa The Three Billy Gdits Gruff (the littlest goat, the middle size goat,
and the great big .goat). Many folktales have three ch&raciers and -thgee
events in whi
tion of the sto

Children's- nkixig during the preoperational stage is abs'iniistic and
parallels that of the prescientific peoples who created the fairr tales. ,Explana
tions, often invOlving matal powers, were crealed foil those things that -Were

dations sin. size are Made explicit in the presenta;

9



tfermee

not underitOOd: e woad' of the fairy. tale,.peopled with cliagoriittesY---. _ ,
. "arid elves, is very believable to.the ydung child. The Mythical. CP4Phtof

thejanguage of the,old tales reinfOrces; in fact, createSi the Magie:f.glldten',
alter their beliefi'and'-behovior as inikactions between their Inner
'and the onter'World andlt, hilt during this stage, they-see great appeaJin

bodykkiiterature arid to, their 1vel Of thought. . A ""`

.Whilet011 literat Ke einbodies the siti3ePstitiofts; feelings,intil d'ream,S, of-. , -
siinple ,People, thuS pr 'ding basic fare'for yOung children, Who- share the
taleS' unconiplicatedVikr of the World,--follcliterature is nonethelesS the foijn- 2,
dation of all literature an it the Wit and'v:ii.idoni Of the agei'ateetaiitured
preserVed to be paSsed on 'tO each neW generation. As the-special pro'
young children, theold tales serve as the basis hit understpriding

a

V

-literature anci can im-duide children with thelr eXpeiience-in the .17).-Agic.

good literature can weave..." ;
, .

Bettelheim (1976) supports the tise of folk and'fairy tales kir yet another
reason. ke believes they are ctruCial Thr thtPsy'cholOgical developMeht 'oethe.
child. He makes a convincing case that faildre herpsohildren overcome .,
psychological and enibtional insecurities by suggesting images for thir fan
t'aSies He desctibes the .tales as a makit Mirror which reflects the inner toes..
and fantasies that children. hage. The,old tl,es reassure the 'child. because
good ialwagstoVertpmeS'evil,.the weak and stnallpin through 'perseverance;
and justice -Prevails;,- Since ittiis often.:4he littlest child, the- youngest son or .

daughter, or the Smallest° animat.twhb' Succeeds in the tales, young children
find cernfortin.knowingthat in a world where it seems everyoneis biggerand
stronger, the, can win in the end. They can expect hard woric and trials--'of
ome kind, iSufthe hope of future sucC6ss sustains them. Tims,criildren are

I subtly= reassured; intreover, their mgral development is influenced becatis
,

, .virtue pays 'off in these -Stories.
. 4

Fairy-tales, unlike ariy.4ther form of!literature, di t the...childWdiscoxer hi,§q
:identity and calling,andthey'also suggest what exPeriericeAtare needed to deVel-
opsbis charatleifiYher.. Fairrtales intimate that a rewarding;.ggod life is With: '
in one's.reach despiteadversitYbut Only if ond does noe shy aWay ftoM the
hasardoup struggles without 'which one can hever achieve true identity. These
stories on:in-Ilse that if ethild dAieik to engage in thiS 'fearsome and 'taing
search, benevolent powerS will come to his aid, and hew,ill succeed,.(Bettellieim,

p. 74)

,;

. Young children havefeat's which they cannoCexpreS4 and drno't really
, understand. Folklore gives 'body and forrat tof,theit fears a'nd treats those
'fOrms in a way-that children can' aCcepS The happy endings ar2ralsati'Sfying .

and ccinitorting ingredient to yoting children, since -they are e.t*, futiaged t.7
believe that things Will be bll right tin. theit World, too'. -They' accNtt the fact
that a fairy-gbilmothq is' lociking ont for them,)anfil this:provides .a sourte of
:4conlyt. Children are hopeifill and optimistfc abOut theii,woild,tiere they

.
expeVf good tiTingtto happen. As 11tick=,(19761 states, "When you Nosekihe
clO9r-On hope, you have left the realm of childhood" (6, 6). The fairy tale ft;rm,
with its happy ending,is as it shouldbe in the7chi1d es mind: 'At'the sarnetime,

..,3,._ ...,

, just as virtue 's rewarded, so is 'evil ii,unished. The witch is.,des,royed.and ,f,`"1,0' -

liarfsel and G'etel retu#1 to theft fatlwr, who welcomes théni. e troll is..,



pifshed oyer the bridge info t1164raling wafr below triv mg es t 1Ancorn-

Rgomising type orginstiCe .welich. the yoking .child eVegt.sil* fri _htving
:pars In folk.and fairy tales.beighten thk-s--,drama alid-40.-fOlhe.suS ng.e, biit
children-knoW-that furn out right./TheYlii*;surelhat witches11 --
be puSfied- info overhat frolls wilthbeaten, 'and; thar WQl5 wilt be,
Caught: .ithildren.'w116M-e snuggled safely Alan adult'S;lap while they hear
such teriifying eents are hot really scared:-they aSt: for4tich stbrieS fo. be 4

repeated. ;tinae and time.. again, enjoying the shWers whilejhey wait for_the
anticipated ending wkn al is well ;

A44..r : .t. . , .

Beyond ...thoral develoznent,: the tales encoufage a sense ot humor in
young 'readers or listeners and the'eXercise of Itie imaginatiOn:Tolktales make
Children laugh.,There areJloodlehead stories Where the child knOws.--better
than to do the ridiculougtingethat the silly heridoes. Children are in on the
joke. They know it is only an acorn that hifstifIenny Penny on-the head and
inakes,her think that the sky is falfing. They;realize that Hans is-not in luck
trading for less valuable things each time he has 4 problem: with a newly
acquired item..The sense of humor used in, Morieslike The g"guire's Bride
(Asbjornsen,. 1976), Hans. ClodhoPper (Andersen, 1975), and The' Three
Sill!'es (Front,' 1975) is exaggerated'and overdone, so children know what is
lanipoon and-Whatis straight:

Chukovsky (1963) belieVes that "fantasy is the most valuable'attribute
A Of the 1-iuman"rnind and shotild'be diligently nurtured from earliest ehOd-

hood" (3.. 1 i 9). The inagic of words and pictures in folk and fairy tales createtS
new images and feeds. children's 'insatiable curiosity. The old tales make
visible to:the inWard ej.e things that the child wonders and fantasizes about;

. they encoupage cle-aming andfantasizing about the world that each child will
'conquer, allowing children to imagine what might be rather than leaving
them'in the realisticworld of whattis.

The potential rewards of traditional literature for the child are due in-
'part to the tales' accessibility, that is, their.clear-cut structure, characters, and
language. The dramatic dilemmas of the tales, for exgmple, are stated briefly
and pointedly, with no confu5ing side issues. Thi simplistic view of the
world is acceptable to young children and stories that embody this world
view are,comprehensible to them: the Gingerbread Boy must run as fast as
he can to get aWay from the little old-woman and the little old man; the queen
must guess Rumpelttiltskin's name or he will take her child; Hansel and
Gretel must gstt.away irom the old witch or she will eat them. The plots within
which these dilemMas occur are short and direct. The three pigs seek their
fortune and each builds his house of different material; the wolf tries to huff
and puff arid blow each house down', which he does until he comes (to the
third pits. house, and there he gets his comeuppance. The.definitive cbnclu-
soion of the tale appeals to children's sense Of finality.

The characte ra, olk ales are also clearly drawn. To the adult .readert

they are stereotypes, not fully developed characters. But folk characters
embody the virtue or vice they represent as symbols for goodness. purity.
greed. or wickedness. a function that excludes all ambiguities in the presentafr
tion of charaCters. Children can easily recognize who should be punished and

(4 '1



who should be rewajded , e.g., the three Billy GoatS GrUff. are ;list going
across:the-bridge:0' t the green'grass;:ii is the terrible troll wh6 at feult
and. itis ,4;,just Dew fa when he is butted int6..the stream. -,,

Firialty:folktaleS haVe appealing language_with an imM4cliacy similar to
tberlangnage a child'uSes. They are tempered tOthe tongue, becadie they have.

, _con* frothan oral tradition: The,tales' language is direct and conversational,
rmaking the listener feel that die storyteller is sp'efking directly to him or her..
,.;:es.11 unnecessary detCriptions, details, and lengthy settiong.have been pared
,4way in the process of handIng the stories down by .wOrd -of -mouth,' anda
ailted prose has been deleted through repeated adaptations.' Onll the ele-.,
'eat nts cruCial to understanding remain.

The language contains phrases which are easily committed to ,memory
aT)d devices which aid the storyteller in remembering the tale. There are clues
which Serveilto jog the storyteller's memOry, and phrases, once started, almost
repeat themselves: "First she tasted Papa Bear's porridge. It was too hot.
Then shetasted Mama Bear's porridge. It was too cold:Then she tasted BabY
Bear's gorridge.. Arid it was just right. So she ate it all up," The refrains
intrigue children. They want to jbin in. They mitnic the Gingerbread Boy0who. '
Says, "Run, run, as fast as you can. You can't catch me. I'm the Gingerhread
Man. I ran away from the little old woman. I ran away from the little old man.
And I can run away from you. I can. I cari:" Children respond to the rhyme
and the rhythmand can repeat the refrain after one hearing. The repetition of
phrases and events- is 'Welcomed by the young child, who responds to lan-
guage play.

j

i
8XPLORING TRADITIONAL LITERATURE WITH CHILDREN

` ,, kraditiOnal literature.can be used as basic ontent for early criftod
pdig.rams. Some of the many ways in which it ca be explored are Presented 1.
here:Children rightfully deserve traditional literature; it is their legacy. Use
it generously!

Comparisons of Different Versions of the l'ales

Illustoations. Since the traditional tales have been interpreted,..by manY
'Ll'iofferent artists in single editions, there are several versions of many of the

ales. Compare the way Marcia Brown .( AsbjØrnsen and Moe, 195.7) portrays
The Three Billy Goats Grulf with the way Paul Galdone (Asbjørnsen, 1973)
and SusanBlair (AsbjØrnspn, 1963) picture them. Since the illustrations are
4.1.1ch anintegral part of tWe e-xperience for young children, they can be' com-
pared 'to see whiCh version carries the most° inlipact in itS depiction of char:
acters and events. Hansel and Gretel has been portrayed in Very different
ways Adrienne Adams's version (Grimm Brothers.11975) gives the dark,
spooky feeling,of the forest (see Fig. 25); joan Walsh Anglund in Nibble
Nibble Mousekin pictures cherubic children lost in a tangle of woOds, vines,
hats. and other seary things. whife Arnold Lobel (Grimm Brother. 1971)

Fig. 25 (opposite). Adrien .

Adams's forest is daricand
spooky. (Original in color)

Illustration by. Adrienne
Adams is 'teprinted.:1311
permission of ChOles
Scrthner's SonS gam

Hansel arid Gretel.
Blustratros copvriqht

C 19 75 Adrienne Adams
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..Bernice\E: Cullinan

1
H.

portraYs them in a totally different way. Bonadette's Red Riding HOod
-; /.(Grimin Brothefs, 1968) %A/antlers amid floWTfilled pages, whereas Gal:-/

dOne's interpretation (Grifnm trOthers, 1974) presents a yery cocky .w6lf
leanin4 against a tree talking With the spritely little girl (See Fig. 26). Both 1 ,1
Trina 8chart Hyman (Grimm;Brotheri,-- 1974) and Nancy Ekholib Burkert
(Grinnii :Brothers, 1972) have produced lovely editions of Snow White in

'which Triedieval Sackgrounds provide the setting. Rapu00.1 has been p'or-
trayed yery differently by Bernaaetfe Watts (Grit-11m Brothers, 1974, 1975)
and-Felix Hoffmann (Grimm drothers; 1961; see Fig.-27):

C .`racters in the Mother Goose rhymes are iraierpr ed -differently by
Evaline Ness in IA. Old M:otkerHuhhard and Her Dog (Mother Goose, 1972)
andby Tb Spang Olsen (Martin, 1975). Katrin Brandt:s elves in The Elves and
the ShOemaker' (Grimm -Brothers, 1967) prance. nakedly across. the %age,

- while those pictured by Adanyfi in The Shoeinaker andlwthe Elves. (Grimm
Brothek 1960) are Much rndfe 1;efined. Cinderella looks Much different as
envisio ed by Sheilah Beckett (Prerrault, 1974), Brown (Perrault, 1954),
Errol L Cain (PeiTault, 1972), andgeni Mpntresor (Perrault, 1965).

t. Many of thejsarne basic:plot lines appear in folklore of...different
. countri s. Duffy and the Devil by HarVe _and, Margot ZeMach j Cornish

Fig. 26. Galdwe's 'irersion
' 'of the Iyolf and Little Red
Riding Flood adds humor, to

the old tale. (Origihal
in color)

From Little Red Riding
Hood by Paul Galdone

Copyright © 1974 by Paul
Galdone. Used with

permisswil of McGraw-Hill
Boa,: Coinpany

Fig. 27 (oPpOsite). The magic amfAence of Rapunzel is intensified by Fehx Fioffmann's illustrations.
(Original in Col(Cr)
Reproduced fr.pn Rapunirl fl I (0 ri..ert perMISSIMI tif ItirCour Brat'e

urrd Airs Felri Hoffmann. 949 hu Amerbacn-Verlaq. (" 1961 by Oilord I'nwersitv
Pres, 1.a1d,)1,

115cliack\
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I 1/
ve-rgion of the.Germ,,an,717,U,',;4",e. t Ifskin...Chicken1Licken by kenn th McLeish.1 .is bUllt upon the a!-111e'se e; of events,aslIGaldone/ and /Veronica $. -

HutchinSon's t r e a t i n e n t 4 : !z e#,ri Penny. Thhotne of -,the isain ,character
varies delightfully "(I5i#Ltick4 C ck Lock), btit-'4,e;Sarine"..sad; end comes in
each.- he Gunniri)olf bY Vilhef na Harper is StrUctUred mUch like Littk
jiltd hiding Hoad. Th.A-e, are seVeral variations of The Gingerbread Boy,
aMong themJainiey-CakejiHo! by gum SaWyer and The Bun! by Brown. All
involve a cake, cookie,nrthun that trAes to escape, althbugh the circumstances
andthe Other charactei-s d4fer. Variations on this theme are found in Cynthia-

_ _ Jarneson'S The Clay Pot BaY and Jack Kent's The Fat Cat. Both the boy and
, the cat eat everything in their paths.ias they make their way through these

cumulative tales. The story of the Man and wife who trade jobs for a day :

varies somewhat as told by David McKee in The Man Who Was Going to
Mindthe House and by William Wiesner in Turnabout. Barbara Walker has
presented a variation of Hansel and Gretel in her Teeny Tiny and Vie Witch
Woman, while Janina Domanska's The Turnip differs slightly from Alexei
T toy's The Great Big Enormons Turnip.

Language. Some children will want to compare the language of the tales.
Only pie English version of Tom. Tit mt. (Jacobs, 1965) illustrated by Ness
has the pleasing rhyme "Nimmy, Nimmy Not, My name's, Tom Tit ?Tot,"
while the German Rumpelstiltskin is less colorful. Edith Tarcov's retelling of
the latter story (Grimm Brothers, 1973) includes common names of today<---
"Is it Tom? Is it Dick? Is it Harry?"as the, queen tries to guess the name.

%

Plotting the Sequence of a Folktale

.rumulative tales are good for plotting the trail of events. Long strips of
paper or roller movies can be used to, show the route and the characters along
the way. King Rooster, Queen Hen by Anita Lobel, a variation of The Bremen
Town Musicians (Grimm Brothers, 1968), is appropriate for this activity. As
thye rooster.and heri'make their way toward the city, many other animals offer
their .services to help them along. Each new addition can beplotted along
their journey to th den climax at the fox's house. One Fine Day by Nonny
Hogrogian, Han in L (Grimm Brothers, 1975), illustrated by HOffmann,
and The Old Woman and Her Pig by Galdone are also good `tales to plot.

e'.
Storytelling

By telling the tales themselves, children can have the experience of being
the storythller, using the dramatic voice, telling things in sequence, and enter-
taining their classmate,s. The younger the :child, the simpler the tale; the

,.. older the child,, the more variations on a theme.

Using the story framework as a basis for a new story is a popular activ-
ity which helps young children develop the'concept of a beginning, a middle,
and an end for a complete story. Stewig calls this activity parallel filot con-
struction (see his chapter "Encouraging Language Growth"). The familiar

;tales which haVe three characters and three events serve well for the story
framerork..e.g., The Frog' Pnnce (Grimm Brothers, 1975), illustrated by
Galdone.
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Altli.Ough cffildren in the egocentric stage seldthn can-assUme and main-
. tairia point of view different from their own, it is fun for thym to tr3r to tell.a

storY from the point,of view of one,of the illfracters geherally.,malign4d
original version. Ask children to Pretend that, they are dne of Cinderella'S
stepsisters, the troll in The Three Billy Goat§ Giuff, or the giant in jack and-
the Beanstalk and to tell the stOrY as' that chãractefmight -

Exploring Parodies and Modernized Vei-sions of the Tales

Because the fcilktales are so well known, chiltiren can enjoy parodies of
them. In order to appreciate a parody; one-must know the original well.
Stories such as Jim and the Beanstalk by Raymond BriggSf_ Khig Grizzly
Beard (Grimm Brothers, 1973), illustrated by Maurice Senlak, and The

. White Rat's Tale bY Barbara Schiller are fun to rea,d2 Children can write
their own satiric tales with a group or by themselves.*

, An interesting dialect version of Goldiloeles is found in Old Tales (Grimm
-Brothers, 1970); Galdone's The HistorY Oaother Twaddle and the Marvel-
ous Achievements of Her Son Jack is another interesting varialion.

Playing with the Language

The,folktales-have language thatis tempered to the tongue, with lots
of repetitive phrases. Chilchen like to play with language, and whenever they
heth- a delicious phrase, they-VT repeat it without invitation. Soow of the
tales that are especially fun are Arlene Mosel's Tikkiilembo,,Galdone's
The Little Red Hen, and Wanda Gag.'s Millions of Cats, a story in the folk-
tale tradition. Enhis Rees's Brer Rabbit and His Tricks and More of Brer
Rabbit's Tricks ate also interesting.

Many folktales are familiar aS songs 'and children enjoy singing their'
over and over. When these are printed ij a book with exciting illustrations,
the fun is increased. Rodney Peppe (1972), Galdone (1966), and Ed Ember-
ley (Barbara Emberley, 1969) have each ilhrstrated Simon's Song. John Lang-
staff's Oh. A-Hunting We Will Go and Pam Adams's This Old Man are 'two
others which children will repeat often.

Creative brama

Simple tales and strong characterldentity make improvisation easy and
fun. A child needs nothing more than a red hat or scarf to become Red,Riding
Hood. A low table or a board placed across two chairs sets the stage for the
three Billy Goats Gruff. Children are natural actors; encourage them to re-

,.

create the stories they have heard.

Puppe try.

The simple plots and stereotypic chafacters of folktales make excellen't
Source material for puppet shows. Simple stick.puppets or those made with
paper_bags are adequate to represent the characters. Many of the traditional

,
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stories can be interpreted throfigh pupPetiy, blit.those With
,
only a few, char.

acters dre easiest for small children to manipulate: A variation on the puppet
stage can be made With a long strip pf paPer. By drawing the backgrOUnd
scenery, each child can .have an individnal puppet stage merely by cutting a
slit along the ground line and 6liding:_the_stiek puPpets through to-move4hem
along- to meet the other-characters 'and enacf,the story's event-S:

1

Flannel Boatid Stories ,
Cumulative tales are easily adapted to flannel boards. The characters .

can bp represented With cutoUt figures which do not require a lot of detail and
can be cut from flannel or paper (oat&ag).backed withilannel Or felt. -As each
new character is added, the figure can be placed on the board to fill the space
and tell the story: Not only adults can make these cutouts; children enjoy
making their own. Once the pieces are cut, children will use them again and
again to tell the story. Some of. the many storiesqadaptable for flannel board
use include One kne Day'by Hogrogithi, The Wise Man on:the Ildbuntain by
Ellis Dillon, There Was an Pld Lady Who Swallowed a Fly by Pam Adains,,
and Why Mosquitoes Buzi in People's EarS by Verna Aardema.

_

Games

Cum lative tales s gested under the plottingond flannel board sections
are easily2 pted to oard games. The events in each story become sign-
posts for c lten to advance a marker toward the final goal. Matching games
can also be placed on a workaheet:

. Which ones go together? °

Little Red Riding Hood Wolf

The Three Billy Goats Gruff Fox

Jack and the Beanstalk Giant

The Gingerbread Boy Troll

.9T

Cooking
zts

Cooking is a valuable learning experience for y n children. Coutiting
and measuring skills are developed as.children creaTe Nown "stone'oup'''
or "nail soup" and gingerbread boys. Black, jelly beans can substitute-for

24 blackbirds baked in a pie," and a "bitter butter batter" can be made. The
Funny Little Woman by }Mosel is a perfect story to read before making rice'
cakes; "Johnny Cake"- can also be made aftei' reading that' stbry. Reading,- a,
Strega Nona by^Tomie de Paola can. be followed by making a 'big pot of spa-:r ,
ghetti.

Art Acritoiti

1 The classroom should be well upplied with a 'wide variety of- materials
with which 'chi ldren can create their own interpretations of folklore tales and

(

t
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tharactersi,These items 'Should be easilvccessible so that a drawinwor don-_ .
struction activity is,encouraged at any time, The children will help keep the:
art center stocked.with egg cartons, yarn, string, buttons styFofoam1,tdoth-
picks, mapzipes,-luncooked macarorii and. noodles, Cardboard tubes, foil
trayS, and pafier, fabric,- and .wood scraps.

Stuffed Auimals

Doll dharacters can be made from stuffed papqrtbag forms, fabric
stitched by haq_d, or machine, or soC;ks. Some commerciaiones are available
in which tbree or more characters are built into one doVand Can-be revealecL -

by turning the doll upide down, removing a hat, or tnening.it around.
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_

AVOIDING SEX
AND RACE STEREOTYPES

IN CITILDREN'S BOOKS

n the last twenty-five years, we have become
intreaSingly aware of discrimination against

individuals based on cha-racteristics determined at birth, above all, sexism
and ratism. Sexism can be defined as any doctrine or practice that sterep-
types individuals on the basis of sex; -early definitions of sexism were applied
only to discrimination against feingles, but now there is an awareness that
males suffer sueh izejudice as well. Racispn can be defined bs any doctrine dr
practice that assumes racial', differences in character or intelligence or that
asserts the superiority of one race over others. Social practices and codes
that sanctioricertain behavior for one ráce or sex but not for others are racist
"or sexist, and such practices and codes are, regrettably, till part of our society
despite oiir increased awareness of their perniciousness.

Racism' and 'Sexism continue to'be_transmi'tte4 to successive generations,
in part through books for children. Overwhejmii jèdIence of the presence of
racism in children's books was uncovered by the pesearch of the 1960s
(Agree, 1973; Broderick, 1973; and Council on Interracial Books lor Chil-
dren, 1976). As for sexism, the research of the* early /1970s (Gersoni-Stavn,
1974; Hillman, 1974; Stewig-, 1973; and Weitn, Eifler, Hokada, and
Ross, 1972) showed its presence-in children's books. All of the atiove studies
docurnrnt the fact that children were provided yvith role models that restricted
their vision of wha't was possible for them to achieve.

.
-

Reinforcement of roles based on birth characterifics comes consistently
throughout a child's life. Each year we have a class of entering kindergarten
students who have 4rm attitudes and ideas about what "momtnies and
daddies" do and about roles which are ascribed to individuals solely on the
basis of their racial or ethnic 'origin. In addition to the infltiences Of overt
behavior, there is subtle reinforcement.of these roles through the books to
which our children are exposed. Both the valties and the contemporary

_ events of a society are reflected in its literature; the same is true for nonprint
media, including television, radio, and movies. Just as values and.eveQts have

1 .0 7
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an impact on literature, literature has an impact on its- audience: in the Case
of children's l!igloks, P.n.s can:nlead the cOmmurikation and reinfOrcement of
both productive anckdecidedly unproductiVe social'attitudes.

If we look at the history of children's boqks, we can dis'cern the prevail-
ing -values that were presented to chirdren_aLdifferent_times. the_goal of
religious instruction, for instance, is apparent in the books of the Puritan age,
as is moral didacticism in children's books of the Victorian period. But alitiis-
torical perspective ,shows us that: as social attitudes cl?anged, children's
books reflected the changeS. We shoulckbe reassured then that sexism and
racism will also disappear from children's books as they are eradicatedirom
society. Because social change is a gradual process, die changes absorbed -
into children's books'slowly. Yet, although slOw, the pr6cess i ertain: the

- blatant sexism and racism apparent in books of the past eventually
disappear, becoming only a subject of historical study, not conte porary
concern:

-

EXAMP.LES 0-F"- NONSEXIST AND NONRACIST gOOKS

The books discussed in the fcillpwing sections have geen selectedbecause
they represent significant efforts at. equalizing the treatment of sex and race'
n books for the young child. The books were riot selected simply because

; their intentions ar.e worthwhile, even if their e ecution leaves .something to be
desired. Rather, they were chosen for literary,uality, a criterion that includes
the embodiment of diversity in thoughts, f elings, and actions that stereo-
types ignore or suppress.

Behavior

With text and illustrations, many Curren childi-en's books' concentrate
on emotions and behavior th)t- are eXperiehced y all children, regardless of
sex or race or ethnic origin. ,

In the book Noisy Nora by Rosemary Wells we find a' hurt and angry
mouse named Nora who feels resentment for having to Wait for attention :

while her parents take time to Care for her younger brother Jack. SNFielx-

parents. The audience of the book discovers ,the Possible benf fit of. a di ect
lpresses her resentment in various ways, none of which are acceptable to er

expressign of anger, i.e., a quickly resolved- conflict. Kate Ntresses .anger
over the fact that-her parents never seem to remember their promises ilWon't-

I You Remember? (Clifton, 1973). She not only jumps up mid down shouting,
"Dag, double dag!," but also physically expresses anger at her brother when
he says he doesn't like girls.

Emotions =`are triggered by a variety of objects not just people. Two
books that utilize toys 0 the prime vehicle for stimulating emotions are A
Train for Jane (Klein) 1974) and William's Doll (Zolot&w,- 1972). In A Train
forJane,lane is implored by all concerned to want anylhing from beads, to a
doll, to a "box of chocolates for Christmas. Her only reply is "I want a train."
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She rejoices on ig hristm 4s morning when she finds her deepest desire has
-

been granted:

But Ihave vohat Mant,

William's Doll a very sensi rstands-William's strong
need for a doll. Wilflam's fat '. squelch this desire and is
outraged when the grandnm rchases- a doll. In reponse, the
gondmother says that William needs it so that "when he's a father/ like you,/
he'll know how to/ take care of his baby." 4

Moving outside of the family produces feelings in children which their
books now fanhfully depict. Betsy in Betsy's First Day ut Nursery School
(Wolde, 1976) sticks out 'her tongue at another°girl as a gut-level reaction to
treatment given her. Benjie (Lexau, 1964) is the story of a small black child
Who finds his usual withdrawal from people giving way to a new openness.
It is his desire to find his grandmother's earring that forces him to approach
and ask people if they have seen it. In both this book and the sequel, Benjie on
flis Own, the love of a grandmother is the motivatingjorce behind a child's
actions (see Fig: 28). Another example of hove for a grandmother is given in
Ruth Sonnehorn's hook Intoce Gram.

1

tvc,tomcs
his ,frytiess to help his
grandmother in a sky\ thai
focuses on an act of
humanity rather than on
racial stereotypes

e tiC flhiI trorrl
I4iiii 1/111,frafed

Copyrwht /9(14
by nip: log nese Reprin
in/ ile hid
Prrtis
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s.

Ac4tviiies and Occupations
'11

There artemany books which emphasize the importance of-not haviig
sex prescribe an activity or occupation. Ilon Wiklanti's book I Can Help Too!
is one examPle: a boy does domestic tasks, that are usually thought of as

. being performed exclusively by.girls, e.g., scrubbing a IloOr, washing diShes,
and sewing. The fact that various activities and cdreers Are pursUed by mem-.
bers of bOth sexes 'is illustrated by Stan and Jan Berenstain in their book -ffe,
Bear, She Bear, a fact emphasi the refrain,

We do all these

you see,
whether we are he or
she.

The range of adult female roles is being widened to better reflect what
women actually do by such books as Norma Klein's Girls Can Be AnYthing
and Gunilla.Wolde's Tommy Goes to the Doctor. In the Klein book women
are shown as pilots, politicians, and doctors. In Wolde's book Tommy is
examined b\r a female doctor, and in another of her books, Betsy and the
Chicken Pox, Betsy's baby brother is comforted by their father while their
motiTealls the doctor. When the woman doctor arrives, she's too bUsy to
chat with Betsy. In Franz Brandenburg's No School Thday the teacher is a
man and the principal is a woman who rides to school on her bicycle, and in
Charlotte Zolotow's It's Not Fair an adult character is both a loving grand-
mother and a busy lawyer. Nonfiction treatments of this topic are offered in
the Lothrop series entitled What Can She Be?, which uses text and photo-
graphs to show the lives and careers of a female architect, lawyer, newscaster,
and, veterinarian. One of the newest releases in the series is What Can She
Be? A Musician by Gloria and Esther Goldreich, with photographs by
Richard Ipcar.

Miriam Cohen's Will I Have a Friend? blends characters from different
races and ethnic backgrounds with a story about school activities and friend-
ships. Uptown (Steptoe, 1970) relates the story of two black boys exploring
Harlem, with each chara.cter describing what he sees, and Train Ride
(Steptoe. 1971) describes how Charles and his friends take a subway ride to
Times Square. Both books are written in an urban black idiom, making the
Stories evell moretrue to life

Iii /Lail

k)f t Z) I I V\A IRA I /:d C t /Cha k IOI I, dcmonstlated are
in Arnold Adoff's131as k hrou tau. My 51tcr Me That I'm

k a id Maki' u Clrcle keep Us In. In Why Couldn't I Be an Only Kid Like
You. Wumerr' complaints are expressed about living in abig family. The illus-
trations include boys wheehng carriages and folding laundry. Mommy mon-
key stereotypes Daddy monkey's expected despairing reaction to the news
his baby ape is a girl, and is surprised when he reacts with delight, in Rose-
krans Hoffman's book Anna Banana. Most children (and adults) will enjoy
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Corinne Ramage's The Joneses. a wordless book in which Dad keeps house
ancill'otti is employeda's a submarint driver, and who, ag parents of thirty-,
one dragons, managg just fine. In Sharon'Bell:Mathi'S's book The 7-Ipndred

,Penny Box a beautif4relationship is shown' between a young black bOy and
`his 100-year-old great aunt, whom he helpS'.by'keeping her special memen os
Secure in their box. Michael (Skorpen, 1975) also,shows howf'a special act
can dr'aw family members together: a father, who at first seems stern and
uncaring, turns out to be very_ tboughtful _and .sympathetie when his 'son
rescue's a baby rabbit. At Herbert's house (Lund', 1973) it's motheiwho
helps Herbert solve7hisiikbllems, e.g., putting up a tent, not his father, but
in Genevieve Gray's endell a nurturant uncle and Wendell's affection
for him helpithe of personal worth and the realization that he

. has to do other b running errands for everyone in the fAmily. The
frustraiions of fa reep into Emily's day in Emily:and the Munk y
Baby and the Next Door Dog (Lexau. 1972), because she has to take care of
her hahy brother while her mother is doing the income taxes. IThis tpook,,
reveals the emotions that, can arise in a modern household where the divorced
mother wants quiet and the older sibling-does not want to bc responsible for.,
a "klunky baby brother.- yet it presents a plausible tesoluticin.

Recent hooks are taking a new look at aging as it applies to the family..
Older people have not often appeared in children's hooks and even -when
they have. they were usually in the background. Now they are freque.ntli
important. lively characters. RarharA, Williams' Kecw's grandma shOWS.
t hat gra nd mot hers arc different these days: thc hoy who tells the story sPIV)
that Keyin's grandryother rides a motorcycle, rnakes Kevin peanut butt.er
soup. gives him judo lessons. and lets him hammer shingles on the roof. /1./c
and Ncesw (Greenfield. 1975) features some aggfessive behavior on the part
of dear ald Aunt Bee. who heats the living daylights out of a child's imaginary.
friend. In Mandy'sGrandmother (Skorpen. 1975) Mandy's dress and hehav-
ior do not quite fit her grandmother's ideas about little girk. hut their working
out a t ompromise is worth noting. That a grandparent can be an interesting
person. as well as a loved one. is discovered hv a yoiing hoy in Gran(/mother's
Pwtures (Cornish. 197,T) when he and his g,mndmother look through her
picture album.

I )1\ CI Nit \ II IL I IIICAN kit 1 I Ic (k
1

II I I I R tkiHki\\ ii

y4Ikill1) ol 4-)k)01.N Judith VIkil R(/.1/1: cl/O 1// 1. iftl1
hciVCCII ht.) ,Ind A girl something not usuall\
which Ro-dc amd hitcl RI fl w \ lEil IN {kind kit Ilk:
Up!. cgdi tfing thc 01(1 1 tl RI Js Ii iI I )Clit.,11.!, I /

FrIcticts licar oncl I >Lid\ botlImales. lends \II pI coch other's
differences. Duck being a superb housekeeper and 1n an exellent cook
The sharing of these abilities creates a relationship that hecomes more mean
ingful to hot h of them. Ddton's l?ablut Finds a Way (see Fig. 29) continues
this friendship through disappointed expectations and an eventual sharing
that leaves both parties pleased..11ura lielprt; has developed the theme of
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Fig 29 Squirrel hammers and saws to huild the porch for her house Instead of askrng a
male to do It for her. (Original in color)
fbken from Rahhit Finds a Way hi, luilvI)cIwn. bt loe ke, re-xt.0 9-' hvb,15 Delion
Illuctrahons C 1975 lislt,e1,,,?.ke. t'sed by perm, s'51, of Crown Pnbltshers. Inc
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friendship in an unusual manner in her book Santiago. Santiago gains .a great
sense of pride when his classmates realize that his stories of his pet rAster
are indeed true.

The recent harvest of.books for young children gives cleal: evidence of
the gradual changes apparent in. society. 'Although traces of sexism and
racism.may persist in some books, there are many new books that portray,
and tilt's encburage, a wide range.of ccepted behavior' and realizable goals
for both male and female children, whatever their ,racial or ethnic ;back-

, grounds might be.
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1, ceally, long before children learn to rea
they will have .many eXperiences wif

stones ...A poFms reaii pr_tolcr to them by loving and enthusiastic adtilf .

Ideally. -ja.,,thOse expel-iencea will-continue during the time children 'are ,learning O.be 'independent readers and beyond. If those experiences are
pleasurLzie and if literature is made:an important and natural part of their
envirowent, it is likely that children 'will establish positive attitudes toward
reading.an0 literature that will remain with them throughout ,their lives. t

Reading aloud, then, is one 9f the mbst important activities of adalts who
work witn and care for young childi-en. It ghouldbe a daily pctivity., respect-
ed aspec- of any instructional program for young children (Fu. k, 1976,
pp 702--60).

This ,-hapier attempts hest to establish the values of reading aloud and
then to providt: some practical ideas for adult readers. It concludes with a
hcief list of selected titles for reading aloud.

Rudine Sim:§

VALI (> OV,READING ALOUD

Un:pation for learning to read. 'Reading aloud can be the magnet
that attracts children to hooks. The pleasure and entertainment derived frpm
listening to well-chosen literature may;not only lead prereaders to pore over
the pictilres (anti text ) of their favorite hooks. but may also make them antici-
pa'iioN the limy when they can r ad tor themselves. Anyone who works
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with young children has probably had the experience of watching a child
"read" .da,favoi-itb book-. It niay be that the text is so familiar the child knows.;, ..,.

, it "by heart," or the chilay be making up a story to go With-the-pictures.
But in either case.ghildren will tell you they are teadiRg. Whether one v,iews

-. that behavior as meply irrittive of adult behayior or as t_::,.i. ience of a genuinc
desire to read,.0.1e.point i That these children are begii& to see rea"Alt
a natural part tfithck wo ld. It -it-something tbey, tOo, wi4;.,.. is 1)tiibeitre
also that these.kilchIikl ok at' redi.ng as c pleasurable experience and-at .

bOOks as a source of delight, thus, reading a_oud is one of the first, steps ih
the proceseof helping children learn to re'ad.

Developm,Ant of a. , ..3te for quality ite- _Aire. Freeluent exposure to a
variety of good literature w,AhOlp to'ini ate ---e development of that elusive
goal appreciation of lileagt * ffearly _O -Iew children's books are pub-

-ished e'.,ac,h 'year. tiut '-only 'a-re ative few 'are _-,f- high quality. Readibg aloud
books of literary and artistic qitality helps c.r-lildreri develop a taste for them.
OnCe"ch-ildren have learnedto enjoy the rnythrnic prose and pictures of
Wanda Qi.es Millions of C ats or to shuddei...vhen Mdorice Sendak's marvel-
ws wild t 'ngr"roar thetr ternble roars- ( There <Liu' Wild Things Are; see
Nig. 30). ey iovill be less ikely to settle:for language that is stilted: pictures
that are flat,. aq'd storieg that -aD,'2 dull. Since t<he time when children can dis-
cover and read.good literature on thett own comesjater in childhood, it ig

important th4i th'evhe expoSed early. through listening and V-Iewing. to hoot,--q-
of litefary quality. 1

,

c
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109,

Fig. 30. The wild things
roar their terrib.e roars as a
greeting to Max The
language and ci-_-awings of
this story invitt :hildren to
join in with th( itoryteller.
IllustruPon fnm, Where the
Wild Things Ari by Maurice
Senduk Cppyrialt1(C. 1963 by

unce Sendat Repnnted
by penntssiOn ., Harper
Rote. 13111,/,,hers /nc dnd
1 he u !feud
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, Preparation for under :ding written language. Writing is not exactly
k written down.]: There sorne differc ies tween written and spoken
guage which a beginn a r'must come to underStand, yet a reader

*:iso gain same sense ol the relationship between oral langUage and
written language. Beginning 4.eaders must gain some sense of what written
language "sounds like," so that they will know what is likely to Make sense in
their own Struggle' with the printed page. searing many types of literature
will extend the range of language that children understand. Tliey will be able
to understand language beyond that heard in their family anCl comMunity.
The more children can understand as listeners: the better prepared they are
to cope, as readers: with variety in written materials. Words which are
recognized in oral language are rmich easier to recognize in print than ones
ndt recognized orally.

As readers, children will learn to use their intuitive knowledge olthe way
language works. For instance, they will expect to find familiar English word
order in the senterces they read. Having_heaftl and enjoYed many varieties of
stories will help children reaffirm the l4tiguage patterns they know best and
also extend the ones they can recognize as possibilities.

Expansion of language. While children arc becoming familiar with the
"sound" of wi-itten JanguAige, they can also be pcpanding the language they
already know and use Vocabulary in good literature is not controlled, i.e.,
limited to a few words that ,ire supposed tube common and familiar, so the
opportunities for hearing and understanding and adopting new words are
many. In addition, reading to young children provides many opportunities
for hearing familiar words used in new contexts. Some books, such as Remy
Charlip's Fortunately and Ruth 4auss's A Very Special House, invite lan-
guage play and enable children rl..expand their language by deliberately
experimenting with sounds and patterns.

4
Decelopment of listening skill's. Reading aloud implies that ChildPen are

listening. Many chifdren,need help iAnderstanding how to listen and what
to listen lor. Since listening is an importaht activity for learning: skill in
listening, in understanding spoken language, is a valuable ability fora child
to develop. While it is undesirable to turn the story hour into a listening
skills lesson, it is important to recognize :hat reading aloud can be one way
to help children become better listeners.

.1,',//ranitanec 110 1)0i '1 -tot) ) For both older and yo-unger
h( seems n bt ii optimai me for becoming acquainted with

ire. For -readers this is especially true, since by the time they
car read many picturt -)ook, on then- own. their interests will have matured
beyond the stories Act tlai . many pietUrt: books are meant to b6,Aared
aloud Wit h oting ctuld'en ho cannot yet -cad Children who are just learn
mg to ruad are ofter unahk -,,lidndle hooks which they would find extremely
interesting and cornpreht:.i.
often cannot or will nor rc .

to. It would be unfortunat
t he fine books createc
whets their appetite 1

ble. _:nct even childp
`LW r nemselves hook
rid cud t o lov h i

-hem. becaue
ring Hem. '

.41 ;

red

who have learned to read
hey would enjoy listening

to miss out on some of
such hooks read aloud
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Expansion of experiences. Reading aloud can' be one way adults help
children expand their experiential background. Even though such experi-
ences are vicarious, they help children expand their understanding of this
world. Reading aloud nonfiction or informational books can be invaluable in
helping children grasp ancepts, particularlY about their physical environ-
ment. Harlow Rockwell's My-Dentist _(seerfig,\31) and My Doctor aid in
.understaiding the role *of such people in' child en's lives. Readipg books
about such social and psychological concerns as family relationships, rela-
tionships with other children, and the proberns and adyentures of childhood
can broaden social concepts and help children gain greater insight into human

Fig. 3 Understanding the work of a dentist a nd.the eqUipment found in a ,lental office is enriched
bY (his informational book for young children, ( Original1 in color)
Rernnted Iv 'e,Vnis's.rt if creerticithq, Hot)bs inti Luirtb. Vr,,turi Lta 4runi Nh 1),nns.1

/?0, C.I,tirrobt I Q7.-i by 11h,. U,

1 l u
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behavior. Reading Ann Herbert ScOtt's Sam, for instance, helps in under-
standing the universal feeling of being ignored (see Fig. 32).

Prov4ding experience with a group. Reading aloud is a group activity,'
whether the group is a whole class, a family, or one child and one adult.
During story time, young children can begin learning the v'altite and necessity
of sharing,.taking-turns, respecting the rights of others, and contribUting tO'
discussions. Since many school experiences are group activities, such knowl-
edge, built into the pleasure of sfory time, can help prepare.a child for success-
ful participation in other school activities:

Providing a pleasurable experience In listing the values of reading aloud,
there is a natdral tendency to justify -the practiee by emphasizing the utili-
tarian aspectsskills development, -language development, .concept develop-
ment. Rut we need to remember that all of us need pleasurable experiences in

Fig .t It r nnoina, mi
N,oung children to feel that

everyone IS too busy to pav,,
attention to thern. Sar'n
finally gets his family's

attention after rnan
tterrivts (Original in cokir

rn Sam hy Ann
.Scott . wlth drarctnys

Svmeon Shirron Afe
: 1967 Iv Ann lie,b,rrr Scott

and Symeon Moo.
oermoiston of AlcGrwc

MU Book co

)' t
4,4 kJ
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our lives. We need to do some things for no other' reason than that they are
fun and we enjoy ioing them. Listening to and eeading stories anti poems ,can
be one of those pleasant. experiences. Literature, like beauty, is its own
excuse fOr beizig. and we really need no other,reason to read it aloud to young
children.

SOME PRACTICAL-SUGGESTIONS

When to ffead Aloud

As an important asPect of an instructional program for young children.
reading aloud ought to be rncluded in the dafly schedule. Often teachers have
found it satisra'ctory to sandwich story time between particularly active times
:after lunch, before:playtime. The actual time is .not imp-oilant,anci can be
flexible, but the point is to make story time a regularly scheduled part of the
day..Many"chilciren may not have had the benefit of literally hundreds of bed-
time stories. They especially need many opportunities during school hours to
hear their favorites,ag, n and again.

Ston time ough likewise to he a regular. part Of 11-1! family routine.
Bedtime and naptime ave long been a traditional story timc, but after dihir
might be just as sa isfictory. Parents should keep in mind a state nt

quoted by Annis Duf ( I 944):-I wonder what a family does that doesn't read
tgogether':' It's like not knowing each other's friends- (p. 23).

" In addition to a regularly scheduled story hour. stories or poems can
provide velcome breaks in routine hetween other activities. They can also
make a dull, humdrum activity into an enjoyable experience. For instance, a
good storcan make the time go by quickly .while waiting in the classroom.
in the car, or in the doctor's office. A good story or saving rhymes together can
also help make a long ridc seem shorter. Putting on rain gear can be more fun
when accompanied by a poem like Laura Richards' -The Umbrella Brigade-
(in Tirm Lirra).'raro Yashima's t!mhrella, or Rhoda Bacmcister's "Galoshes-
(in Jean NIcKee I'hompson's Poems to Grow Onr

How to Clwose Books for Readout Aloud

k1,/hQn choosing hooks to rctid idoud, it is good to rememher thdt ming
children a n benefit from exposure to a wide viiriety of children's hooks
Children will ask to hear old f.dvorites repeated. and cl I thcv should. 13w
the\ will also enjoy new ,Ind differcni ones. It is good idea to consciousk
arrauge to lead flom--,./s man\ dif Lc 1,111W, of imokS W poSNihtc

folktiliCs. 1)0(1 IcaIIstI Ioi Iminv stories, nonfiction, and so on (see
Bernice H. Cullman's chapter. -Books in thc Lite of the Young Cluid.- foi
LIL.scriptions of children's hook lotcgoihm). Such Jiçiccs L , 1 1 1 dti1.1IC t:01 oak.

with mail\ different writing styles and niwiv differemt literary fornis This
will also guard against saturation with just one kind of storv

Choose on Ow basis chdart'n.'s tnterests. It.eports s,how the reading
interests of young childrar have varied .somewhat over the years. I iowcyer.
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some interests appear to be very stable,. Animal stories.and folktales seem to"
remain favorites with Young children, as do stories about children like them-
selves and their everyday experiencesChildren also seem .to enjoy imagina-
tive escapades and humprous stories, such as Judith Viorst's Alexander andg.

the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad LYay.
,

: In addition, it Possible, to take advantage of the special interests. that.-
t, a group of children may have .at a i)articular tirne. If there is- a new turtle in

the room,:one Might reaciThe Turtle Pond by Berniéce Freschet, a'n informa-
tional book about turtles, or orie Ipout their habitsvandtheir care. It may also. i
be the time to read some turtle poems. Reading and liqtening interets of any ,
particular group may vary from time to time and may be influenced by past
experiences with sfories and by the recommendations of other children and
adults.,

.

,

A.sess your audience. Can your children sit still for twenty.minutes or
..-only ten? Is their experiential background yuch that they can relate to the

story? Conider e possible 'problem ihvolved in reading a "city- story to a
farm child or vi verso.. Do You need to prepare children for a story with a,

I
brief explanation? Is there enough information in the description of the set-
ting, and are the,characters vivid enough to oyercome'an unfamiliar setting?
A story about a conlmon experience, the arrival of a new baby, for example,
can he understood no matter what the setting. kut you may need to provide
background if. reading White Soon., Bright Sinoi. (Tresselt, 1947) to children
who have never seen snow.

Con.sider formot and duality. Picture hooks to he read aloud to a
group of children must be large enough for the group to see. For groups, both
the'book and its illustrations must he large: Small books can he shared with
one or two children at a time or can he prOjected on a screen ,with an opaque
projector. Flannel hoards and puppets are good to use with such books.
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, Other consideraOons, such as size of thetype and the amount Of teXt on a
page,become more important as the child ti-ies to read alone, but these inight
be considered as indications-of possible difficulty.:.

s
Not all books for young children are of uniformly high quality, Adults .

who read to young children will develop their own criteria for. deciding
whether a book is a good one. Undoubtedly, though, one °tight to consider
first whether the story (if there is one) is interesting and whether il seems to
"hang.together" and is plausible and logical.,Once'the'story line is set up, do
the events seem to make.sense? One might also consider whether the char-
acters seem real, or at least believable, een when they are fantasy creatures.

..When stories are to be read aloud, language becomes especially important.
Some writers are ucli better storytellers#an others. Good storytellers use .t
language that is te pered to the tonee; they use'common words in uncom-
mon ways, develop rhythm in their phrases, and paint clear pictures with
words. It-is-much-better-to try-out-a story-bj,-reading it-aloud-to-one-self-before-----
presenting it fo children. Even though the story may be written for very
young children, if it is well written, adults will find it enjoyable, too. In fact,
the adult must like a book to share it well with children. Your attitude
toward a sIory shows when you are sharing a book with children.. Pick

:astories you like. ..
Many of the,books chosen for young children wilf be picture books, so it

is important to consider the quality, of the illustrations. While it is' not the
purpose here to fully describe and explain criteria for judging illustrations, it
might be useful to mention some crucial factors. In a picture book, the illus-
trations are as important as the text. They should illustrate the story but also
add something ortheir own. Children seem to enjoy poring over the details
in pictures. Color is enjoyed but so are good black and white drawings or
photographs. One good strategy is to expose children to many illustrations
done in a variety 6f styles and-media and allow their tastes to develop. There
are enough excellent illustrator's being published today to ayoid dull, flat, one-
dimensional pictures. Picture books may be the child's first exposure to good
art. We want to give them more than the clichés and stereotypes found in

.supermarket books.

How to Read Aloud

Plan before reading. Familiarize yourself with the story. Take time to
read over the story ahead of time, looking for .unfamiliar words or concepts,
unusual language, repeated phrases. If possible; try a "dry run" ofs the story
aloud. Such preparation frees.the reader from such total dependence on the
text during reading that he or she is unable to look away from the book. It
also helps, of course, in planning a story time that runs smoothly.

Arrange the seating. Se
the pictures. A semicircle oi
be effective. If the group is large t: io
front of others, the reader might wa
than those of the children (or children

so they can all see the 'reader and
;) with the reader at its center can
t'or so: children to be seated in

,it on a ';:nair that is' slightly higheit
on the floor, reader on a low chair).

'3
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4.

Introduce the story. The introduction need not be an elaborate one. A
simple statement of what the book is about will probably suffice. It might
helpto relate a new story to some,recent common experience, e.g., "Remem-
ber the story about Vrederick? Well this one is about another mouse. I,think
you will like this one, too." It is often a good idea to set a listening purpose in
the introduction, "Let's see if we can find out . . .."

Pay attention to the way you sound. Readers need to be sure that their
reading is understandable, because we are not always aware of our own lack
of clarity in speaking. Clear but natural articulation is eepecially important
when reading to young children. Volume and dramatic quatity are important.
too. Readers must, of course, be loud enough to be heard by the group but
not loud enough to disturb those who may be working nearby. Readers who
use their voices to convey mood and emotion or to portraydifferent characters
make a story much more interesting than those who read in a monotonous,
never_changing_voice.-Listening to-a-tape-of-yotir-own-oral-readi
lent way of studying your delivery.

Define unfamiliar words. If a reader believes, or-the. children indicate,
that they do not understand a key word in the story, simiSly interject a,.briet,
one'- or two-word definition. Frequently, however, key words are explained
in the story or are repeated numerous times, with fheir meaning becoming
clear through the. context. It is not a good idea to define eyery unfamiliar or
new word in a story; children will not remember those that are meaningless
to them, and the enjoyment of the story can be spoiled by excessive attention
to vocabulary.

Anticipate and prevent disruptions. One good reason for prereading a
story is that the familiarity thus gained frees the reader to maintain eye con-
tact with the children, during the reading. In addition to making the story
time more personal, eye contact also enables the reader to gauge reactions
and to spot potential trouble before it erupts. The simple precaution of hold-.
ing the book so that the pictures can be seen by all and so that the children
.have sufficient time to view them also helps ensure order and attention.
Naming the author and title at the end of the reading, rather than at the
beginning, prevents such comments as "I heard it already."

Wait for children's responses. It is difficult for adults to be quiet for a
moment to give children a chance to react or respond to a story or poem. We
tend to want to rush in with a question "Did you like that story?" but such
a question most often gets a yes and short circuits any real thinking. It is
usually best to wait for the children's commentik_Remember, too, that while
some stories are exe'ellent lead-ins to discussions, dramatizations, or other
creative activities described in this and othei chapters, every story need noj
be followed by discussion. Frequently. it is enough to have shared the story.

What to Read Aloud

H addition to supplyi.rw Hbliographic information on books cited in
fhk in references that follow are meant to be a

4 ,iny: iiniliar with children's books make selections
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for reading ak,v :.:teant, too, to introduce a few authOr/illustr
have done se. s and whose work is Usually commendabl
all pictUre h'ulak mins some old favorites, as well as some
ones.It is %14,, n tpt to repreSent all kinds Of books avaitab
few that Fiaing hen read aloud, have pictures that are o
and are" run to listen to.

CHILDREN FERE-WES

Realistic Sto

Clifton, Lsucii,
DuttoI

Keats, EzraP

McCloskey, R.:

Scott, Ann He

Steptoe, John. ,c;

Tresselt, Alvin.

Viorst, Judith. 2
by Ray (

Yashima, Tarc

Animals as P,

Experiences

tors who
, The list,
or recent

e bl:zt just a
high quality,

ho Didn't Believe in Spring. Il s. by Brinton Turkle.

_ owy Day. Viking,1962.PB.

Morning in Maine. Viking, 1952 PB.

. Illus. by Symeon Shimin, Mc raw, 1967.

- er, 1969.

ww, Bright Snow. Illus. by Roger Duvoisin. Lothrop, 1947.

and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day. Illus.
neum, 1972.

1. Viking, 1958. PB.

nyday Experiences

Hoban, Russ. nct.jarri for Frances:II:WS. by Lillian Hoban. F. rper, 1964.-
_-.2ok Services.

!Kraus, - Pate Bloomer. Illus. by Jose Aruego. Windmill, 1-1. PB.

Lobel, Arn

PB:

rbad Are Friends. Harper, 1970.

and Martha_ Houghton, 1972. PB:

Animal Fa:pp.- _ king Animals

Carle, Eric. Hungny Caterpillar. Collins-World, 1970..

Flack, Marjorie. Ask Mr Bear. Macmillan, 1932. PB.

Lionni, Leo. Frederick. Pantheon, 1967.

Inch by Inch. Astor-Honor, 1960.

Steig, Willipm. Sylvester and the Magic Pebble. Simon and Schuster, 1969. PB:
Dutton.

Folk Stories and Stories in Folktale Style

Brown, Marcia. The Three Billy Goats Gruff. Harcourt, 1957. PB.

Gag. Wanda ' 'ars, Coward, 1928.
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Galdone, Paul. The Little Reel Hen.. Seaturry, 1973. PB:-Scholastic Book Services.

Hogrogian, Nonny,. One,Fire Day. Macralkan, 1971. PB.

Ryan: Cheli. Hildidid's Night. Inus.,,byA-r1d Lobel. Macimilt an.. 1971..-
Slobodkina. Esphvr caps for iale. Addi:,--2.,Weey, 1947.

Tolsto.- A T C;reat Bic" Enormous Ellis. by Heiem Oxenbury. Watts.

Poetry

Bissett, Donal6 .. ed. Poems and.Verses to 0 _Chandler and Sharpe, 1967.

Clifton, Lucille. SoMe of the Days of Evere: Jiderson. ELIE. by Evaline Ness. Holt.
1970. PB.

de Regniers. Bt--.7:Trice Schenk. Something S:: ;al. Harcourt. 1958.

Figher, Aiken_ in One Door and Out tke iA Bothle of Poenth.-111iisTbviiIhan
Aoban. ..irowell; 1969.

Hopkins, Lee Bennett, ed: The City Spre.L5 Its Wings. Illus by Moneta Barnett.
Wattt3. 1970.

Livingston, Myra Cohn. Hcippy Birthday. ILlt.Lts. by ErE..k Blegvad. Harcourt41964.

Milne, A. A. When We Were Very Young; Illus. by E. H. Shepard. Dutton, 1924. PB:
Dell.

Richards,,Laura-E. Tirra Lirra. Illus. by Ma..-querite Davis. Little, 1955.

Stevenson, Robe:- Louis. A Child's Gardezi of Verses. Illus.. by Brian Wildsmith.
Watts, 196=7'. PB.

Thompson, Jean McKee, compiler. Poems to Grow On. Illus. bv Gobin Stair. Beacon,
1957,

Wright, Blanche Fi: ner The Real Mother Goose. Rand McNally, 1916, 1965.

Rhyming Stories

Bemelmans, Ludwig. Madeline. Viking, 1939. PB.

de Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. May I Bnng A Frzend? Illus. by Beni Montresor.
Atheneum. 1964. PB.

Emberley, Barbara. Drummer Hoff. Illus. by Ed Erpberley. Prentice-Hall. 1967. PB.

Geisel. Theodor S. [ Dr. Seuss] . Horton Hatches the Egg. Random, 1940.

Zemach, Harve. The Judge: An Untrue Tale. Illus, by Margot Zemach. Farrar. 1969.

Fun with Language

Adoff. Arnold. Ma nDa la. Illus. by Emily --.. McCully. Harper. 1971.

Pharlip, Remy. F9nunately. PE--rents.

Eichenberg, Frit: ric in a Cape. Harc !r-- 1952. PB.

Gwyrine, Fred 7 - !rig Who Rained :dmill. 1970. PR

Krauss, Ruth..- flouse. w Maurice Sendak. Harper. 1953
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AMelia Bedelia -4Ind the Surprise Z.:!-::44).e-r. 1:11Us: -by Fritz Siebel
r, 1.96=1:-

SptErkk.- --nd Book about Worth: Mks by Paul Rand. Harcouirt.

Chz1dr L Thar FantaSies

Coombfi dcia. / 'and the.Grompet. Lothrop, 197C

McPharl vid.. 7/ ;Bear's Toothache:. Atlantic Monthly i-='!--ess/Little, f 972.

Sendak, 4alrice2- liere the Wiid Thrngs Are. Harper, 1963.

ste

Fres:reT: :..:. Turtle Pond. Illus. by Donald. _ arriCk. Scribner; 1971.

A.,-; Dentist. Greenwillow, 1975.

.;73.

PRCFES-11._` ;-!-12FERENCES

an, ed. Pict1-7.: for Childr:7n. Thicago-, America ,
iocc. 1973.

Char. Iwh Vhy Read .A..aud to .fiildren:' 'IRA TylicromonograT Series.
Internationai ReadiAssocia7ron. ;74.

DuE. 7,=,!sr..of Wings; A Familyls '''Leasures Books. New \'/071C Viking

Huck. Cfn-2-: CThildren's Literittufe the' Eli:men±ary School. 3r r- New
nehart and finston, i W-76.

Lam:: Parent:s Gioc:2 to Children's R.,:adinc, 4th rev. ed. York:
-775.

Yeage in. L .:nci Picture E,:,o.izs wit,: Children: A Guide to Hoit Ozuk oo
Yor: Rinehar and Winston; 1973.
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Educal:73 should take a few lessons from the
busin":7-i- 3 world when discussing reading

readiness and the importance of book.-.::- 31 good product needs to be adver-
tised to.the consumer. Thus, merely sTa=g to cfridren that reading is good
for them will be as effective as telling ;..r_Z-M V: zo 77actice the piano or not to

Teat sweets because they're bad for the7.7 W,--.: heee to advertise and promote
literature by using it effectively; since :.__-7-.. "-_-=&_-___---:" is the best, it will sell
itself if properly made available te) chil,l-en.

Books Will stand on their own. It -: quite -.1-_nough to tell a 'story or read
a story aloud and end the, activity with :ne c :)sing of the book. As the movie
The Pleasui-e Is Mutual showS,what ha-7:-ens ln the minds and hearts of chil-
dren after a story is presented can ne. :,-- b_ measured but might manifest
itself months or years later. Lessons an _ hics -should never be the purpose
of presenting literatu're. If you quiz anc_lrii i :7-2.:_, end of each story session,
the joy and beauty of that special time i les171-Y.;---_-: _)ne would not pick apart
a rose petal by petal to find what make de, itifL. And so. too, one should

Sandra Stroiter Sivulich
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not moralize-and make kiidctic a fi:ne picture book or sto- rlifbwe_Frer,sbooks
can be used as the spoard motivator for other a:tiyiLt-t1 7:f handled

integrity and skil hse actAities ,tan preserve the EtzP ;Try of the
Oucior and perhaps evc-z- 'tognifv oriiensify the story. cx...,:lsions" of
literature, or enrichtner ,,,trategies, described here are mffre_-i :. brinirits of
1-sts you can develop, aprand -72-:.\z4nd for your own ,i, as Aris-
-_Dtle says, "all knowleqt:e comes :it gough the senses," ities can
7-_--ztpare the way fur know 'edge by maidng books used more
zmacrete and visual.

Preparinv. and Pres2ntin,

One of the niajor 7o liz_frature'is throuah sto.. How-.,
ever One defines storyteil±;__ one thing is certain: it is one of th 1.11rJ.ril satisfy-

Eng and rewarding ways r: share boDks. The art of storytellhg a-r-ra reading
oloud.dre-different-ways_t_o_.sha-Jab-' cah_are as innpnrtant i_-_-_, -the 1sgroom
as the teacher and the childrenare.

Everyone is a storyteller antr.Leach Person does it iz_a unic but
all shothld observe three Ls in storytelling: (1) like youir stori,-, .2) .,ea-= your
story; and (3) live your sfory. Tirg.EPrst.L deals with the s of e story
and is perhaps most -impo`trant. As in any communication- - us 2onsider
you_- audience attentiom.span,r maturity, listening skillS. =rest. back-
ground. Always keeping them jnd .. you begin to read read and
then you read some more. Vi y_ you will find a foiktale c :7,701" that you
really like. If you don't find a piece of literature amusing or Jr :ouch-
ing or something special, then do not try to tell it. But C:11 find
something that suits you and your audience, go on to the Lear7Ling a
story is not memorizing it word bv word, but learning sequenze H sa=ente
or e\ :2nt by event. You visualize in storytelling, you do not -me_=_orizt.. The
storyteller goes c--.4 the story so r=ly times that a good tLeal C7 ir is remem-
bere naturally. -.fter all, storv:elimg has come to us frort- the oral tradition
in w:-"ich tales w handed down t-:. ord of mouth in rr.v different forms.

, So aon't get too 3nse about g--,-rting the stop preciseL, t a.7-7,ears-,on the
page- Retain the -pirit and fla,- :5- of the origipal work. h_--,veyer.:_ic,nus use
if rt.)etic editin such as ,cor:sst.ently eliminating son- .7.,f char-
Jcters in Henny Penny (GaL.i,ne. 1968) or in any c ritbt

,.-ampering with the essentials .--;_tory. In ,rour lea7ning of

course practice all the princinH-. good speech, suc: -ion,

varied piteh, effe-aive pauses. cctitact, expression, at::: timin 7-__L with

lea=trig the stor: line.

Having 1earn= thi, ou like and :hat is s zroup,
next step is I-7 livr' Th- 7-,a7- important part c pren the

sire or urgenc\ to te! thr- -1-.7.nk of this part o: you
.could if someone iold cf gossip and you :ate it

someone else. So. '7 a sen:--= ,:an think of sto-
gossipTrThe storvtei has tc --- the story so clearl n a-, uses
every possible mec--ts r-ommL- on to have the audich, the
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saint thing- '-he teller does. In short, the storyteller is the med*m of the
messazr. .

Readz%.74

If you. are going to tell your story with a book, go through the sarie thr-
L's, sure your book has large enough pictures for all in,your grouz
to. see. e book upright and in front.of you.- Turn the pages froth the
topr,ith your-left hand, hole---ng the book open in the center with your
righ:thqr-T_ The bast Of yOur righ, -land will.-giye support to the, bottom _of
:the. boo,. rii1e learning to tell a using the book, always prattice wizth
the booL erab1y in 'front of a 7.1:---nr. Another good technique is to -pacler
clip :he t. and whatever -Ep-n: pages the book may haveexcept w'pen
the froiv relevant, aE :3 t. Sam (Scott, 1967) so that when you
open thE ,--NeT, you can tr:rn ätly to the story and not lose, your au&Lence's
attentior "'ILL.-- you turn page cdon is just as important.in readinc--,

before t ,.:-Tesentation are reccrnmended to insure proper expression and
emphas

di aloud is not as pr7-7-tice-T-. or intimate as storytelling. Fauwe'r,
even t ougn You lose eye cOntacultec:z..:ise you are looking at the words mare
than a the., z.P.ildren, it should b.s.. daily (Allen, 1974, pp. 15-13). -To
expose every day to the we!.--c7-dered and beautifully crafted lagie
found in --)0Ciis is more important -man a flawless delivery. All curri...,:uhuns
stress relathn.o:and writing skills, peThaps the most important communica-
tion ski:. dstening and where dc we routinely find time for that?. But stor.y-
telling a.:c .ading aloud develop listener, as well as appreciators, and, as
Ro l'-..11en (1974) points (. ut. lay t groundwork for reading skills.
sinct v, ord eard orLly is muc more recognizable in print" (p. 10)

7torytelhn:I.

qnsidrann of your ±LCe before storytelling is importa7:
-7 it, esszif the stc- itself. Firs-7*ER the beginning: one must esab

L-,--,- effective sEar:ng of books. Don't just plunge :n
sries to "7' in time bedca the 'unch belI rings or in an al-rte.-71m

a, rowdy grouT You will hale srory-elling, and sc Will ybur children.
,f tr- it it as unimpc=ant. If you Teally izel it is vital to aesthetic dvelop-

reading readintss, you will help c7eate a special mood for listening
'71: event.

Ri7 ral ..jas always bn an impc,rtant factor in art forms and ston,--lelling
_rs no America:7 Indians -.7nuld beo-in their tales around the cam:--
Tire =pirirs above-me groun_ ::pirits 17,.2.low the ground, spirits gal

-L-.7-7can storyteht-s would. story. a sto-v. let it eotle t r

0.o.- An, we. too, rnt_: --- have ch:Y I .at
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time for listening, a spe:_11 tnna.e. For- young children the finger =Lame "These
are Grandmother's glasiies- is..., useful: .

These are Grandrer-s -p.lasseS. (Make pi-etenE glasses with fingers)

This is Grandmorze,r's '7a7-. (Put hand in-a tent-ae nitiorran top .of
head)

This is the wav :ler hands (Fold hands)

4nd puts in. -lc,- la- (Put hands in lap)

Follow this with tmt ate introduclion, e.g., and girls,
only) get to do tnis, bi ing :to take the n...-agic stc7 hour out of
my ,pocket and go all -tne room Until everyone is- in the. -nagric Story
hOur circie" (loo.y: at ea.:- as you extend the very real imagmary, circle
over their heads:. This n-_agic wand effeCe draws -the uoup together in a
unity of silence, because they've all been pulled together fcr- a magic time of
stories. Of course, this i st ne technique. Lighting a cazdle, is done for
story times in some s&;lor.:.:Is, _and blowing it out with a --wish al the end of

a_certain_sonais, dod way to -let the
children know it is time relax and listL

Even befon. vou -:o the..pcint of beginning_ you must cunsider the
phYsical setup your Transport their bodies as well as their spirits
wihh your stor7-telling. Ecn-t let them Pemain in fhe sandbox or with their
finger paints fc --ctorytet-'17,, Transfer them to an area rug cn. the listening
area in your clasFF-bom. If a special area isn't avai:lab21% placetrt- somewhere
that is differen, ai aw:a, from the previous activ717 and w here are as
few distn:actio-.; as posFible-. And nort whether tnere is a glare from the win-
dow you're ir :nt c whc ther- you are blocking the washroo m-. doot. whether
vou are in froh- of e radiator d the Eke.

Once you children ft a tight k grou:.? tha-- contact
easvand you 27:17 tosh-2-_.7 your story, yoa can rw the-rtualarrI.

the orepl ces. ecs -vou have considerec your
pnfn.arar-.:-1. you ,re E ia 7 --17.2ir attention span tc include

citret-n activities along w-m- y nes so thi 7
,-OL17 st nme well-baiancteb and fun nme. No rri-En-zer ;:ov, veil prepare..
youn may Fr. vc nould not forget the :ittr--udin---Concepts of

inci Euontaneit. Cor-hnon sense and your ta7t-,--crt h the grou:-.)
sho7-.1d deterrninf_i- now i1i y,-:a adhere to'your plans. 1 . way-. -.nave a plan,
put always be oepared to change. This philosophy it important to
lav-L: a repertoire of man,: finger games, stories, and ii:ing5 sc that you can
"pull one out olyour pocket" if the group sews ready 'or

\lever arnounce. 'Today's stom, will Tv As soor: the 7h1dre7-
kr, you will ..)mrner, that

(*hear -111(-71-;; -.on
.an IN-Aar-he t)t; .1 a manne-t an_

saTie
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CONDUCTING iwraymEs FOLLOWING STORY-PRESENTAT1ON

Having communi"cated your story to the group in an artisfic and satisfy-
ing manner, you can furrhet this initial literary experience in many ways.

Dupii:ating the Story

One of the most obvious ways ib extend the experience is to duplicate
tlw story's activities. For exampie, after reading The Listening- Walk by Paul
Showers,:take the class an a "semsitivitY. stroll." After reading It LookedLike' .

Spilt Milk (Shaw, 1947; . the class could become cloud watchers and make
cloud pictures, which in rn could be corIniled into the children's own ver-
scn of the book. The Backward Dal) (1Ca:Lss. 1950) could really be enacted
in your class: you ,could -put a movie intz-.) reverse, the children could come to
school dressed backwards, you could file out to recess all walking backwards,
you could set the clock back and haVe the afternoon activities in the morning,
bake a pineapple-upside-do n-caker-laikiimaybe-talk-about_what-it-would-be
like to go backwards in ti e and who you would meet on our trip into history.
Or your February c1assrcm could be turned into a May room after reading
Really Spring (Zion, 195d , or it could be turned into a greenhouse if your
class becameplant sitters like Tommy in The P1ar:2 Sitter (Zion, 1959).

Crew:. Dramatics

,ner :naturali follow-up activiiy is ative drama or dramatic play.
After yo-,,i've snula-red the children with ry fables and folklore work
es-peciall!.- well here). is very easy to iliem into laying out the stoyc
they've j .1st heard...Y:3n: could furnish. or Ihey ci1d make, masks of the le
oldiady_ the little 1bL cn. and the cast and trillions of cats from
Wanda cla sic 1.-7-28) and have the ren play this story out.

To -.:.-.Tamati a 7:ory. look for ones that Pi.ot emphasis. A simple
plot wA drama ic conflict, distinct characters, and a good story line are the
elements to loo for. A few such stories to have fun with are Three Billy
Goats Gruff (Sob 1968)-. The Nbrth Winci and the Sun (La Fontaine,
19F4), Caps fo Sale t Slobodkina, 194-'7). S.:'-on.c SOup (Marcia Brown, 1947),

ASP- Xi," Bear (Flack. 1";)58). "The Old Witi-i)" (Hoke, 1§66), The Little
Rabbir Who Wanted PK_ Wings (BaiL-:.. 1961, 'S:dy Sallyraytus" (Chase,
1948), The 77Iree Bears ,Gakione.. 1972). and ciliT,,ilative tales such as The
Fat Ca:. Kent. . 371) and '7"- Goiden (Brocice, 1905).

et?

F._:nne I Board Stone,.

ther-selves to flai-ine._ 2,:,,17d presentation becadse of
the:7 se..quentia: additIon of .:haracters or Flannel board pes can be

9
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dUlts Dr children and become a favorite activity for children's re-
he story as they manipulate the pieces. The Man Who Didn't Wash

es (Krasilovsky, 1950) is a favorite flannel board story, since chil-
pile up all the dirty dishes, pots, pans, and 8htrays as the man

his household chores. When he brings in his,truck, .they. can pile
ing onto it for the eventual rain washing the dirty dishes get. Little

nd Little Yellow (Lionni, 1959) is es'Pecially good for flannel boards
an be done with cellophane paper.that blends blue and yellow into
. The old folktales which add_characters in cumulative style work well
annel boards. The Cow in the House (Watts, 1956), in which a man
s bringing animals into his already crowded house and gradually re-
es them to show' his wife they have plenty of.room, is one such tale.

a tominie
....

Aftc,e reading If All the Seas Were One Sea (Domanska, 1971; see Fig.
4), it is fun to have the children pantomime out such ideas as, "If all the

/ I7ugs were one bug, what a great bug that would be," having,i'hem pretend
.

they're that great bug; or, "If all the ice cream cones were one-cone, what a
/ ,p-eattD-Tieth-ar wouldbe, 'with the childrerr-puffing-Duttheircheeks_and

4

Fig. 34. Pantomime can follow the reading of.this favorite rhyme. If All the Seas Were One Sea.

illustrated by Janina Dornanska. (Original in color)
Cominght ctJinuia Donianska 1971 Reorinied bpernussion of Macmillan Publishing Co . Inc

st,
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1

waddling around like a fat person after eating such a cone. After reading Four
Fi Feet (M. W. Brown, 1961), you can discuss the fact that no one ever sees
th animal in the book only its feet. What ,if the child saW an animal that

. ,never existed? How would it sound? Would it growlor chirp or would it_make. ,
sounds never before heard, like the animals that didn't get on Noah's ark in
The Lost Zoo by Countee Cullen? If the children get down on all fours and
pretend to be the anima where would they go if they walked around the
world on four fur feet? Wriat would they. see and who would see them? Per-
haps the children could eveii"draw a huge mural of what the animal would see
on its journey or discuss the kinds of traMportation needed to get around the
world.

Cooking

Another activity that extends from books is cooking. Betty Coody's book
Using Literature with Young Children deals with this subject quite ade-
quately and so does Carol MacGregor's Storybook Cookbook. It's fun to make

Fig. 35. Mr. Higgins fills
his house with clocks,
which soon begin to take up
most of his time. (Original
incolor)
From Clock s and More Cloclt
by Pat Hutchins Copyright
C1970 Pat Hutchins
Reprinted by permission of
Macmillan Publishing Co
Inc . and Tlkg Bodley Head

1.34,

,
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jam sandwiches after reading Bread and Jam for Fr'ances (Hoban, .1964) or tO
have a tea party after reading And It Rained (Raskin, 1969), This bdok,can
also be used when teaching how to tell time, as can Clocks andMbre Clocks
(Hutchins, 1970; see Fig. 35). A delightful activity 18 making "happy day
pancakes" by fAt forming the eyes and smile with batter and letting it bake
a bit before putting the rest of the batter down. When you flip the pancake
over, you have a smile face pancake. After reading Journey Cake, Ho!
"(Sawyer, 1953), you could wonder with the group where the pancake you
justi made woulcl go if it jumped off the griddle. Books such as these could
also lead into talks about nutrition and the world hunger problem. A discus7
sion about what magic there is idtechnology, the sea, and synthetic foods
cptild be started after hearing the stories Strega Nona (de Paola, ,r975) and
"Two of EVerything" (Ritchie, 1949):

Puppetry

In puppetry you are using graphic and language arts in attually making
the puppet and in preparing and doing the story with it. Mal& a Mr. Nobody
puppet after reading the poem "Mr. Nobody" (Brewton, 1940) or monster
uPPets-after--doing Whex iheWi1dThjisAre Sendak, 1963). '"en Max

(Wild Things) says, "And let the wild rumpus staith:1' the puppets can madly
dance around to the background music of Stravinsky's Rite of Spring.

Discussion Follow Up

A class can be easily drawn into a discussion of color with books such as
.Seeing Red (Wolff, 1968) or Little Blue and Little Yellow (Lionni, 1959). Yoti
can dramatize Pitidoe the COlor Maker (Dines, 1959) by using overhead
AV{ colored cellophane transparencies which serve as spotlights to turn the
children different colors as someone narrates what happens when Pitidoe
turns the world all purple or blue. Then discussion can be initiated by
asking, for example, what the world would be like without colors or, using
Mary O'Neill's book Take a Number, by asking what the world would be
like without numbers. This '"negation" technique, very intriguing to children,
can alSo be employed by putting words such as treason, assassination, and
cold war "on trial" to see if they should be kept in our language. As with the
preceding concepts, you can ask what the world would be like if these words
did not exist.

An interdisciplinary apProach leading fom one activity to finother can
_help integrate literature into Our entire curriculum 4id school schedule. If
you're at thespoint of s'Pring clean-up, use e Man Who Didn't Wash His
DishLs (Krasilovsky, 1950), or around Va entine's Day use Play with Me
(Ets, 1955) or May I Bring a Friend? (de Regniers, 1964), both of which have
strong themes of friendship. ln a beginning science class, compare Curious
George's curiosity (Rey, 1941) with scientific discovery; you can also plant
seeds after reading' arrot Seed (Krauss. 1945) or measure everything in

3 5
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your classroom after reading Inch by Inett (Lionni, 1962). After reading May
I Bring a Friend?, one could certainly go into letter writing or how to intro-
duce people. Numerous books lend themselves to field trips: from Hercule:s
(Gramatky, 1940, 1971) io the fire station, from Sugar Mouse Cake (Zio
1964) to the local bakery, and from Quiet! There's a Canary in the Librify
(Freeman, 1969) to, of course, the library.

If we agree with George Leonard's premise in Education and Ecstasy and
take delight seriously, then expanding and developing the activities jusr
described c'an surely.make the educational wocess more joyful and meaning-..
ful for both the teacher and the child.
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Bailey, Carolyn Sherwin. The Little ,Ilabbit Who Wanted Red Wings. Illus. by
Dorothy Grider. Platt and Munk, r961.

Brewton, John E. "Mr. NobodyP in Gaily We Parade. Macmillan, 1940.

Brooke, Leslie. The Golden-Goose. Warne, 1905.

Brown, Mar_90. Stone Soup: Scribner,1947: PB.

Brown, Margaret Wise. Four Fur Feet. Illus. by Remy CharliP, Addison-Wesley,
1961.

Chase, Richard, ed. "Sody Sallyray
Williams, Jr. Houghton, 1948

in Grandfather Tales. Illus. by Berey

Cullen, Countee. The Lost Zoo. Illus. y JosePh.Low..Follett, 1969.

de Paola, Tomie. Strega Nona. Prentice-Hall, 1975.

de Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. May I Bring a Friend? Illus. by Beni Montresor.
Atheneum, 1964. PB..

Dines, Glen. Pitidoe the Color Maker. Macmillan, 1959.

Domanska, Jamina. If All the Seas Were One Sea. Macmillan, 1971.

Ets,1\tarie Ha,11. Play with Me. Viking, 19,55. PB.

Flack, Marjorie. Ask Mr. Bear: Macmillan, 1958. PB.

Freeman, Don. Quiet! There's a Canary in the Library. Golden Gate, 1969.
Gag', Wanda. Millions of Cats. Coward,1928.

Galdone, Paul. Henny Penny. Seabury, 1968.

The Three Bears. Seabury, 1972. PB..

Grarnatky, Hardie. Hercules. Putnam,,1940, 1971

Hoban, Russell. Bread and _lam for Frances. Illus. by Lillian Hoban. Harper, 1964.
PB: Scholastic Book Services.

Hoke, Helen. "The Old Witch" in Witches. Witches, Witches. Illus. by W. R. Lohse.
Watts. 1966.

Hutchi,ns, Pat. Clocks and More Clocks. Macmillan, 1970. PB.

. The Surprise Party. Macmillan. 1969. PB.
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Kent, JaCk. The Fat Cat: A Danish Folktale, Parents, 1971. PB: Scholastic Book
Services.

Krasilovsky; Phyllis: The It /fan Who Didn't Wash His Dishes. lats. by Barbara
Cooney. lloybleday, 1950.

Krauss, Ruth. Tke Carrot Seed. Illus. by Crockett Johnson: Harper, 1945.. -013:

Scholastic Book Services.

The Backalard Day. Illus. by Marc Simont. Harper, 1950. v.

11 Fontaine; Jean de. The North Wind and the Sun. Illus. by Brian Wildsmith.
Wattg, 1964.

Lionni, Leo. Inch by Inch. Astor-Honor, 1962.

Little Blue anti Little Yelloth. Astor-Honor, 1959.

MacGregop Carol. The Storybook Cookbook. Illus. by Ray Cruz. Doubleday, 1967.

O'Neill, Mary. Take a Number. Illus. by Al Nagy. Doubleday, 1968.

Raskin, Ellen. And It Rained. Atheneum, 1969.

Rey, Hans Augusto: Curious George. Houghton, 1941. PB.

Ritchie, Alice. "Two of Everything" in The Treasure of Li-Po Illus. by T. Ritchie.
Ilarcourt, 1949.

Sawyer, Ruth. Journey Cake. Ho! Illus. by Robert McCloskey. Viking, 1953. PB.

Scott, Ann Herbert. Sam. Illus. by Symeon Shimin. McGraw. 1967.

Sendak. Maurice. Where the Wild Things Are. Harper. 1963.

Shaw, Charles. It Looked Like Spilt Milk Harper, 1947.

Showers,' Paul. The Listening,Wulk Illus, by Aliki. Crowell,.1961.

Silverstein, Shel. The Gluing Tree. Harper, 1964

Slobodkina, Esphyr. Cups for Sule. Addison-Wesley, 1947.

Stobbs, William. Three Billy Goats Gruff. McGraw 1968.

Udry, Janice May. A Tree Is Nice. Illus. by Marc Simont. Harper, 1956.

Watts, Mabel. The Cow in the I-louse. Illus. by Katherine Evans. Follett, 1956.

Wolff, Robert 1. Seeing Red Scribner. 1968.

Zion, LOgene. The Plant Sitter Illus, hy Margaret Bloy Graham. I larper, 1959 PB:
Scholastic Book Services.

Really Spring Illus. hv Margaret Bloy Graham. I larper, l956.

Sugar Mouse Caki- Illus. hv Margaret Bloy Graham. Scrihner. 1964

47>
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Allen. Roach Van. and Claryce Allen. 'Language t'..tpe,icpwe., in Reading, lc& he, .s

Resource Hook Level 1. Chicago: Lncyclopaedia Britannica Press, N74.

Carlson, Ruth K. Literature for Children. Enrichment Ideas 2nd ed. Children's
Literature Series. Duhuque, Iowa: William C. Brown, 1976.
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Coody, Betty. lising Literature with Young Children. Dubuque, Iowa: William C.
Brown, 1973.

Leonard, Geore, B. Education and Ecstasy. New York: Delacorte, 1968.
Play It! Sing It! Gary, Ind.: Gary Public Library Children's Department, n.d.
Sawyer, k-uth. The Way of the.Storyteller. New York: Viking Press., 1942.
ShedloCk, Marie L. The. Art of the StOryteller. New York: DOver, 1952.

Stroner: Sandre "Media 'Programming for Children." School Library Journal 18
(November 1971): 25-27.
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AUDIO -VISUA L MATERIALS

Audio-visual media are expanding in both
type and amount. More companies are pro-

ducing more material and, indeed, a greater variety of material. This chapter
focuses on the basic audio-visual materials that may be used to provide liter-
ary experiences for young children, that is, films, filmstrips, film loops,
slides, transparencies. study prints, and recordings, both tape and disc.
Certain materials, suCh as flannel boards and puppets, are, not included
because they are discussed in other chapters of this book; others, such as the
Xedia prop:am of children's books on microfiche. pre not included because
(hey are more appropriate for use with older children.

When selecting and ordering A-V materials. teachers should note the
type of equipment necessary for their use. Frequently one story may he pur-

,

chased ,in several formats. Selecting media which are compatible with the
equipment on hand may eliminate later frnstration.

Cnteno for Selecting A udio-Visuul Aluteruils

Criteria for select,ion of A-V materials fall into four general areas:
literary qualifications, purpose, audience, andyroduct quality,

:3 9
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For determining literary me-it, the same standards one uses to evaluat
the literary quality of a book appiy to A-V media based upon books. Indee
much of the quality othook-related A-V_ materials _depends upon the_quality.
of the original source. A poorly written book will not be improved by being
read aloud on tape, nor will photography make weak illustrations better.
Some A-V material which is technically excellent is`nonetheless a. poor choice
for use with children because the text or illustrationg are trite and unimagina-
tive.

A-V media for young children produce a valid *literary experience when
they serve the following purposes: stimulate intei.est, enjoyment, and under-
standing of literature; enhance the development of children's imaginations;
add to their knowledge of self and others; and increase their aesthetic appreci-
ation. Not all media will meet all four purposes, but much will.

To provide a new interpretaVon 4PliZisery rhymes which the children
already know. the teacher may play parts of Mother Goose as read by Cyril
Ritchard, Celeste Holm, and Boris Karloff (Caedmon Records). Pupils may
be encouraged to talk about the record or to'play again the parts they like. In
(ach case, poems are being shared and enjoyed. thus laying the foundation
for lasting literary interest.

"l'o encourage children to think imag latively, the teacher may show a
filmstrip of Gilberto (Ind the Wino (WestL, Woods). letting them add sound
effects dunng the showing. Afterwards. tHe children may he asked to des-
cribe how the wind feels to them or to rn, ,ve as though blown by a strong
wind, an angry wind, or a gentle breeze. y should he allowed to express as
many ideas as they can.

To help children gro,y in their knowledge of self and others, the teacher
may use So Much to Experience. Set I in the Children's Literature Series
(McGraw) designed hy Patricia Cianciolo. After showing the sound WI-
strips, the teacher might use some of the questions and activitieS in tne
teacher's guide, perhaps electing to use only a part of this media program. A
teacher should not feel compelled to use a total series if parts of it are not
appropriate for the children or for his or her purposes.

If the teacher wishes to help children develop an appreciation for various
styles of art, filmstrips such 'as Where noes tlw Butterfly Go When It Ruins?
(Weston Woods) y he shown. The teacher may not discuss the pictures at
all. simply exposing upils to them in this form which allows all the children
a clear view.

\Vhiltevcr Ihc purpose. aULilinie considerations ale crucial to the choice
A V material..l'he teachei must keep in mind the (leyelopmental character-

istics of young children. [his ['Hearth matclnng the length and complexity of
the film or recoid with the iittention ;pan and toot Linty of the pupils

Mom, teaelm s. pal uItI Iv thoi4e vvlio know childiun's hooks. can. fWin
iiog information alone. determine the literary merit and appropriateness

of it specific filmstrip or record. I loweyer, hke technical quality, appropriate-
ness inn be fully assessed only hy previewing the product. In previewing.
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consider 1,w ving questions. Does the story iend itself more readily to a
recording. it arration an important part o±.. the presentation, or does
potentially J.;ni!-1,,iing dialogue dictate pictures as well as. sound? If there is
sound, are I. 7.,c- -.to)rds-easily understoRid?Does the sOund traCk cOntribute to
the.story, ihrough musical background or sound effects? If environ-
mental soundi- are .recreated, are they authentic? If the story requires a
speaker-of a ,,Lirricular dialect, is the dialect presented accurately and effec-,
tively? If pinires are created for a story, is the setting authentic? Do the
teChnical p7..ocedUres in filming, whether animation or iconography, add to
the story? if live action is used, iS the acting convincing?, Finally," does thp
product have aesthetic integrity and wholeness in itself, whether or not lt
deviates from the original story?

Audio-visual material complements, rather than substitutes for, the
hooks on which it is based. The teacher will want to_require high quality in
both in order to encourage the development bf literary taste ahd enjoymene-in
young children.

Strategies t(

Providi:
with doing
too do the r-
ing childrei
noon. Rath
learning,
ability to
should be
following
ing the vies

A-V n.
parencies
quality of
the teacher-
ingham. Th
aligne
cat, E.

1

1 frig Audio-Visual Materials

i,--rary ex1-.--,ences with A-V rials has much in comrnoi
,sing Just'as books serve an educational function, sc

h:--,sed on books. Neither are simply devices for keep-
or f filling those last twenty minutes on Friday afte-r-

can ar -;houla con1 ute to young children's lanuage
,yowth of :r imaginat ons, and th-development of their
,17.- with other- people. -I-ney are educational materials and
,s such. Dn,:sussions arii activities which are appropriate
-og of a bo,in. quite often equally as appropriate follow-

, nearing , le same story in A-V rorm .

lo offer --::E-rveral-unique opportunities, llowever.1 Trans-
e.L fOr presenting cumulative tales, because-the dditive

.raes can ne clearly expressed with overlays. For e ample.
:elect a hook such as Mr. Gumpyls Outino by Jo n Burn
Tan -ould be of Mr. Gumpy, the next of is boat,
-; apr-c rs to be in it. As the children, the r bit, the

c -actc- request Oermission to come alon and are
-umm, 101 he group, a series oT transparenci s can he

placec existing c;ics s that each character appears to be in the.boat.
When the arnmals misbehave iind the boat finally tips, the teacher can 'show
this by sliding the transparencies at all different angles. One furtIlie7 trans
parency, showing all the characters dried off and having tea at Mr.tGumpv's
home, would complete the story. The teacher may want to tell the story
several times during the year, perhaps having the children help with the tell
ing and eventually having them tell the entire story themselves.

Filmstrips are another medium which allows the children to tell the
story, to suPply their own version of the text, The teacher should select a film-
strip in which the pictures convey the story rather explicitly. An example is
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Fig. 36. Children create
their own narrative for

Rosie's Walk when they
view the filmstrip version.

(Original in color)
Illustration from the book

Rosie's Walk by Pat
Hutchins Copynght C

Patricia Hutchins 1968
Repn n ted by permission of
Macmillan Publishing Co ,
Inc . and The I3odley Head.

.ettos

Rosle's Walk (Weston Woods). Children wha- Is happening in each
frame as it shows on the screen V th, :ea r decides to read the actual
text or to show the films:7-1T t, soune Do7 ion. he or she will want to
introduce it by saying, "ere n- --he autnor of the story told what hap-
pened." The teacher should ave. _ ng terminology which would suggest
that the author's way was the "rL;n: way and that the Otildren's language
was "wrong". or ineffective

Sound recordings can be us, --ncourage pupils to visualize stories for
themselves. The teacher may us or .-s which have been recorded to accom-
pany a filmstip, as well as those itch are in record form only. Children can
listen with their eyes closed, latet ening how they think the giant looked or
showing how Petunia walked- around h harnyard. Both filmstrips and
recordings can augment language grown iHd the development of the imagi-
nation.

Maliv tihns and ick.ovdb iAccompan tilt-11st lips enhance a story by the
aLkiltion of appropriate music. The mu:-, for the *_.'rumpus" in the filmstrip
Where the Wild Duncis Are (Weston Woods) connotes the rhythm and aban-
donment of the creatuves as they swing among the trees. It brings an added
dimension, one that children can explore, either through movement or discus-
sion or perhaps through the creation of a new "score" for the book. Children
can use simple percussion instruments, developing rhythms of their own,
talking about the mood of their music. It provides an opportunity for the

(1.
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teacher to help the pupil's develop liste ing skills and to discuss personal
reactions to the story and to the music.

Some films, suth as The Erie Ccpiel (Weston Woods) and Hush Little
Baby (Weston Woods), are invitations foi children to sing along: The books
from which these films .are made use the lyrics of the songs as tex), then
develop the ideas fully in the illustrations. Childrer :.:re presented with an
authentic representation of life along the.Erie Cannl -n the one and with
colorful pictures depicting colonial life' in America i7 othet. Both merit
several vieWings. There is much to observe, and as me songs become mpre
familiar, the teacher will find mare children singing !ith the film.

The film Really Rosie, which was originally sho ;!;.rn on television, is now
available from Weston Woods and the sound track is available separately as

-a recording (Ode Records). The film combines cha-Ticters from Maurice
Sendak's Nutshell Library (One Was Johnny, .;1I1igars-,-s 411 -ound. P7erre.
and Chicken Sour with Rice) with his The Sign on Rosrc s rTh-7,7r The music
wnich accompanies r was composec and is-sung by Car-ole-King. The com-
bination of Sendas Doetry and King's music is entrancing. C.- dren can be
encocraged ro sclec- favorite, to act out parts of e film. :o loci, at the books
upon which tht Ir- - based, to _:-.-Ilhare the filr with ne . or to look
at illustratic-i, book (set :37) while jszer . -7. recording.
Childr&I car Liz- iopin rrv !linking differing
presentationt, ut ime s ! it the sam,.- :irn( intovin_ presenta-
tion of good 1 ter-

Teachers -no. capita! /e or! ; Tier special opportunities oi-iered hy
media. Study prints .from . Chz1as World Poer-y, Group Society for
Visual Education) provide large, cc --rfirl pictures wnichcorrelate with poems
printed on the hack f the ofc:ures ais allows the childremto focus attention
on a piCture while :hey tc ne Poem, either from the record or the
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-ooks appear in Really
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Illustrations by Maurice
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by permission of Harper cr
Row. Publishers. Inc
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teacher's reading. "SuggeStions for Utilization" are priied with each poem.
A teacher may want to develop new questions for discussion so that they
are geared to a particular group of children. If working with preschool
youngsters. "Raining" by Rhoda W. Bacmeister from the "It's Raining! It's
Raining!' pli-nryiliktif be-Setectedf AFtiiirdre n- Idok at t he idiir 6-ftnro hiI-
dren in the rain, the teacher might ask such questions as "Do you like to be
outside wl-vn it rains?'" "Iliv do you think tNse children feel about being in
the rain?" E-. :w does Lain sound when it hits your umbrella?" "How does it
sound wheT hits the leaves on a tre-f---"He or she would then introduce the
pcer von ere's what one pecT: sa.
asl: How cl:d the rain sound to her'
h.-- he ch_idren listen for the sour__
r, any --.ew findings. The teache

o :fr literature will be better enha.--
than by a few lengthy ones

Tiences -4 ten to fifteen minutes c

_ abouf rain." After reading the poem.
While you read the poem once more.
of rain as described by the poet anC

will find -that young children's enjoy-
:ed by frequent short experiences witE
-hus, the teacher should provide man

:achers will want to make the Taring of literature through A-V media
experitnce for pupils. '1 -v will make certain that the children

..11 see and hear wharis being rre- aited: they will set the stage for listen-
-y giving a pwr:-,ose for carefw 7?rting (or viewing) and by setting an

themses they-will allow tt.-ne for children to respond to what has
Tney will involve ,7.upils sometimes by having them re-

aon,.t during the presentation. Recordings of stories, such as Henny. Penn.
,d h.: Boris Karloff (Caedmon Records), lend themselves readily to pant, ;
nic iuring the story as well as to dramatization following it. Teachers may

O'A . --;tory more than once or make it available to those children who wisn
set :::1, again. One of the most basic values of A-V material is that IT
(AA,' pupils to hear favorite stories or poems repeatedly, often independent

;ucher. Occasionally.teachers will plan activities based on the med
csenied. And finally, they will want to has- :opies of some of the books
hieh the audio-visual mater als have been based. They will use A-N..

toi unique qualities, for the new interpretarion of stories and poems wLh
H ;)1 for s artistic merit. and r h, njoy,rnent it can bring to
childi(

Alatelials

opi5ort unity for learnmg inherent iii book !elated audio-vis
materials is so great that the teacher of young children will want to kn
e\actrP what mat,.rials can he ohtai,pc And will want to bet.ome skillfu,
n-,eir use. I he innotated hibliograVhv at int. end of this chapter is designeo

orne aware f available A-V materials The booksIp 'tie teach,
niiSic' inform on about e content of the material and about pufeh,i,e

,nd rental fees eel als are several journals which regularly review nev
:cilia I n additior rusing books and catalogs, it is often helpful to cou

slate denartments of education. 1 sually they have an 'audio-visit.
1 4
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department whit* will lend materials, either for direct use With a group of
children or for previewi'.hg purposes.

SOURCES F' JL LOCATENG. MFTNA

.Books

JCzeph G. Guide to Educational Tec."-7':Qlogy: Eariy Childho
Ethica;:on. Westpc, COnr.: Technomic Pishing, 1973.

Lists companies which provide equipme- materials, or ser iZes :n
tecnnciogy and wh:)se markets incft . sie the .-escr.)ol level. A dresses
anc.: tet.phone nwnbers are given, a are tr typ, jr media p duced
by eac,--: company- Zan be used for ::nding :ompaps which p oduce
a speet:ic type oi media and for obtaining -ne auc -:s4of com anis
fcr- pirhasing

Greene, Eli: nd Mavnne Scnoenfeld. eds. Appr9ach 'to
Liter.:._ re. Chicago: American L.Drarv AssociatiOn. 1972.

annota7_ Mr approximately 425 hi Ks, 17F- 16mrr
filr.s, 175 films --aps. ind 300 n-cordings. bp,' :apes and discs

was be d u: -firs evaluatior id use with chn
dren,. with children's response:- -:eing a primary fa, tor for determin-
ing inclusion. Thus, tilt! is a i'ecurnrnended list -of materials. Entries
are listed in alphabetical order b: utle, with the hook first, followed bY
one or more exarnoles ot the sto-y in nonprmt torn- Authors. films:
filmstrips, medic presented by ,-,uthors and illustrators. records, and
subjects ar-eall senaratelv indexe,'.i at the ba'ck of mbe 4 A director\
of distributors ,- I nclud-H .1n( -_'ach entry indicates p.. -,ase ane
rental price. -Fhe :ffctic procedure organizational Item 2nc.

the information inc,uded make this. ext-emeil Jseful

McDaniel, Rodericl.. ed. es'u s for Learning. Core Medi, illection
forElefnentuShols. 721A1 York: Bowker.

Brief annotations for ,DproximatelY 4.000 naterials.
indexed by subject.. by :itle and author. and 11\ subjei- heading
Selections werebaSed on positive recommendatli -s by HI!,' or more
reviews in mediadonrnals or books. Rill informat.op i .;ven and a
pro(lucer/distributor directory included. Ilowever )ecaus: the selec
tions were hased or reviews rather tnan on speci- polic.. the book
does not provide the balanced "core media collect,op" thy titIc suit
gests. Another inadequac% not all items 'hich ,iopen
where in the book appear under sul-wct headings examnl: [here
is nO sumect headin2 for cHnie/s \ n t titIcii,_ Jor section there
are three ::ntries for ;it it, tHY 1 Wui One sertind filni
strip. one .uper 4 sound filmstrip. and on, I 6mm tIm. Nonetheless.
this is a useful hook. particularly for elementar school library or
media centers, and is reasonabb priced.
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Markham, Lois. ed. N-i-zu Educational Ma.--Teriais. New York: citNaltn Press,
1970.

IVcompiLmon of reviews which have been published in Sc.4olastic
Teache.r. F-abiishers and producers submit their new products for
review; the reviewer classroom tests the material§ and in the review
suggests grade level4ossible-classroom-uses-,-arid-a-rating:-The-rhare-:-
rials az-e. listed first as-"Pre-K through Grade Six" or "Grades Seven
through Twelve" and then listed by subject area. Literature-related
media are under the general heading "Language Arts."

Mills, Josephine M -Multimedia for Chil:rren's Literature', Parts Land II."
Offprint from :,zstructor 81 (Noveher 1971): 50-57 (Part I) and 81
(APril 1972): - 35-11I (Part II). Dansvilie N.Y.: The Instructor Pub-
lications, 197:

A "selectec 31 Cr. children's titerature in nonbook form" that 'in-
ciudes appro3::7---.atei; 400 entr1,--:: sted in alphabetical order by the
book title of tne origi1 source 3ugh the criteria for selection are
not stated. one assumes that lite--_r-v and production quality were basic
considerations. The entries are -lot annotated, but all other informa-
tion about form, pla-tng time, nd purchase and rental is given. For
the teacher who knywis childrer books, this is an 'excellent guide to

. other forms of a storN.

Neal. J. A . anC Elaine T Hall, eds Market PlaceA Multi-
media Guaie - -6 New Yor 1976.

Lists the mes DI' companies p--- and/or distributing audio-
visual materals: under each compa a-7- listed the address and tele-
phone numbr.. ev personnel. th-±- -y:- media produced, and grade
levels and st_pie,-- areas covered. are ip alphabetical order by
company nae. (-.-tlowed by 1istiri ci 7-oducers/distributors cate-
gorized by type media and by subtec, --,t-ter of themmedia.

gs, /
Educational Media. 3rd

1971.
,;cr-iibes the scope, arrange-

It also describes profes-
rield of educational media.

Rutsvold. Margaret ar Carolyn Guss.
ed. Chicago. Amer:-Pan Library Assr--:77-...-.

Lists. media catalomi availabi7,
ment, entrte, arT: featupes
sional organizaticr a--ic periodicals

C., Edward, ed. '11qesit
Pierian Press, I 9-

Formerly titled Multi-Meaia Recl, Index, this'work is pub-
lished annually. wit: supplements appea7-7ng in four issues of Audio-
visual Instruction. ined are brief descriptions of the material being
reviewed. where th: -naterial has beer -ev ie w ed, quotations from
journal reviews, a general rating upon the eyaluations of
revieweN Contribui ors stress that these ratings are not endorsed by
them or bir the publisher and that they should not be used as the pri-
mary basis for purchasing. Thus, the book may be best used as a
source for finding more extensive reviews for specific materials.
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Periodicals
fr"

Audiovisual Instruction. Association for Educat'ional Communications and
Technology (1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.,,Washington, D.C. 20036).

Describes new media in a regular feature titled "Have You Seen
These?" The materials are selected on the basis of newness only and
are not necessarify recommended. A second section titled "New Prod- '

ucts" describes. new A-V machines and hardware: Includes all grade,
levels, but seems to stress secondary. Nonetheless, an occasional
skimming of several issues may provide ideas for both selection and
use of A-V materials.

Early 1/,rars (11 Hale Lane, Box 1223, Darien, Conn. 06820).
For teachers of preschool through. grade three, Ear, ly Years heads

its "Materials Testing Service" column with the following exWanation:
All programs and materials .reported in this column were screened for
Eurly Years under actual classroom conditions and were found to meet the
needs of the classroom teacher and her pupils.

Materials, the test sites, conditions, and results are described. Both
the strengths and weaknesses of the product are explained, with
suggestions for classroom use completing the review. Usually two or
three of the products in each issue are A-V media.

histructor. The Instructor Publications, Inc. (7 Bank St., Dansville...N..Y.
14437).

For teachers of preschool through grady six, Instructor devotes one
part of its "Reviews- section to instructional media. Fairly lengthy
descriptions, evaluative comments. results of classroom use in some
cases, and suggestions for classroom use are given. The reader is pro-
vided with enough detail to make. decisions about whether the product
is worth a personal review.

Language Arts. National Council of Teache Engnsh (1111 Kenyon Rd.,
Urbana, III. 61801).

-Staying.on Top,- a bimont ieco umn. inludes reviews of non-
print instructiorvl materials; e phasis is on Ihguage arts from early
childhood through the middle chool. Reviews describe and briefly
evaluate materials and give pric4 and ordering information.

Lcarnmq. Education Today Company (530 University Ave.. Palo Alto.
Cali f 94301).

For teachers of preschool through grade six. Includes a variety ot
subheadings in the regular feature "Thumbs Up,- which eviews
"high-qualitv. low-cost learning materia.ls.- A-V media are leviewed
under the subheading "Sights and Sounds Detailed descriptions.
evaluations. and occasionally the tespunses of childi en. as well as
price and ordering informatioll. are given

Nt'LCS and Rculett's ol Non-Print Media. R. R. Bowlset and Coin
pany (1800 Avenue of the Americas, New York. N.Y.,10036).

An audio-visual magazine published since 1972 bc Bowker that
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provides reviews of new media. Previously the reviews were included
in the School Librany Journal as a regular feature. Each issue has
"Recordings," "Screenings," "Audiovisual Guide," and "Checklist"
sections, all.of which provide a brief description of the new products,
an analysis of their strengths and weaknesses, and recommenddimti
for their use.

School Library Journal. R. R. Bowker and Company (1800 Avenue of the .
Americas, New York, N.Y. 10006).

The entire April and November issues are devoted to reviews and
articles on audio-visual materials.

(

Macher. Macmillan Professional Magazines, Inc. (22 West Putnam Ave.,
Greenwich, Conn. 06830).

For teachers of preschool through grade s.ix. Inchides two regula
sections which review A-V media. One, "New AV Materials," review
new films, records, and filmstrips, with evaluations and suggestions
for use; the other, "Book Bonanza," discusses books and book-
related media, both new and "time-tested," and also gives suggestions
for classroom use.

*raw-7'
MEDIA REFERENCES

A Child's World of Poetry. Group 1. Chicago: Society for Visual Education. Study
prints and records.

The Erie Can& (Peter Spier). Weston, Conn.: Weston Woods Studios. Film, film-
strip, record, and cassette.

Gilberto and the Wind (Marie Hall Ets). Weston, Conn.: West,1 Woods Studios.
Filmstrip, record, and cassette,

Henny Penny. Read by Boris Karloff. New York: Caedmon Records. Record.
Hush Little Baby (Mi-ki).. Weston, Conn.: Weston Woods Stitidios. Film, filmstrip,

record, and cassette.

Millions of Cats (Wan& Gag). Weston, Conn.: Weston Woods Studios. Filmstrip,
record, and cassette.

Mother Goose..,Read by Cyril Ritchard, Celeste Holm, and Boris K loff. New York:
Caedmon Records. Record and cassette.

Mr Gurnpy's Outing. John Burningharn. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
1971. Book.

Petunia (Roger Duvoisi ). Weston, Conn.: Weston Woods Studios. Filmstrip,
record, and cassett

Rcally Rosie. Pictures, sto v, and lyrics by Maurice Spndak. Music by Carole King.
Weston, Conn.: Weston Woods Studios. Film.

Really Rosie. Carble King. Hollywood, Ode Records. Record.
Rosze's Walk (Pat Hutchins). Weston, Conn.: Weston Woods Studios. Filmstrip,

record, and cassette.
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'So Much to Experience. Children's Literature Series. Set .1. New york: McGraw-Hill.
Six filmstrips, cassettes, records, and teacher's manual.

The Tomten (Astrid Lindgren, illus. by Harald Wiberg). Weston, Conn.: Weston
Woods Studios. Filmstrip, record, and cassette.

Where Does the Butterfly Go When It Rains? (May Gorelick, illus. by Leonard
Weisgard). Weston, Conn,: Weston Woods Studios,. Filmstrip, rçcord,. and

_ cassette.

Where the Wild Things Are (Maurice Sendak). Weston, Conn.: Weston Woods
Studios. Filmstrip, record, and cassette.
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RESPONSES TO LITERATURE

y toung children are anxious to tell us how
hey feel, what they are curious about, and

what they like and dislike. But we need to listen tp them and to watch them if
we are to receive their messages. The child who calls out, "Come see my
rocket," or, "I like this book. I want to take it home," uses a very direct way
of telling us something. Children can also try to tell us something by their
actions. Sometimes they will come and tug at our clothing. At times a loud-
bang will get our attention, and ,t other times just a glance will indicate they
want to share something with us or want us to come and see what they are
doing4The purpose of this chapter is to encourage adults who work with

. young -Children to become more aware of how children respond to experiences
with books both verbally and nonverbally. It is important to try to view
dren's responses to books from their perspective ho hey see he world.
Too often we are tempted to superimpose otrr own fee gs our view of
the world on the child's behavior.

1

Jessie A. Roderick

WHY RESPUN1V.?

(--1Jult who help plovide good lucidly exp,t1c1,,,z, Iol young Lhildten
!iced to bo-conceined about how children respond to these experiences. Older
children can be asked to write about their reaCtions to literature, or they can
be questioned about them in an interview, but young children often do not

142 possess the necessary writing skills nor are they always ready to answer
5 0



Responses to Literature 143-

questions about how they liked a story, poem; or film. Because of this, we
have little organized. and public knowledge'about the y&ing child's reactions
to books and other media. This lack of knowledge points up the need to
develop specific ways of becoming mOre aware of what children think and
feel about literature.

Anotherseason for seeking this information is the guidance it can give us
as we look for ways to help-individual children from different backgrounds
experience literature to its fullest: When We have specific information about
indivichial children's verbal and nonverbal responses to literature, our plans
for these children can be tailor-made to reflect the individuality of each child.
The child who responds quietly by- inching ever so slowly closer and closer
to the storyteller or who rocks back and forth to the sound of the words is
giving some clues as to how he or she is responding at that moment to a
'particular-story. PersOns-who-are aWare of these-clues-and who put them into
perspective over many observations can get to know children in more depth.
The more knoWledge we can gain about children through close attentiop.to
the subtle and not so subtle cues they give, the better able we are to plan for
them.

A final reason for finding ways of becoming more aware of young chil-
dren's responses to literature is what we learn in the process. What questions
and new areas for exploration are uncovered when careful attention is given
to what children say and do in response to books? How does the knowledge
gained by obtaining specific information abotit these responses influence or
change how we view children or the literary experiences that seem to be
appropriate for them? Does knowing how to obtain information about chil
dren's responses to literature and how to use this information enrib the
experience for the youngsters? How do we know? These are but a few of the
questions which might be raised asiwe devise ways to learn about children's
resp6nses to literature and to use the inforniation gained. Just as children are
encouraged to ask questions, we, too; must constantly raise questions about
our own efforts.

OBSERVING AND DESCRIBING .c:

Among the many ways we can alert ourselves to how children are
responding to literature, one of the most-important is observing, describing,;
and recording-what children do and say during and after a literary experience.
However, in order to accurately obtain arid use this information, we need to
carefully examine the setting in which thildren are exposed to literature. We
also need to acquaint ourselves ,evith the various aspects or types of verbal
and nonverbal behaviors.

The Setting

-W-lieri-we observe-and- listen-to- children respond-to the-telling-of a -st-ory.
or the showing of a filmstrip or record and slide presentation, we are observ-
ing their interacting with a part of their surroundings. Consequently, any
observations we make of this interaction must take into account the child's



Fig. 38. Counting games
(are-a natural follow-up

. activity for Itioja Means
Ong. (Original in cdlor)

Illustrdtion from Moja
Means One, illustrated by.
.ToM Feelings. Copyright.

. 1971by Tom Feelings.
Reprinted by permission of

The_Dzal Press,

Roderiek

surrourmlings at, that time. Which persons were with the child during the
story? Was the group large or small? Were there distractions such as persons
interrupting the story or o - -

Was the place where the children Were listening to the stOry an inviting one
with Comfortable chairs ot Cushions? Which books, recordS, Or pictures w6re
available for children to examine on their own Or share with a friend? An-
swers to these and other queStions provide a picture of the setting in which
the child particiPated in a literary experience.

If We are to place our observations of children in- the larger context of the
conditions surrounding them, it might alSo be helpful tO know such thingS as
whether the children felt free to join and leave story time _When they wiShed.
Were:they asked to join the group end to remain with it until_the story was
finished? If there were foliow-up aetivifies, were they planned by an adult, by

-both--adult and children, of were they-sporitaneousr-For example, if a few
chilaren make a number game such as ,the one illuStrated in Moja Means_ One

152
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,

r
- (Feelings, 1971; see Fig. 38); did the teacher suggest this follow-up activity or

did the idea come from the children*? If the perSon doing the observing is alsb
responsible for the activity, heor she knows the answers to thesé questions;
all-that needs tO be done when examining the records of observations is to
reCall what was planned fbr and what happened. If the obserVer did not plan .

the activity, he or shecan talk tcllothe person who did.

It might alsO be helpful to record how the literary experience was pre-
sented or provided for. Didan.adult or older child read a Story friorn a book or
was the story told with the aid of posters or flannel figures? Did the adult
invite the children to participate? Were aids such as projectors and recorders
used? Were children asked for.suggestions for'folloWup activities? Were they
asked if they wanted a second telling 'of the story or showing of 'the film?
Answers to these and other questions,can help us see how the:behavior of The
person guiding_theexperiences-can infludnce children's responses to them.

Being able to carefully describe the different aspects of the setting in
which the child experiences literature is one of the Prerequisites to obtaining
and utifizing specific information about children's responses to literature.
Another prerequisite is an understanding of Verbal and nonverbal aspects of
behavior. ,

Verbal Behavior

We are quite aware that children talk or engage in verbal communica-
tion. Verbal utterances are readily heard even if a child is not in view of
another person. However, adults sornetimes need to be cautioned not to tune
out talkative youngsters too readily or.to forget that some youngsters need to
be encouraged to express themselves by talking. Even though we are aware
of verbal communication in that we hear youngsters and generally respond to
what they say, there are some ways of looking at talk that might help us
listen to and recard what the child says. We.can group a child's verbal corn-.
niunication according to the function or purpose it serves. Is it a question,an
interjection, 'an elaboration upon an-ide-a, or the repetition of a phrase or
group of words? In the latter, a child might join in the repeating of phrases"in
a story such as Drummer Hoff (Emberley, 1967).

It is often helpful to note to whom or to what the child appears to be
responding. Are the child's commen'ts in response to what another person
says or does during a literary experience or are they in response to a part of a

"story or what a character does or says? To 'whom does the child addresS
comments while he Or she is responding to literature? These questions and
other's provide some guidelines for examining that aspect of as'child's talk
which involves other persons or the content of books.

HOw often a child speaks and how much is said can be noted as he or she
responds tO a story. We can also look at' when a child responds, Does the
child comment- during-the-experience, after it,--or at both times? Does this
vary ?with different kinds of stories? Does the Child ask to take the book home
or to make something suggested b3i ;the book? The timing of verbal responses

/ 5 '3
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/
is an individual matter when the climate encourages a child to respond as he
or she sees fit. Knowledge .of the child's timing can be helpful in planning
experiences that give the child time to think or.time to respond.

'What children talk:about in respOnse to literature is 'also important. Do
they talk about what is happening or what Might happen in a story? Do they
add to the story? Do they'relate what is happening in the story to themselves?
Do they comment on things that have happened to them? Do'they comment
on the interests or responses of others in the group?

Nonverbal Behavior

,Since children's nonverbal behavior also gives Clues to how they are
responding to literature, we need to be as aware of their actions.as we are of

their WOrds. Young childrer--1'-'-rft) enTell us much more -5-15-olitthemselves
through their actions than they do through-their words, particularly in a set-
ting where adults expect children to be quiet and pay close attention. UnfOr-
tunately, in such instances the nopyerbal behaviors children exhibit often
suggest discomfort or dissatisfaction with their pot beingable to express their
feelings.and reactions aloud. But sometimes children- who are in a so-called
quiet situation or quiet' time communicate much to us nonverbally about their
response to a literary experience. Of cdurse a quiet time is not the only situa-
tion in which children communicate noriverbally; they also do this while they
are talking.-

If we recognize the fact that children use nonverbal behavior to tell us
much about themselves, then we must become more aware of these behaviors
and be able to record`them. Grouping together similar kinds of nonverbal
'behaviors is one way of doing this. Nonverbal behaviors may be grouped in
terms of larger body movements, such as moving.the whole body from one
place to another, or other movements, such as jumping or clapping hands, in
which the body is not necessarily moved from one place to another. Often
children Move their whole bodyn response to a book like Sometimes I Dance
Mountains (Baylor, 1973). A second grouping of Smaller body moventents
includes gestures and facial expressions. Atnong these are pointing ae."-an
object or person, motioning for someone to come closer, shaking a head yes or
no, smiling, frowning, and the like. The facial expressions of children whose
families have just been joined by a new baby can be noted during the reading

. of a book such as She CoMe Bringing Me rhat Little Baby Qirl (Greenfield,
1974).

In observing nonverbal communicative behaviors, it is helpful to note to
whom or to what a child responds npnverbally, the manner in which the
child responds, and the timing of the responses. Notice, for example, whether
the child. imitates actions described and illustrated in a story; comes close to
the person reading the story and helps turn the page; motions for 'other chil,

to cronNe see or bear th_e_story;ia_ughs squintsor .opens_his_or her_eyes
wide while hearing or seeing different parts of a story. Another aspect of non-
verbal communication worthy of note is how a person uses space. During a
literary experience ,'Ne can observe whether child gets close to other listeners



or sits.separated from them. Does the child like to beclose to the sou'rce ot
.the stOrYTDoes-a kindergarten or nursery.school child like to be h id $onthe
adultls lap While .The Knee Baby (Jarrell, 1973) is being read? Does\ the child

ed?

. The nonverbal aspects of a child's reSponse to literature require special
conSideration andattentio'n for several reasons.,Not.only do nOnverbal behav-
iors.often g6unnotid.' but they often.occur simultaneously. For example; a
person can moVe fromone plaCe to another, motion to another person, and -
smile all at the smile time. Although such a pattern might provide several
dims' to a child's response tO literattire, it does Make, the observation and
recording of behavior -more difficult. Verbal behavior also presents sortie
problems in recording, but a peiSon is only capable of producing one 'verbal
Statement at a tiinel . -

. Another special Consideration in , observing nonverbal responses a
'children i related.to the content, or, message; which appears', tb be conveYed.
When We observe yoUngsters we often have to infer from what a4 see. That
ig,.although,nohvetbal behaviors can tell Us much abod a child if proPerly
interpreted, they do not often "speak" as clearly as verbal ones. When a child
says, "I want you tb come and help me read this. book," the message is quite
Clear. nowever, if a child just motions for you to come over, you 'may not be
sure at the moment why he ,or she wants you to come. For this reason vyie
need to be alert to. the variety of nonverbal behaviors exhibited and where and
when they* exhibited. It is also important for observerS to try to.note as
many behavihrs as possible before making judgments about what they might
mean. Before leaving this point, it should be noted that some nonverbal
behaviors do "Speak" clearly and leave very little question as to what a child
is trying to convey, e.g., hands on hips and a firm'stomp of the foot.

Alerting the reader to these special considerations in observing young-
sters' nonverbal responses to literature is not mearit to discourage focusing on,
them. On the contrary, awareness, of these considerations should help us
maiavlbie,best use of our observations. Persons who are aware of these
434141-Dideration,ate.alsa,morea,PLtaapprecite.theizalue_oLn_Onverb_al
epres'S'kn q.2. A more SpOntaritoirMdicatitin of true feelings. The nOnverbal
aspthetOf cOmMunication can also support and reinforce what children say,
as well as nnate orcontradict what they say. For instance, a child who says a
book such AThe Tyrannosaurus Game (Kroll, 1976) is funny hut who did
not laugh at the humorous parts whi; the book 'was read might make us
wonder whether the child really caught the humor in. the story. The agree-
ment or lack of agreement,betveen a person's verbal and nOnverbal behavior
is another aspect to consider when observing and listening to children as
they respond to literature.

TECHNIQUES FOR-DESCRIBING RESPONSES

So far.,--the- need-16r becoming More-aware- of -children's -responses to
"literature and some prerequisites for obtaining specific infbrination about

these respohses have been discussed. In this section abme sample.guidelines
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and observation instruments for describing children's responsa to literature
are preSented.* These instruments were derived from-written obserVations of
three, four, and five year olds' responses during a 'group literary experience.
The following is a description .of the .prOcedures used in developing these
Ins umen s.

1.. Children in three different Bge groupings were observed as they
engaged in a Verary experience (for the most part, they listened to
a story. being tald by an adult).
The observer focused on the nonverbal and verbal behaviors of the
group as a whole, As communicative behaviors were observed,
they were described in diary faShion on a-sheet of paper. The ob-
server also made notes about the setting in which the storytelling
took place.

3. dAfter all groups had been observed and behavior§ recorded, tl-;e
. ,

-written-observations were examined and behaviors were grouRed.
Nonverbal and verbal behaviors were analyzed separately, but the
observations from all three age groupings were treated as one set of
behaviors (although, there were some differences among the age
groups, they were not considered in developing these guidelines).

4. After behavior groupings had been established, they were labeled
"Respond§ to Story," "Comments to Adult," and the 'like, with
specific examples cited under each. These groupings and examples
became the'nucleus for the observation guidelines.

5. Spaces for describing the setting and for marking which behaviors
were observed were added to the groupings, or categories, to form
the guidelines.

6. These guidelines Kere then used to observe youngsters engaged in
literary experiences.

Pltase note that the guidelines presented in this chapter (pp: 149, 150, and
151) are not intended to be research tools in the sense that reliability and
validity have Even established for them. They are offered in the hope that

er_sons who are_corwerned about high _quality, literary experiences for,chil.-
'dren will become interested in the responses children make to books and that
the guidelines will Onerate more specific knowledge about these responses.

SUggestions for Using the Observation Guidelines
br

The guidelines have been developed for use either during. a, literary
experience or falloWing one. Each of tilese instruments is designed to help the
observer rocus on verbal arid nonverbal behaviors. Althou6 nonverbal and
verbal behaviors often occur at the same time, they are separated on the
forms for the convenience 6f the observer. The reader will also note that the
examples of verbal and nonverbal behaviors are thoSe which were discussed
earlier in this chapter. ln-each grouping of behaviors there is space for the

!Thematerial from which these instruments were derived Was obtained through the kind help of
Susan Akman, Cindy Roach. Marion Leiserson, and Lynne Sherald, teachers in the Center for
Young Children, University of tvlaryland.
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Guidelines for Observing a Child Disri:itg'4iferark Experience

The Setting: Date Time PlaceI
Child Observed Kind of Literary Experience .

.

(storytelling, film, etc.)

Other Persong Present

General Comments (e.g., Arie children free to enter and lecnie group Us they wish?)

Verbal Behaviors
Check (,) box opposite
behavior each time it occurs

Responds to Story

Asks questions about character, plot, etc.

Preets what might happen next

Repeats words, sounds, phrases in story

Relates what is happening ki story to own experiences

Other

Comments to Adult

About the story (character, setting, plot.

About another child's response or behavi
_

About own behavior
(e.g., as child imitates action in boo

Other

.!tc.)
,

or
...

,

)
N&

Comments to Other Child or Children inprOup

About the story (character, setting, plot. etc.)

About another child's behavior

About own behavior

Other

Generar CdinMerirg-That DO Not Appearto Be Rvlated
to Story orTersons in Group (e.g., "I can't see.")
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obserer to add other behaViors notiCed while working with children. These
guidelines should not be considered complete; Persons Using them are urged
to revise and add or delete items as they see fit.

It is helpful tO get information about the setting each time an observation
. - - a ' !A

literary experierice contains suggestions for describing title setting. It is
assumed that similar information will be obtained when observing young-
sters after a literary exp rien

In using these gu idelines, it is suggested that the observer place a check
(1' ) in...the box to th right of the description pf the behavior observed or
statement heard. When he observation has been completed, the checks on
the guideline will tell_whi behaviors occurred and how often. The format
for recording may be revised to obtain other kinds of information, such as the
sequence in which the behaviors occurred.

It is important to,note that the guidelines as they apPear do not . have:to
be ed in their, entirety. An observer may want to focus on a child's verbal
ikponses to a story. In that case, only the first grouping of verbal behaviors
on,, the guideline for observing a child during a literary experience will ,be
used. Or, if an observer wanted to compare a child's verbal responses during
a story with those, after a story, he or she would use the "Responds to Story"
category under "Verbal Behaviors" on the formlot observing a child during a
literary experience and the "Veibal Comments" grouping on the guideline for

Nonverbal Behaviors (During Story)

Responds to Story

Larger Body Movements

Walk's to person holding book.
or stands lOoking at book

Imitates action in-story when
-&ctiorrinvolveslarger bodymovements

Other

Check ( bo3c 'opposite
behauioi each time it occif s

Smaller Body Movements 'and Facial Expressions

Points to illustrations

Smiles, laughs

Opens ey.es wide

Other

General Nonverbal Behaviors That Do NOt Appear to Be
Directed at Another Person or in Response to Story .

_ .



ReSponses to Literature

after an experience. The observer should feel free to combine categories or
use" therm, singly as indivicipal purposes dictate. Also, these guidelines are
designed to observe a single child, but they can be revised to catch the re-
sponses of more tpan one, child.

. An observer may want to watch a child respona to different literary
eiperiences over a period of time. For example, how does a ,child respond
when The Five Chinese Brothers (Bishop, 1938) is read and when it is told
using A flannel board? An observer may also want to obse0e different Chil-
dren as they respond to the same literary experience. Forqnstance, we might
note how closely children-attend to the 'turning of pages in a book such as

v! Everybody Needs a Rotle (Baylor, 1974) where consecutive step-by-Step
rules for finding a rock are given 9R:successive pages.

In addition tO noting childre&S sPontaneous responses to literature, we
can 'solicit responses in d variety of WayskNe can slan literature activities

151

3

- ------ _ - -

Guidelines for Observing a Child After a Literary Experience

Child Observed

Experience or Experiences Responded tb
(i.e., title of'book, filmstrip. etc.)

yerba1Comments

Are youzoing to read that book again?

May I take the book home with me?

I didn't like the film we saw this morning.

My mommy bought me that book.

Lersmake a garden like the one in the boo

Others

Nonverbal Behaviors

Takes book from table or book

Leafs through book with a friend.

Draws picture like oiv in the, book.

Gives book to a friend.

Makes a macaroni nkklace as in book.

Check ( 1" box opposite
baapior each time it occurs

T

,.

Does creative movements like those in book.

Tries tricks shown in book or film.

-Others.

4
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that invite children to become actively involved, and we can engage children
in conversations about books by asking them questions related to the books
or other literature- mateirials. For example, we Might incliide"in a dresSlup
area of the classroom a group of books which might enconrage children to
engage in dramatic play. Books such as Uncle). Christopher's Hat (Callahan;
1972) and I Like°Old Clothes (Hoberman, 1976)could be presented, and we
could obserVg children's respOnses to these materials. When we discas with
a child books such as Nothing Ever Happen's on My Block (Raskin, 1966) or
Puzzles (Wildsmith, 1970), we can get some idea of his or her ability to note
inconsiStelicies;between illustrations and texts and also the ability to pick out
details in configurations. After having met and talked with a child froth
another part of the country or the world or after having listened to other-
students tell about their hobbies or work, children .could be asked to recom-
mend books they think their guests might enjoy. We migbt also ask a child
who has selected a book he or she likes to fiiid another most like it and tell
why it was chosen. For-example, if Owliver (Kraus, 1974) is a favorite of a
child, we might ask him or her to find another book that is indst like it.

EXAMINING AND USING RECORDS QF RESPONSES

Once children'A. responses have been recorded, the next step is to care-
fully examine the records to see what they might suggest for future planning .

of literary experiences, as well as for future observing and recording. How
this is done and the extent to which we do it are determined by our individual
situations. The following suggestions for examining and applying the infor-
rnationgained are offered as starting points. Hopefully, readers will begin to
develop their own procedures.

The guidelines for observing that have been presented in this chapter
4 might be used to cr.Thin some idea e ho- much a child responds to literature,

qther he , sL II-, :-, more nonverbal Kian verbal expressions as a response,.
,i whether the responses chnn5. over 'me or , ,t I, ,,' ''rent literary experi-,
ences. It a! .0 Wuuld be pos,i,5, a, determine whether a child usually reacts to

._similar elements_ in a_stoEy_anci_wheilier_a:_childA.Ises. aiimiteenutnber of. .s., .,
communicative behaviors to express reactions. If several obSwations of one
child are made, it Would be possible to compare responses in different set-4

tings. For instance, do a chigd's responses to In the Night. Kitchen (Sendak,
.

1970) differ .when he or she hears the story told in a large group and when
the child and a friend read the book together? If the responses are"..tlitterent,- t 9:' 1,-,-..how do they differ? An observer could also gain some evidence.,68 to how
aware the child is of dthers in the setting: how does he or she.respond to
other's comments about the story and what does he or she, say tO others?

-
Specific information about children's responses to literature can help us

plan better for individual children. As a result of becomirlg more tareof,a
child's verbal and nonverbal resPonses, we might know-better w,h41.4kictkhijd
is interested in, likes or dislikes, doesn't undelstand, and would like ianow
more about. Careful observation of children--also-helps to -reveal what-Aey

(3 0
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bring to, a literary experience and what they take from it. How do theY re-
NspondgAiumor, to sadness, to excitement in books?

In laddition to helping us improve the quality of literary experiences,
,inforthation about children's responses to literature can ,guide us in revising
Protedures for becoming moie aware of theSe responseS: As observational

idelines are used, the need to revise them becOmes apparent,..New forms
may need to be developed, and with new orms come new
queStions which can extend our hOrizons and those of the children. The
appreciation of literature by young children should have no bounds. Studying
the ways young children respond to literature and incorporating that knowl-
edge into classroom practice make possible a More intimate matchini of
books and children, thus improving the chances that edch encountet children
have with literature will lead them tosj deeper appreciation of it.

CHILDREN'S BOOK REFERENCES

Aaylor, Byrd. Everybody Needs a Rock. Illus. by Peter Parnall. Scribner, 1,974.
J-

Sometimes I Dance Mountains. Illus. by Ken longternps. Photographs
by Bill Sears. Scribner, 1973.

Bishop, Claire Hucket. The Five Chinese Brothers. Illus. by Kurt Wiese. Coward,
1938.

Callahan, Dorothy. Under Christopher's Hat. Scribner, 1972.

Emberley, Barbara. , ler Hoff. Illus. by Ed _.'inberley. Prentice-Hall,,1967. PB.

Feelings, Muriel. Muja Means One: A Swahili Counting Book. Illus. by To
Dial, 1971.

Feeling's.

Greenfield, Eloise. She Come Bringing Me That Little Bar Girl. Illus. b. Step-
toe. Lippincott, 1 074

Hoberrnan, Mar_ .\141 L..ce Old Clofhe, . Illus. oy Jacqueline Chwast. Kno-pf, 1976.

Jarrell, Mary. The Knee Baby. Illus. by Symeon Shirnin. Farrar, 1973.

Kraus, Robert, Owliver. Illus. by Jose Aruego and Ariane Dewey. Windmill/Dutton,
1974.

4

Kroll, Steven. TheTQ1Wosaurus Game. Illus. by_Tomie de Paola. Holiday House,
1976.

Raskin, Ellen. Nothing Ever Happens on My Block. Atheneum, 1966. PB: Scholastic
Book Services.

Sendak, Maurice. In the Night Kitchen., Harper, 1970.

Wildsrnith, Brian. Brian Wildsmith's 'Puzzles. Watts, 1970.

PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES

Coller, Alan.R. Systems for the Observation of Classroom Behavior in Early Child-
hood Education. Urbana, Ill.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood
Education, 1972.
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Good lad, John I., and M. Frances Klein. Looking Behind the Classroom Docir. 2nd
ed. Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing, 1974.

A general overview of observing in schools. ., . .

Hennings, Dorothy Grant. Smiles, Nods, and Pauses: Activities to Enrich Children's
Communication Skills. New York: Citation Press, 1974..

Huck, Charlotte S. Children's Literature in the Elementary School. 3rd ed. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976.

Lindberg, Lucile, and Rita Swedlow. Early ChildhoOd Education: A Guide for
Obserbation and Participation. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1976.

Chapter 16 deals specifically with books and stories.
Lundsteen, Sara W. Children Learn to Communicate. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:

Prentice-Hall, 1976.
Observation of . children's responses is highlighted -throughout this lan-

guage arts tegt.

Purves, Alan C., and Richard Beach. Litirature and the Reader: Research in Re-
sponse to Literature, Reading Interests, and the Teaching of Literature.
Urbana, Ill.: National COuncil of Teachers of English, 1972.

Roderic.I.c,Je.ssie A., Diane M. Lee, and Louise M. Berman. Observation: Basis for
Planning, Implementing, and Evaluating, Occasional Paper 16. College
Park, Md.: UniVgjsity of Maryland, C4ter for Young Children, 1975.

Contains a variety of observational guidelines developed in the Center for
Young Children.

Ross, Ramon R. Storyteller. Co1umbus,,Ohio: Charles E. 1972.
Chapter 2, "People to\ People," has suggestions for observing a person

telling a story.

T?lompson, James. Beyond Words: Nonverbpl Communication in the Classroom.
New York: Citation Press, 1973.

White, Mary Lou. Children's Literature: Critiosm and Response .-Coltimbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1976.

Chapter 5, "Helping Chilaren Respond to Liferature," as well as the other
chapters, contains practical suggestions and activities. -
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100 BEST BOOKS AND AUTHORS
. FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

a

he idea for identifying a basic collection of
good books for young children was pre-

sented early in the discussion of the Committee on Literary Experiences for
Preschool Children. We wanted to share with others the specific books that
we had used to bring a light to children's eyes and that warmed children's
bearts and our own. We wanted to tell others about certain books that were
perennial favorite's with children from many different backgrounds. As
each submitted our lists, certainauthors' names reappeared. One per n

- would like Ezra Jack Keats's The Snowy Day best, whereas another w
like Whistle for Wilhe best. Finally, we decided to list outstanding aut ors
and each of their books that we have found to be most popular with young
children. There are a few authors for whom only one book is listed, but the

.1.4ippeal of that one book was such that it is indudedhere.
_

The -list of authors cited here can serve as a basic guide for selecting
books for young childi-en. Their work has consistently reflected both quality
and appeal for children. It is highly probable that other work by these people.),

reflect a similar quality and appeal.

So)e books-on the list are particularly appropriate for certain activities.
We do not think of reading Wanda Gag's Mi1lio5s of Cats without asking
children to join in on the refrain.,We have indicated possible activities for
specific books. You will think of many other ways to enhance children's -
appreciation of good books. Your primary task is to get children and books
together.

.!
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156 100 Best Books and Authors or YoUng Children

,
Aldis, Dorothy. All Together:- ht d ' s Treasury of Versel-Iilus. by Marjorieb

Flatk, Margaret Frieman, and Helen Jameson. Putnam, 1952.
A collection of 144.- lioems for young children. If you read aloud

from it often, chilcIren will waRt to read it alone.
See also: 'Favorite Poems of Dorothy Aldis? Putnam, 1970.

Adams, Adrienne, illus. liahsel and Gine?. Trans. by Charles Scribner, Jr.
Scribner, 1975.

t_Fation .8 V

,edition of a favorite tale. Read aloud, dramatize, inalce 4 gingerbread
house. l.-"'. 4 -T.t.a. , . . ..":i.See also: Therahoeinakerand the Elves. Scribner, 1960. P.
t,..!,

.

1975,: ,., .. ..
rson, Brian Cot,,i and Custard:1141s. by -Helen Oxenbury. .Morrow,

1
A .neW blillection of well-lilustrtited Mother.- tdose. For reading

aloud,and i-eadirt alone: At
Alexander, Martha. Bobo's bream:Dial, 1970. PB.: Scholastic Book Services.

A wordless bOok that young childrWcanireed alone. Tape record
children's versions of the story.
See also:. I'll Protect YOu from the Junga'13easts. Dial, 1973. .

Nobody Asked Me If I Wdnted a Baby Sist&r. Dial,;1971.
Out, Out, Ont. Dial, 1968.

Anno,. Mitsumasa. Anno's Alphabet: An.Adtenture in Imagination. Crowell,
1975.

Letters of the alphabet look as if they were made of wood, With.eac,h
represented by a large, clear, but unusul object on a facing page:, The
borders of the pages contain many other objects representing. each
letter, but they require careful searching. .. L

Bemelmans, LuClwig. Madeline. Viking,1939.PB.
Madeline is the smallest of.the twelve little girls, in two straight

lines, who live in Miss Clavel's boarding school. Her surprise appen-
dectomy makes her. the *envy of the other girls. An old favorite with
rhyming text and Bemetinans'. expressionistic and child-like Wafer
color illustPatiOns. Read aloud.
See-also: Madeline and the Bad Hat. Viking, 1956. PB.

Madeline in London. Viking, 1961. PB:
Madeline 's Rescue. Viking, 1953. PB.

Bodecker, N. M. It's Raining Said John Twaining. Atheneum,- 1973.
Danish nursery rhymes translated and illustrated by Bodecker.

Children will join in after.hearing them 'a few times.

Brown, Marcia. The Three Billy Gpats, Gruff. Harcourt, 1957. PB.
The tfaditional tale of the three goats who had to outdo the troll to

get to the good grass on the hillside. Brown's crayon and gouache
illustrations seem just right for a Norwegian countryside. Lends itself
to dramatization.
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100 Best Book's aird Authors for Young Children

. .

also:, All Butterflies, Scribner, 1974 .

The Bun:. A Tale from,Russia. Harcourt, 1972.
How, Hippo. Scribner-, 1969:1?13..
Once a Mouse. Scribner, 1961,
Stone Soup. Scribner, 1947. PB.

Brown, Margaret Wise. Four Fur Feet. Illus....12w Remy Char lip. Addison-
, Wesley, 1961. <17;

All that is shown of the animal in this story is its four fur feet. As it
walks around the world, the *reader must turn the'book in order that
the feet stay at the top of the page (and on the top of the earth). Repe-
tition of the refrin is good for choral speaking.
See also: Gooirnight Moon. Illus. by Clement Hurd. Harper, 1947.

The Importata Bcok Illus. by .Leonard Weisgard. Harper,
1949.

Nibble, Nibble. Illus. by Leonard Weisgard.z5 Addison
Wesley, 1959.

The Runaway Bunny. Illus. by Clement Hurd. Harper,
1942, 1972.

Buckley, Helen E. Grandfather and I. Illus. by Paul Galdone. LothroP, 1959..)
A young boy and his grandfather like to take walks together

because neither is in a hurry. The feelingof love for and enjoyment of
each (1)14r permeates the story. Read aloud. Discusgion.
See also: Grand rand [Illus. by Paul Galdone. Lothrop, 1961.

Micha Is Brave, Illus. by Emily A. Mcc,ully. Lothrop, 1971.
irk.

My Sister and I. Illus. by Paul Galdone. Lothrop, 1963.

Burningham, John. Mr. Gumpy's Outing. Holt, 1971
Mr: Gumpy agregs to take two children and a variety of animals for

a ride in his boat but warns each not to do certain things.,All do just
what they were not to do. Phe boat tips, they all get Wet, and Mr.
Gumpy good naturedly invites them all to his home for tea. Repetitive
plot is good for a flannel hoard story.
See also: Mr. Gumpy's Motorcar. Macmillan, 1975.

Seasons. Bohhs-Merrill, 1970.
John Burningharn's ABC'. Bohbs-Merrill, 1967

Burton, Virginia Lee. Alike Mulligan and His SteaM Shovel. floughton, j9 9.
Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel Mary Ann find a nekv jolzf; er

modern engines replace,stearn shovelspead aloud. Create altenate
endings.
See'also: Katy and the Ilia SnoW:f loughton, 1943. PB.

.. The'Little House. Houghton, 1942,

Carle, Eric. TIW Very Hungry. Caterpillar. Collins-World, 1970.
A caterpillar eats-its way through the days of the week apci fhroiigh

the pages of the hook. The vivid use of color and hold design plus the
'holes left hy the hungry caterpillar invite children's participation.
See also:;bo You, Want to Be My Friend:? Crowell, 1971.

I .' 2: :3 to the Zoo. Collins-World, 1968. z

I 6 5
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Clifton., Lucille.' SGr'n'e of the Days of Everett Anderson. Illus. by Evaline
Miss. Holt; '1970. PB.

A book of poems a'boul a week in the life of active six-year-old
Everett Anderson, who is "black and runs and loves to hopY Read
aloud. Discussion.
See also: The .Boy WhoDidn't- Believe in Spring. Illus. by Brinton

Turkle. Dutton, 1973.
My Brother Fine with Me. Illus. by Moneta Barnett. Holt,

1975.

Cohen, Miriam. Will I Have a FrZnd? Illus..by Lillian Hoban. Macmillan,
1967: PB,

A preschooler's concern for finding a friend during hiS first 'day in
school. SitUations appear true to whatactua4y happens in many pre-
school programs aloud. Discus,sion.
See also: Best Fi-ie,illus. b:y Lillian Hoban. Macmillan, 197 V. PB.

de Angeli, Marguerite. Book of Nursery and Mother Goose Rhymes. Double-
day, 1953.

Hundreds of favorite verses in a beautifully illustrated book. Read
aloud. Choral speaking. Dramatize. Browsing.

de Paola, Tomie. Strega IVona. Prentice-Hall, 1975. "\
Strega Nona's magic chant is ovei`h-eard and misused, which creates

a disaster. Read'aloud. COok spaghetti. Dramatize.
:---Nee also: Charlie Needs a Cloak. Prentice-Hall, 1974.

The Cloud Book. Holiday House, 1975.
Watch Out for Chicken. Feet in Your koup. Orentice-Hall,

1

197

de Revilers, Beatrice Schenk. May I Bring a Friend?Illus. by Beni MontreSor.
'Atheneum, 1964, PB.

A boy is invited to ha.ve tea with the king 'and queep,.and each time
tie goes, he takes a different animal friend, most of whom perform
funny antics. illustrations reSernble stage settings andare arranged so
the readers can anticipate which triend co,mes next. Reymed text is
good for choral speaking.

Sec also: A Little House of Your Own, illus. by)rene Haas..Harcourt,
1955. ,*

floe ms .Children Will Sit Still For. Citation, 1969. year:
Scholastic.Book Services..

,
giDomanska, Janina. The Turnip. Macmillan, 1969. PB. ?* *,

- A great deal of help is needed to harvest a turnip. SurpriSingly,
tiny bird makes the difference, Compare' with dtherversions of. the
same tale.

)'See ,also: Dill, Dan, Don. It:s Christ4as. Greenwillow, 1975.
/Suit, u Ship cl-Sailing. Macmillan, 1971
If011 the Sec's Were One SeCI, Macmillan', 1971.
Siring Is. Greenwillow, 197,6.
Whcit BuYou See? Macmillan, 1974,,

4



100 Best Books and Authors or Young bhildren'

Duvdisin, Roger: Petunia. Knopf, 1950. PB.
Petunia learns that it takes more than carrying a 1Ook around to

make .one wise. Read aloud.
See also: Petunia, I Love You'. Knopf, 1965.

7 Petunia's Treasure. Knopf, 1975.
Veronica. Knopf, 1961:,..PB.

Emberley, Barbara. Drummer Hoff. Illus.. by Ed Ernberley.
1967. PB.

Written in repetitive verse; tells of the firing of a cannon and the
events leading up to it. This, book is excellent for .83,1aders and
listeners and for joining in on the refrain. ,

See also: Simon's Song. Illus. by EdEmberley. Prentice-Hall, 1969.
PB,

Emberley, Ed. London Bridge Is Falling Down. Little, 1967.
The familiar nursery song is presented, with lively illustrations that

will invite children to sing along.

Ets, Marie Hall. Play with Me. Viking, 1955. PB.
The animals run away when the little girl tries to catch theM, but

they come back when she Sits quietly. Dramatize.
See also: Gilberto and the Wind. Viking, 1963. PB.

In theForest. Viking, 1974. PB. .

Talking without Words. Viking, 1968.

Feelings, Muriel. 'Moja Means One A Swahili Counting Book. llkis. by Tom
Feelings,. Dial, 1971.

The number's from one to ten in Swahili (and English, of course).
Designed to acquaint children with life in a West African Country.
Develops concepts of numbs.
See also: Jumbo Mewis Hello: A Swahili Alpluihet Book Illus. by Tom

Feelings. Dial, 1974.

Fisher, Aileen. Cricket in u Thicket. Illus. by Feodor Rojankovsky. Scribner,
1963. PI3.

A collection of nature poems for young children.Read aloud, read
olone, and read together.
See also: Feathered Ones find Furry. Illus. by Eric Carle. Crowell,

1971.
Going Barefoot. lllus..by Adrienne Adams. Crowell, 1960.
I Like Weather. Illus.' by Janina Domanska..Krotvell, 1963.
In One Dodr and Out the Other: A Book of Poems.-1llus. by

Lillian Hoban. Cro'well, 19.69.
In the Middle of thei_Night. Illus. by Adrienne Adams.

C4.(rowell, 1965.
In the Woods, in the Meadow. in the Sky. Illus. by Margot

Tomes. Scribner, 1965.
Listen Rcibbit. Illus. by Symeon Shimin. Crowell, 1964.

1 6 7
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160. 100 Best Books and Authors for Young Children
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The Ways of Aniinals. Bowniar, .1973: Ten books., ten filM-'
st4S, caSsettes otirecords; and .teacher!s-guide4,!,

Wkore Doe's goeryone Go? 'plus": by Adrienne Adarris.
Crowell, 1461. ' 4

laelMarjorie. Ask Mr. Bear. Macmillan, 1932, 1958. PB.
Dannyasks the Advice of succe.ssion of animals as be trieq to

decide<in a bitthOzy present for his mother. Pinally Mr, Bear proxtdei
an acceptable ansla big bir,ih-daAeli hug. The surpriSe ending,
and therepetitive plot make-this.a.good one for the flannel board:
See also: The Stony abou4 Ping. /11u0530Kurt WieSe. Viking; 1933.

PB. .

Freeman, Don. Dandelion, Viking, 1964. PB.
Dandelion, a lion with a most expressive face, is invited to a come-

as2you-are party, but rather than following this suggestion, he gets a .

haircut, buys new clothes, and is. subsequently not recognized by the
hostess. A rainstorm restores his Usual looks, and'Dandelion learns to
be himself. Read aloud. Discussion.
See also: Corduro. Viking, 1968. PB.

Mop Top. Viking, 1955. PB.
Quiet! There's u Canary in the Library. Golden Gate, 1969.

G g, Wanda. Millions of Cuts. Coward, 1928.
A lonely little old man goes off to find a cat for himself and his

lonely wife. He returns with "hundreds of cats, thousands of cats,
millions and billions and trillions of cats." A terrible fight eliminates
all but one. Told in the style of a folktale, the repetition of the refrain
invites participation.
See also: Nothing ut All. Coward, 1928.

Galdone, Paul. The Frog Prince. McGraw, 1975.
Galdone has illustrated ilnany of the favorite old tales. Many ,can be

dramatized; compared with other versions of the tales, and don on
the flannel board. All should he read aloud often.
See also: 'The Gingerbread Boy. Se"abury, 1975.

Ilenny Penny. Seabury, 1968.
he House That JUck l3uilt. McGraw, 1961,

The Little Rcd Hen Seabury, I973. PB: Scholastic Book
Services.

Little Rept Ridiug Hood. McGraw, 1974.
-The OldWoman and Her Pig. McGraw, 1960.
Th e Three Bears. Seabury, 1972. PB: Scholastic Book

'Services.,
The Three Billy Goats Gruff. Seabury, 1973.
The Three Little Pigs. Seabury., 1970.

Geisel, Theodor,S. I Dr. Seussl . Horton Hutches the,Egg. Random, 1940.
florton, the elephant who is 100 percent faithful, sits on the cgg of

lazy Maizy as promised, and despite many trials and tribulations, he
successfully hatches an elephant bird. Read aloud, Children will pick
up the repetitive refrain.

1 8
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100Best BoOks cmd Authoig-lor Young Ch'ildren.

,

See also: A.ndit9 Think That I Saw it on Mulberry Street. Vanguard:
19371:

Fivo Hundred Hats of Bartholoinew Cubbins.. Vanguard,'
1938.

Horton Hears a Who. Random, 1954.

Ginsburg, Mirra. Mushroom in-the Rai-n. Illus. by Jose Aruego and Ariane
.Dewey. Macmillan, 1.974.

The mushroom grows to provicle shelter for all the animals who
Want ,to get in out of the rain. Compare with Tresselt's The Mitten.
See also: The Chick and the Duckling. Illus. by Jose Avuego and -

Ariane Aruego. Macmillan, 1972..

Goodall, John S. Naughty Nancy. Atheneum, 1975.
Nancy was supposed to be ifle flower girl -in her sister's wedding,

but she finds more, interesting things to do. A Wordless book good for
storytelling. Tape record children's versions of the story.
See also: jacko. Harcourt, 1971.

7'he Adventures' of Paddy Pork. HarcoUrt, 19,68.
The Midnight Adventures of 'Kelly, Doi and Esmeralda.

Atheneutn, 1972.
Paddy's Evening Out. Atheneum, 1973.
Shrewbettina's Birthday. Harcourt, 1971,

Greenfield, Eloise. She Come Bringing Me That Little Baby Girl. Illus. by
John Steptoe. Lippincott, 1974.

Sibling rivalry is portrayed anew as a boy dislikes the attention
paid to hiS new sister. Finding out.that his mother was once a baby
.girl helps the boy overcome the _resentment. Natural black dialect is
used to express a univa.sal feeling. Read aloud. Discussion.

, Hill, Elizabeth Starr. Euan's Corner. Illus. by Naney Grossman. Holt, 1967.
PB.

A young boy's need to estabiish a place of his own in a crowded
partment. Plan your own private place. COMpare with de Regniers.

A Little House of Your Own.

I lohan, Russell. A Birthday for Frufru'es. Illus. by Lillian Hoban. Harper,
1968.

Frances suffers pangs of j.:,:.usy when the family prepares tom,.
celebrate her little sister's birthday; spending two whale allowances
for a gift is almost more than she can bear. Read aloud. Discussion.
See also: A Baby Stster for Frances. Illus. by Lillian Hoban. Harper,

1964.
Bargain for Frances. Illus. ,by Lillian Hoban. Harper,,
1910.

Redtinie for Frana's. Illus. by Garth Williams. Harper,
1960.

Hest Friends for- Fra.nces Illus. hy Lillian Iloban. Harper,
1969.

Bread and Jam f6r Frances. Illus. hv Lillian I lohan. I larpei .

1964. PB: Scholastic Book Services.

1 6.9
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Hobabl,.Tana.,Look4Vain: Macmillan, 1971. .

Plain white f;rames invite the viewer to.predict what lies on the next
page and to vieW again the one just passed.;
See also: :Big Cones, Little Ones. Greenwillow, 1976.

Circles, Triangle§ and Squares. Macmillhn, 1974.
Count and See. Macmillan, 1972. PB.
Dig. DrillDump, Fill. Greenwillow, 1975.
Over. Under. and Through and Other Spatial Concepts.

Macmillan, 1973.
Push Pull, Empty Full:. A Book of Opposites Macmillan,

1972. PB.
'Shapes and Things. Macmillan1970.
Where Is.1qMamillan, 1974.

Ilogrogian, Nonny: One.Fine. Duy. Macmillan, 1971. PB.
The fox gets his ta;ll chopped off for drinking the old woman's milk.

He travels far.,before he can find anyone to coo'perate in helping him
get his tail back. Plot. apt action. Make a mural. Dramatize.
See also: Rcioster Brotkir. Macmillan, 1974.

Ilutthins, Pat. Rosiets. Walk. 44-CKillan, 1968. PB.
Rbsie's life is charrnedjdr-e'very time the fox tries to catch her some

fortunaWaident preVe*bim. Rosie saunters happily along with a
twinkle in her eye that "S''' eSts she planned all the "accidents." Plot
the action. Drarnatize.
See also: Changes, C.L. Macmillan, 1971. PB.

. t
Clocks and Afftite Clocks. Macmillan, 1970. P13.
Don't Forget th'e Bacon. Greenwilldw, 1976.
Goodnight.00.Macmillan, 1972.15B.
The Surprise Party. Macmillan, 1969. PB.
Titc.h. Macmillan, 1971. PB.

Jeffers. Susan. Three Jocial Ilunt.vmen: A Mother Goose Rhyine BradlDury,
1973.

'1..ht three hunters do not see all the anirrials hidden in the forest but
children will find them: Read alond. Read alone.
See also: All the Pretty Horses, Macmillan, 1974.

Johnson. Crock;e.p. Hawld and the Purple Crayon. Harper, 1955.
'

Throld solves fiis problems kby drawing himself a make-believe
wo r41. with his purple crayon. Storytelling. RollerMovie..
See also: A Picture for Haroid's R'oom. Harper, 1960. PB: Scholastic

Book Savices.

Keats, Ezra Jack. TIreSnowy Day. Viking, 1962. B. 4
Peter is a black chiki having fun in the snow, expertimenting with

making tracks, angels, and snowmen. He:discovers the snowball he
saved has melted. .
See also: Goggles. MacMillan, 1970.'1'13.

Hi, Cut Macmillan, 1970, PB.
Louie. Greenwillow, 1975..

:ari



100 Best Books and Authors for Young Children

Pet Show. Macmillan, 1972. PB.1'

Peter's Chair. 1-1.atper, 1967.
Whisile for Willie. Viking, 1964. PB.

Kellogg, Steven.-There Was an Old Woman. Parents, 1974.
A humorous version of a favorite song. This cumulative tale can be

told with a flannel board. Sing along.

Kent, Jack. The Blah. Parents, 1970. -

, A story for kids who think that,nobody pays.any attention to them.
Billy doesn't think anybody has tiitelie for him; in fact, he thinks henlust
be a Blah. So Billy creates a whole army of Blahs and has great fun.
See also: The Egg Book. Macmillan, 1975.

The Fat Cat: A Danish Folktale. Parents, 1971. PB: Scho-
lastic Book Services.

163

Kraus, Robert. Whose Mouse Ar) V,ou? Illus. by Jose .Aruego. Macmillan, ,-

1970. PB.
A simple rhyming story in whiCh a mouse answers questions about

his missing family. Children give his answers after the first reading.
.. See also: Herman the Helper. Ilhis.'by Jose Aruego pnd Ariane

r' Dewey. Windmill, 1974.
Leo the Late Bloomer. Illus. by Jose Aruego. Windmill,

1971. PB.
Milton the Early Riser. Illus. by Jose Aruego and Ariane
r Dewey. Windmill, 1972.
Three Friends. Illus. by Jose Aruego and Ariane Dewey.
' Windmill, 1975.

Krauss, Ruth. Tlie Carrot Seee. Illus. by trockett Johnson. Harper, 1945.
PB: ScholAstic Book Services.

A simple story of a chileFplanting'a seed which no one else believes
will come up. The surprising climax i'estores faith. Songs, repetition,
f4annel board story, drarriatization follow the reading.
See also: The Backward Day. Illus. by Marc Simont. Harper, 1-950.

(A Hole Is to Dig Illus. by Maurice Sendak. Flarper, 1952.
A Veryl Sperud House Illus. by Maurice Sendak. Harper.

1953.

Kuskin, Karla. The Rose on My Cu.ke. I lamer. 1964.
Whimsical poetry with simple line drawings. tic-ad aloud 0101,11

speaking. I

See also:, Just Like Eueryone Else, Harper. 1959.

.Langstaff,sJo,hn. Over in the'Meadow. Illus. by Feodor Rojankovs+y. I lar-
court, 19 . PB.

Num nceptg -are presented in verse and sohg. Read and sing
P.

along.
.See also: Froyyent ti Courtin Illus. by Feodor Rojankovsky. lIar-

court, .`1955. PB.
1

Oh. A-Minting We Will Go. Illus. by Nancy Winslow Par-
ker.Atheneum., 1974
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Lexau, Jon M Ernily and. the KlunkY Baby. itniiiiheNe_Xt Door D9i.g. Illus. by
'Martha Alexander. Dial,,1972.

Emily's parents are divorced and her mother is tob busY to Olaywifii
her. She runs aWajf from kome with her klunky baby brother hoping
to findtheit daddy. Discussidn. Redd aloud. .

See also; Beniii. Illus. by Don Bolognese. Dial, f964.
Be,njie on I-4s Own. Uhl's. by Don Bolognese. Dial, 1978.

by Robert Weaver. Dial, 1971.

Litidgren, Astrid. The Totnten7 Illus. by-Harald Wiberg Coward, 1061.
The Tornten,is a troll who wandeis around the farm; seen only by

animals, never by people': In the cold of winter he relsures the ani-
,

mals that spring will come, repeating the same refrain. Choral
speaking.

'See also: The Thmten and the Fox. illus. by Harald Wiberg. Coward,,
1966.

Lionni, Leo. Switnmy. pantheon, 1963. .
Swimrny helps the other little fish by showing them how to swirp

together to escape from'the big fish.. Mobile's, murals. Creative dra-:
matics.
See also: Alexander and the Wind Up Mouse. Panthefore1969 PB.

Fish is Fish. Pntheon, 1970. PB.
Frederick. Pa th, 1967.
Little Blue and Little Yellow. Astor-Honor, 1959.

,Pezietire. Pantheon, 1975. :

Lobel., Arnold. Frog and 'Toad Together. Harper, 1972.
A easy-to-read story with' lots of .humor and characterization.

ee also: Frog and Thad Are Friends. Harper, 1i3170.-
( Hansel and Gretel. Delacorte, 1971.

Mouse Tales: Harper, 1972.
Ow/ ut Home. Harper, 1975.

McCloskey, Robert. Make Way for Ducklings. Viking, 1941. PB.'
A mother and father mallard must find a new home in the city for

their'family of ducIlings. On the way to their island IA the Charles
River, the ducks stop traffic with the aid of a friendfy po,licetnan. Read
aloud.
See also: 8lueberries for Sul. Viking, 1948. PE3

One Morning in Maine. Vikingl 952. 1I3.

McCord, David. El'('?n1 Titite 1 Climb a Tree. 111u8. by Marc Simont. -Little,
1967.

Twenty-five poems in picture book format, including "The Pickety
Fence," "Pad and Pencil,- and "This Is My Rock.'t
See alSo: Star, in the Pail. Illus. by M'arc Simon!. Little, 1975.

Manshall, James. George cind Martha. Hougllton, 1972. PB.
A series of stories. about. tto greatwhippopotamus churns. Create

new stories about George and° Martha.
1 ri )
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See also: George and MarthaEncore. HoughtOn, 1973;
. The Guest. Houghton, 1975.

YuMmers, Houghton, 1973.

'Massie, Diane. Dazzle. Parents, 1969,,
&magnificent peaeock who proclaims, himself lord of,the jungle is

challenged by the lion-. Creative dramatics.
See also: Walter Was a Frog. Scribner, 1970..

Matthiesen, Thomas. ABC: An Alphabet Book. Platt and Munk, .1i.968.
An alphabet boolC illustrated with 'simple color photographs of

common everyday objects.
See also: Things to See: A Child's World of Familiar Objects. Platt

and Munk, 1966.

Mayer, Mercer. Frog, Where Are You? Dial, 1969.-4
One of several wordless books about Frog. Create new stories.

S6e also: A Boy, a Dog, and a Frog. Dial, 1967.
Frog Goes to Dinner. Dial, 1974.
One Frog Too Many (with Marianna Mayer). Di. 1975.

165

Milne, A. A. When We Were Very Young. Illus. by E. H. Shepard. Dutton,"
1924. PB: Dell.

A collection of poems written for khe author's son. Favorites for
mentrization.
See also: Naik We Are Six. Dutton, 1927. PB: Dell.

,Minarik, Else Holmelund. Little Becir. Illus. by Maurice Sendak. Harper,
1957.

'A collection of four tories: Little Bear plays in the snow, makes
"birthday soup,' pretends to go to the moon, and finally talks with his
mother at bedtime.
See also: Father Bear Comes Home Illus. by Maurice Sendak.

Harper, 1959. '
A Kiss for Little Bear. Illus. by Maurice Sendak. Harper,

1968.
Little Bear's Friend. Illus. ,by Maurice Sen,dak. Harper.

1960.
,Little Beat Visa. Illus. by Maurice Sendak. Harper, 1961.

Mosd, Arlene. Tikki Tikk, Tenth() Illus. by Blair Lent_Holt, 1968.
Tikki Tikki TemOis long name pearly costs him his life in .this tale

which explains why Chinese namet are now so short. Choral speak-
ing. Creative dramaticS.
See also: The FunnY Little Woman,. Illus. by Blair Lent. Dutton, 1972.

Munari, Ilruno. Bruno Munari's ABC. Collin'S-World, 1960:
- Imaginative interpretation of the letters of the alphabet in large,

cledr piCtures. Find the tiny fly which creeps onto pages that re not
his own.
See also: Animals for Sale. World Publishing, 1957.

The Birthday.Present. World Publishing, 1959,

1 7
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Bruno Munari's Zoo. Co llins-Morld,.1963.
. The Circus in the Mist. Collins-World,1975..
.Thy Elephant's Wish. World Publishing, 1959.
Tic, Tac,. and Toc. Collins-World, 1970.
Who's' There?Open the Door. World Publishing, 1g57.

Ness, Evaline. Sani, Bangs and MoOnshine. Holt, 1966. PB.
Sam (Samantha) has a cat named Bangs who talks to her. Moon-

shine is the word for all the fibs Sam tells herself. One day her Mloori-
shine tale causes real trouble. Read aloud. Discussion.
See also: Amelia Mixed the Mustard. Scribner, 1975.

Do You Have the. Time, Lydia? Dutton, 1971. PB.
Exacay Alike. Scribner, 1964.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Holt, 1972. P11.
Tom Tit Tot (by Joseph Jacobs). Scribner, 1965.
Yeck, Eck. Dutton, 1974.

Peet, Bill. The Wump World. Houghton, 1970.
.

The planet of the Wumps is invaded by the Pollution who destroy
the quiet, peaceful world ,and then move on. Child n will under-
stand the message and will engage in a lively discussion about ecology.
See also: The Ant and theWle,hant., Houghton, 1972.

Chester the World'y ig. Houghton, 1965.
The Gnats of Knot ne. Houghton, 1975.
Hubert's Hair Raerg Adventure. Houghton, 1959.

.The Pinkish, PurpliZh. Bluish Egg. Houghton, 1963.
The Whingdingdilly. Houghton, 1970.

Pierikowski, Jan. Shapes..Harvey House, 1975.
Circles, ',squares, and t iangles appear in simple line drav,;ings of

familiar lects. Three yea ds can read it alone.
Seeatso:i\lumbers. Harve tlii,use, 1975.

Piper, Watty. The Little Engine riy,i Could. Illus. by George and Doris
Hauman. Platt and Munk, 1939g1954.

The classic story of the little engino.tbac carried the trainload of
toys across the mountain top becaue4 71011 it could, it thought it

4, ..41, -could. Children repeat ,the refrain f-ea

Potter, Beatrix. The Tate of.P Warne, 1902. PB: Scholastic Book
Services.

The classi tale Or disobedierit ger Rabbit -arid his frightening
adventure in Mr. MacGregor's ádjL en3Øg with Peter:properly
chastised, -but secure and sie. Re-OA:ibis an the ott;er POlter titles
aloud.
See also: The Sly Cat.. Warne, 1906, 191'

The cile of Benjamin Bunny. Warne, -1904:PB: Dover.
,Tale of Jemirna Puddleduck. Warne, 1908, 1936.

11"Tale of Jeremy Fisher. Warne, 191)6. PB: Dover.
The n;le of Mrs. Tiggy Winkle. Warne, 1905. PB: Dover.
The Tale of "Torn Kitten. Warne, 1907.
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Prelutsky, Jack.e Pack Rat's. Day.411us. by Mai-garet BloY Graham. Mac-;

millan, 074.
Prelutsky's poems give ft-le-essence of the animal he describes from

the inside out. Choral speaking..Memvizatiom
Se'e also: Circus. Illus. by Arnold Lobel. Macmillan, 1974.

A Gopher in the Garden. Illus. by Robert Leydenfrost. Mac-
millan, 1967.

Toucans heo. Illus. by Jose Aruego. Macmillan, 1970.

Preston, Fdna Mitchell. Pop Corn and Ma GocOness. Hlus. by RoJwrt Andrew
Parker. Viking, 1969. PB.

The stOry of Pop Corn and Ma Goodness, t`heir meeting, marriage.
hardships, and good times. written in nonsensical verse and illus-
trated with simple ikatercolor paintings which enhance the rural
afrmosphere of the. book. Read aloud.
See also: Squatal.to the Moon. Little Goose Illus. by 13 rhara

eboneyNiking, 1974.
The t'Prper "Iiintrain Boo4.,- Illus. by Rainey Bennett.

Viking, 1969. PH.

Quackenbush. Robert. Clement/HE'. Lippincott, 1974.
Favorite old songs are' illustrated with zest and humorous appe'al.

Good for sing-alongs since the music is included.
See also Go fell Aunt Rlwdy. Lippincott, 1973,

The Man on ale Flying Trapeze. Lippincott. I 975:
MacDomild hicl a Farm. Lippincott, 1972.

PWCoes the Weasel and Yankee Doodle, Lippincott, 1976.
Shc 7/ Be Comin Round the %fountain. Lippincott 1973.
Skip to dt Lou. Lippincott. I 975.

There'll Be a /lot Time in 1114' Old Town Tonight. Lippin-
cott, 1974

Raskin. Filen. Nothing Ever I loppens .on %Iv Block AthenL:um. I 966. PH:
_SchoLastic.Book Services.

\11he -,Vhile a- chi1d-Teciimp1s-7' thltk nothingever happens on his
hlOCk, tlic. wildest (flings urc happening. A fire, a.rohberv. and a wild

Yer-lis..Cdccu r_nfthough he never notices a thing.
Se'eAsOci)cchic/cs. Atheneum, 1968. PR.

-.*": Who, Said Sue. Saul Whoo;) Atheneum, 1973.

Reiss, John J. Nunzbers. Bradbury PTess, I 97 I.

, Bold piCtures with lavish uof bright colors gho'w the TIEIrnbers oric
to-twenty and, by.tens, thirty to one hundred. Young 'children will
want to look through it repeatedly.
Sekralsa:COlors.. Bradbury Press, 1969.

SfO: Cur.ious George. Houghton, 1941. P13.

irst of m'any books about a monkey whose curiosily gets him
torytelling. Create new Curious George stories.

Seei' also: Cunous.Ceoriye Gets a Medal. Floughton, 1 97 PB.
Curious George Rides a Bike .Houghton. 1952. .PB.

175
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Curtous George Goes. to.-thi Hospital (with Margare4ey).
'Houghton, 1966.

Rockwell, Anne. The Three Bears and 15 Other Stories. Crowell, 1975..
Sixteen old favprites are presented here with simple illustrations.

Read aloUd. Compare with different versionS of the same tales.
Dramatize. Flannel board.

.See also: Big Boss. MacMillan, 1975. -

Games (and How to Play Them). Crowell, 1973.
Toad. Illus. by Harlow Rockwell. Doubleday, 1972.
The Toolbox. Illus. by Harlow Rockwell. Macmillan, 1971.

PB.

ceckwell, Harlow" My Doctor. Macmillan, 1973.
Large and clear illustrations show a doctor's procedures and equip-

ment. Large print and ample white space add to the visual clarity.
Browse. Discussion.,
See also: I Did It. Macmillan, 1974.

Machines (with Anne Rockwell). Macmillan, 1972.
My Dentist. GreenwilloW, 1975.
Printmaking. Doubleday, 1974.

Scott, Ann Herbert. Sam. Illus. by Symeon Shimin. McGraw, 1967.
Sam becomes upset when nothing he wants to do ortries to dois

appreciated by the members of his family. He feels rejected until the
family realizes how unhappy he is and beginstb make him feel needed
and important. Dramatize.
See also: On Mother's Lap. Illus. by Glo Coalson.'McGraw, 1972.

Segal, Lor. Te'll Me a Mitzi. Illus. by Harriet Pincus. Farrar, 1970.
Three stories which bordei- on fantasy are the result of Mitzi's pled

to her mother to "tell me a ,Mitzi" about all the things Mitzi would like
to do. Create new Mitzi stories.
See also: All the Way Home. 111us. biJames Marshall. Farrar, 1973.

The Juniper Tree and Other Thles from Grimm (Grimm
Brothers). 2 vols. Trans. by .Lore Segal 4nd Randall
Jarrell. Illus. by Maurice Sendak. Farrar, 1973. PB.

Sendak, l\Lurrce. Where the Wild Things Are. Harper, 1963.
Max wears his wolf suit, gets into mischief, is sent to.bed supper-

,less, and sails in his dreams to where the wild things are. After a wild
rumpus with the.wild thirigs, he returns to his vvy ownsoOm where
his hot supper is waiting. R'epetition dramatization,' puppetry are
naturl follow-up activities.
See also: In the.NightKitchen. Harper, 1970.

. 'Pierre and Chicpen Sout5 with Riee in ;'he Nutshell Library.
Harper, 1962.

,

,
Really Rosie, Musicby Carole Kin.g. Harper, 1975. PB.

Shulevitz, Uri. Rain,' Rain. Rivers. Farrar, 199.
Rain is described in .a variety of settings, with the child who is

1 6
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'actually experiencing the rain 1Mng 1. city. Expressive, poeti e. tekt
leads to repetition:.
See al§b: Dawh. Fdrrar,, 1..974.

The Fool of the World and the Flying Ship. Retold by Arthur
Ransome. Farrar, 1968.

(Dne Monddy'illorning. Scribner, 1967. PB.

Slobodkina, Esphyr. Caps for Sale. Addison-Wesley, 1947.
A peddler loses his caps to some mischievous monkeys. Mter much

unsuccessful 'shouting and' foot stomping, he inadvertently discovers
how to get his caps hack. Di-arhatize. Puppetry..Flannel board.

Spier, Peter. Fast-Slow, High-Low: A BookOf Opposites. Doubleday, 1972.
A book of bpposites.which presents concept§ such as size, speed,

spatial relations, quantity,itexture, and temperature through compari-
sons.
See also! Crash, Bang, Boom. Doubleday, 1972.

The Erie Canal. Doubleday, 1970. PB.
The Fox Went Illekt on a Chilly Night. Doubleday, 1,961. PB.
Gobble. Growl,T runt. Doubleday, 1971.
Hurrah. We're Outward Bound. Doubleday, 1968.
London Bridge Is.Falling Down. Doubleday, 1967.n;
The Star Spangled Banner. Doubleday, f973.
To Market, to Market. Doubleday, 1967. PB.

Steig, William. Amos and Boris. Farrar, 1971.
A friendship betwee4" Amos the mouse and Boris the whaleCom-.

pare with The Lion and the Rat.
See also: Sylvester and the Magic Pebble. Windmill, 1969: PB.

Steptoe, John. Stevie. Harper, 1969. ;

. Robert resents the intrusion of little Stevie When Stevie 4comes a,

-, boarder in his--.1-kime for a while but misse§ fiim when 14is gone.
Natural dialect catches the language style of §orne blacks.

Stobbs, William. Rumpelstiltskiii. Walck, 1970.
A vividly Illustrated edition to compare with other versions of the

Rumpelstiltskin story.
See also: Jack and the Beanstalk. Delacorte, 1969. .

Johnny Cake. Viking,,1973. PB.
Little ,Red Riding Hood, Walck, 1972.

Tolstqy, Alexei. The Great Big Enormous Turnip. Illus. bY Helen Oxehbury.
Watts, 1969.

Children can reccvnize the slight variations between this and other
turnip stories. Compare- with The Tariip 15Y.5Janina Domans,ka.
Flanhel board.

Tresselt, Alvin. Hide and Seek Fog. Illus. by Roger Duvoisin. [othrOp,
A Mood is created through, the desCription of The fog and its effect

on the lives'of people in a little fishing village. Rea-d -aloud. Make fog
pictures.

177
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See also:: The Beaver Pond. Ilk's. by Roger Dilvoisin. Lothrbp; 1970.
= The De50TI'ee. I114.bycbar1es Robinson. Parents, 1972.

It's Time Now. Il1uS:450:6gerbuvdisin. Harpet, 1969.
The Mitten. Illus. by Yaroslava. LOthrop, 1964.
Wake Up City. Illus. by Roger Duvoisin. LoarrOp, 1957.
Wake Up Farm. Illus. by Roger Duvoisin, Lothrop, 19,55.
Wkite Snow, Bright Snow. 1111,4. by Roger puvóisin. Loth-

rop, 1947. ;
The World in the Candy Egg. Illus. by Roger Duvoisin.

Lothrop, 1967.

Turkle;Brinton. Thy Friend, Obadiah, Viking, 1969. P.
Much to Obadiah's displeasure, a sea gull decides to follow him

around. Then suddenly it disappears and Ob'adiah finds himself look-
ing for the bird. He finds the sea gull and discovers a rusty fishhook
stuck in the bird's beak. After Obadiah removes the hook, the bird
again follows hiik around, but this time Obadiah enjoys his friend.
Read aloud. Discussion. ttr-

See also: The Adventures Of Obadiah. Viking. 1972 I9B.
Obadiah the Bold. Viking, I 965. PB.
The Sky Dog., Viking41969. PB.

Udry. Janice May. Letis Be Enemies. Illus. by Maurice Sendak-Flarper, 1961.
PB: Scholastic Book Services.

The trials of friendship and the ready forgiveness of young.chiklren
are Aptly portrayed. Compare with The Quarreling Book by Charlotte-
Zolotow and I'm Not Oscar's Friend Anymore by Marjorie Weinman
Sharmat (illus. by Tony DeLena;-Dutton, 1975).
See arso: Ma-ry Jo's Grandmother. Illus. by Eleanor Mill. A. Whitman,

1970.
The Moon Jumpers. Illus. by Maurice Sendai:. Harper,

1959.
A Tree Is Nice Illus. by Marc Simont. Harper, 1956.
What Mary Jo Shared. Illus. by Eleanor Mill. A. Whitman,

1966. PB: Scholaytic Book Services.
What Mary Jo Waded. Illus-. 14.E1eanor Mill. A. Whitman.

1068.

Ungeyer. Torni. orretor. Harper, 1958:PB: SchOlastic Book Services.
A pet Apoa constrictbr is used As a slide and a jump rope apd cap-

tures- a burgiaar in a hilariouslybs,ThM story. Art- activitiee'e'Stuffed
.Sni*Is. 9ibrame-. .. ,..:e, t ,, r J - ^.

.i.Se'e 40.:.' ;Zeraltia's. Ogre. Harper. 1967: ,-. . ..- ..
ts,

Viorst, JudiAlirifilexcildei-winhe Terrible, Horrible No Good,'Very Be'id Day.
Illus. by Ray Cruz. Atheneum, 1912. - .

4'The ferrible situations a young l)oy experiences ol-ione of thoselays. _

when nothing goes asi should, Creafe yourown stky ofa b41-day



See also: I'll Fix Anthony. Illus. by Arnold Label. Harper, 1969.
The Tenth Good Thing aboUt Barney. Illus. by Erik Blegvad.

Atheneum, 1971. PB.

Waber, Bernard. /ra Sleeps 0,0q.z.Houghton, 1975. PB.
Ira has no misgivingsAout spending his firSt, night sleeping at a

'friend's houseuntil his sister plants the seeds of doubt. R.,ead aloud.
Discus§ion. bramatize. ,

See also: A FireflyNamed Tdkoli4y. Houghton, 1970.
The House on East 80-h Street. Houghton,: 1962. PB.
Lyle, Lyle Ciocodite. Rip.ughton, 1965. PB.
."You LOok Ridkulous4'.. Said the RhinOceros to the Hippo-

potamus. Houghton, 196.

Watson, 00e. Father Fox7' Pennyihymes. Illus. by Wendy Watsdn:
Crowell, 1971. PB: ScholastiC Book Services.

Father Fox sings happy nurSery rhymes With bouncy, rhythmic, and
often nonsensical word play. Repetition is a natural outcoMe of hear-
ing the verso.

Ward, Lynde The Bigggst Bear. Houghtoti, 1952. PB.
Johnny Orchard finds a-bear Jib in the forest and takes him home

. to care f9,- him, never reVzing that as the bear grOws in size, so will
the bear'S appetite and his own problems. Read aloud. -

See also: The Silver pony. Houghton, 1973.

Watts, Bernadette. Rapunzel. Crowell, 1974, 1975.
TFü s beautiful oversized interpretation of Rapunzel i-s good to com-

pare with that of other artists.
See also: Little Red Riding Hood. World Publishing, 1968. PB: Scho-_

lastic Book Services.

Wezel, Peterst e Good Bird. Harper, 1964. .

The good bird befrierids a goldfish trapped -in a bowl. Large
'crayon=like drawiniS,J011 the story without words. Tapts record chil-
dren's versions of the story.
See'also: The Naughty Bird. Follett, ,1967.

.Wilds.rnith, Brian. Brian' Wildsrnith's Mother Goose. Watts, 1965.
% colorful collection of Mother Goose rhymes in Wildsmith's

, unique style.. Read aloud. Repetition:
See'also: Birds. Watts, 1967.

Brian Wildsmith's ABC's. Watts, 1963.
Brian Wildsmith's 1, 2,Ts. Watts, 1965.
Brian Wildsmith's Puzzles. Watts, 1970.
A Child's Garden of Verses (by Robert Louis Stevenson).

Watts, 1966.
Circus. Watts, 1,970
The Lazy Bear. Watts, 1975'.

f:



The Lion, and the Rat (bY Jean de.La Fontaine). Watts,y19.64.
Python'S'pa.rty. Watts, 1975.
Wild Anigiils. Watts, 1967.

Williams; Garth. The Rabbits' Wedding.J-larper, 1958. -.
4

Soft, furry rabbits run and play together throughout the forest: The
other animals dance around them in a 'wedding circle. Read aloud..
Enjoy:
See also: Baby's First Book. Western, 1955.

Yashima, Taro. Umbiella. Viking, 1958.,PB.
'Morillo is anxiouS to use the new unibtellashe'receiyed:as a present"'

' on her third birthday. The sotinds- of the rain invite 'a- chorn&of chii-
dren's voices.
See also: Crow Boy. Viking, 1955. ?B.

Momo's Kitten.. Viking, 1961. PB.
Plenty to Watch. Viking, 1954.
Seashore' Story. Viking, 1967.
Youngest One. Viting, 1962.

Zemach, Harve. Duffy and the Devil. Illus. by Margot Zemach. Farrar, 1973.- .

This Cornish version of Rumpelstiltskin can be compared,with the
German and English versions of the same story.
See also: The Judge: An Untrue Tale. Illus. by Margot Zemach.

Farrar, 1969..
Nail Soup. Illus. by Margot Zemat . Follett, 1964.
A Penny a Look: An Old Story. Inn: by Margot Zemach.

Farrar, 1971.
The Speckled Hen: A Russian Nursery Rhyme. Illus. by

Margot Zernach. Holt, 1966. PB.

Zion, Eugene. Harry the Dirty Dog. Illus. by Margaret Bloy Graham. Harper,
1956.

t Harry, a whithog with blick spoils, hates baths 'so much that when
. he hears the tub filling, ft runs away from home. He tours the town

and gets #o.dirty that he becoines a black dog with white spots. Thus,.
*when Harry returns ho. e his fainkly doesn't recognize him until he
has a bath. Compare 4th Don Freeman's Dandelion.
See also: Dear Garbo e Man. Illus. by .Margaret. Bloy Grpham.

Harper, 11
Harry by th ea. Illus. by Margaret Bloy Graham. Harper,

1965.
The Plant Sitter. Illus. by Margaret Bloy Graham. Harper,

1959. PB: Scholastic Book Services.

Zolotow, Charlotte. William's Doll. Illus. by William Pene derlBois, Harper, "
1972.

William wants a doll in spite of being called a creep. and a sissyeand
in spite -of his worried father's gifts of a basket6all and a train.set.
Granding.ther takes him shop-ping and explains to his' father why it is
importarrt for William to have a doll.
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See also: A Father 4,4,;That. IllUS,..by Ben Shecter. Harper, 1971.
Mei-kiting BoU4. Illus. by Ben Shecter. HarP:er, 1969.
If It Weren't for You. Illus. by Ben Shecter. Harper, 1966.
Mr. Rabbit and the avely Present, Illus. by Maurice Sen-

dalt. Harper, 1962.
My Friend John: Illus. by Ben Shecter: Haiver, 1968.
MiGrandson Lew. Illus. by William Pelle du Bois. Harper,

1974.:
When I Have a Son. Illus. by Hilary Knight. Harper, 1967.
When the Wind Stops': Bus. by Howard Knotts. Harper,

9
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Children, 75, 126"
Very Hungry.Caterpillar, The, 8, 157
Very Special !House, A, 6, 110
Very Tall litle Girl, The, 61

Wok in th now, A, 53
:"Wee Bann The," 31
,Wbat Can She Be? A Musician, 102

"What Is It?," 80 - -
What's That Noise?, 45
Wheels-of th'e Bus po Round and

Round. The, 11
When .We Were Very Young, 165

Where Does the Butterfly Go When It
Rains?.; 132 ,

Where ilig.kid-Things Are, 9, 46,
109, 127;134, 168

Whistle for Willie, 61, 155 .

Whit Rat'S Tale-,'The, 93°
SnoW, Brighi Snow, 40, 114

"WhO Am I?," 82
O, Said Sae, Said Whoo?, 20, 80

There? Opt* the -Door, 6
ose MouseArse You?,161

Wfiy Couldn't I Be an Only Kid Like ,

You, Wigger?, 102
osgaitoes Bu.?-z in People's
94
ave allitc14 62, 102, 158

We tam's Dol , , 100, 101, 172
Wise Man an,..the, Mountain, The, 94
Wrong Side of the Bed, The, 60
Wurnp World, The, 166

You Read to Jae, I'll Redd-To You, 10

Zoo City, 6
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